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The present analysis summarizes the 
results of ACF’s annual independent 
civic monitoring of the most significant 
investigations of (alleged) high-level 
corruption crimes in the Republic of 
Bulgaria. ACF’s 2020 analysis titled 

“Anti-Corruption Institutions: Activity Without 
Visible Results” focused on examining 40 criminal 
cases from the period 2014 – 2019. The present study 
will look at the development of the cases that had not 
been completed at the time of publishing of last year’s 
analysis. It will also provide a review of five new cases 
that originated in 2020. 

The verdicts on all cases of high public interest that 
have been completed since last year are all acquittals, 
which fixes the total number of acquittals at thirteen, 
set against only three convictions. This proportion is in 
striking contrast with the overall percentage of convic-
tions on all criminal cases in the Republic of Bulgaria, 
which climbs closer to 100% every year. There is also 
a significant difference with the percentage of convic-
tions achieved on all corruption crimes in the country. 
The number of cases at the pre-trial phase of proceed-
ings or with an unclear status is reducing; the two cases 
concerning alleged corrupt behavior of senior public 
officials in the energy sector — in relation to the Belene 
NPP project and the deliveries/pricing of natural gas 
— have now proceeded to the trial phase. In both cases 
the Prosecutor’s Office has dropped the charges against 

some of the defendants, for no apparent reason, and 
there have been no press releases informing the public 
about the latest developments. Moreover, it is already 
foreseeable that the charges against the defendants will 
be declared unfounded by the court. 

The turbulent year 2020 was marked by the launch-
ing of investigations against a cabinet minister and a 
deputy minister, as well as against two of the Presi-
dent’s advisors. Furthermore, the Prosecutor’s Office 
conducted a rather cursory preliminary inquiry against 
Prime Minister Borisov on the basis of allegations of 
abuse of power, raised following the release of an audio 
recording in public space, on which could be heard a 
voice, similar to that of the Prime Minister. The Pros-
ecutor’s Office concluded that there was not enough 
evidence that a crime had been committed and decided 
not to initiate investigative proceedings.

Compared to the results of last year’s study, the prose-
cution of high-level corruption in Bulgaria has become 
even less effective in the period examined in the present 
analysis. At first glance, the most significant problem 
of the criminal justice system appears to be the lack of 
guilty verdicts; however, the analysis of the cases that 
ended with acquittals demonstrates that the rule of 
law in Bulgaria would have been undermined to a far 
greater extent if the examined indictments had instead 
resulted in convictions.

Т
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The leadership of the Prosecutor’s Office, and the 
Prosecutors’ College of the Supreme Judicial Council, 
continue to ignore the issues related to the prosecution 
of corruption crimes of high public interest in the 
country. There are no established criteria for monitor-
ing the progress of corruption cases of high public in-
terest. Transparency continues to be applied selectively 
with respect to such criminal proceedings. 

In addition, the present study reviews 18 significant 
cases of alleged high-level corruption at the local level 
in the last five years; they mostly include criminal 

proceedings against mayors and regional governors. 
The conclusions drawn from these cases reaffirm the 
tendencies identified following the examination of 
the main cases. The number of achieved convictions 
is negligible, and there are no prison sentences that 
have not been suspended. On the other hand, there are 
a number of acquittals based on unfounded charges; 
there are inexplicable delays of the proceedings at the 
pre-trail stage; and there is a complete lack of official 
information regarding the progress of the cases, despite 
the wide publicity given at the start of the investiga-
tions. 

2/Prevention and 
Ascertainment of Conflicts 
of Interest 2020: multiple 
interests - predominantly 
local conflicts
With this study, the ACF continues its annual 
independent civic monitoring of the practices of 
ascertainment of conflict of interest as part of alleged 
corrupt behavior at the high level and lower levels of 
power. Bulgaria‘s legal and institutional framework on 
combating corruption (outside its criminal aspects) 
and the prevention and counteraction of conflicts 
of interest was established in 2017 and entered into 
force in 2018. Already then, the ACF constructively 
problematized the regulation regarding the structuring 
of the new anti-corruption body, as well as the 
proceedings for ascertainment of a conflict of interest. 
Despite the renewed legal framework, the Bulgarian 
reality still features a low level of public trust in the 
anti-corruption institutions; institutional inaction, 
outside campaigns around the expected annual 
reports of the EC to assess Bulgaria‘s progress on the 
cooperation and verification mechanism, on judicial 
reform and the fight against corruption, as well as in 
the fight against organized crime; lack of visible results 
in the fight against corruption and cases of conflict of 
interest in the exercise of public power at the central 
and local level; lack of prevention in the fight against 
corruption and conflict of interest; lack of real action 
for the implementation of the anti-corruption strategy 

at the various institutional levels in horizontal and 
vertical aspect. 

In this report, we analyze the practice of the Anti-
Corruption Commission, the Inspectorate at the 
SJC, and the Inspectorate at the Council of Ministers 
for ascertainment of a conflict of interest in 2020 
regarding persons holding public office. Notable is the 
formal approach practiced by the authorities involved 
in exercising their powers on filed reports or cases 
being reported in the media. There is often a lack of 
comprehensive research on possible connections that 
lead to influence and dependencies in the exercise 
of official powers by persons holding public office. 
It is necessary to upgrade the formal verification 
(in registers and databases) by making an analytical 
assessment of real existing connections, relationships, 
and dependencies. 

In 2020, CAFIAP conducted an inspection of a total 
of 292 reports of the presence or absence of a conflict of 
interest. There is an increase in the reports for conflict 
of interests received by the Commission, compared 
to the previous two years - by over 60 % compared to 
2018 (119 reports) and by over 40 % compared to 2019 
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(166 reports). The Commission issued 122 decisions, 
ascertaining a conflict of interest in 30 decisions, 
and not ascertaining a conflict of interest in 92. The 
analysis of these 122 decisions can be divided into two 
separate groups. The first group, which includes the 
predominant number of examined cases - 96 in total, 
are about persons holding public office at the local 
level - in the system of local self-government, local 
government, or local administration. The remaining 
26 decisions concern persons who hold a public 
office at the central level, in the state administration 
system (including bodies with regional competencies), 
members of bodies of a state enterprise, or rector of a 
state higher school. 

Significant legislative changes are needed in the Anti-
Corruption Law, related to the Anti-corruption 
commission, the procedure for ascertaining a conflict 
of interest, and the whistleblowers. 
 
Regarding the structure and functions of the 
anti-corruption commission: 
• Guaranteeing the independence of the anti-

corruption body by adopting a different model for 
the election of its members – not only selecting 
them among members of the National Assembly, 
but also from other institutions (the administration 
of the president, the judiciary) and organizations 
(NGOs), thus providing stronger guarantees for 
transparency of the procedure, political neutrality, 
and professionalism. 

• The Commission must not become a new security 
service. In this regard, the possibility for the 
Commission to use the SSM outside the purposes 
of criminal proceedings should be reconsidered, 
as it has not been provided with investigative 
functions.

Concerning the proceedings of conflict of interest:
• Rethinking the empowerment of inspectorates/

special commissions in public authorities to 
establish conflicts of interest regarding persons 
holding public office in the administrations of 
public authorities outside the scope of senior 

public office. The adopted decentralized and 
diffuse model concerning these persons leads to 
contradictory practice and abuse of power. 

• Restricting the persons holding public offices 
from receiving gifts and benefits in relation to the 
holding of the relevant position, even without 
a direct connection with the exercise of specific 
powers in the private interest in the following 
sense: a person holding a senior public office is 
not entitled to receive in the personal interest 
a privilege, advantage, preferential treatment, 
property or services at prices lower than the 
market, a gift or other benefit in connection with 
the position he or she holds. 

• Expanding the circle of entities that can file 
reports for ascertainment of a conflict of interest. 
In addition to the traditionally mentioned 
non-governmental organizations engaged in 
anti-corruption activities, the possibility of 
representatives of legal entities being able to refer 
to the Commission should also be considered.

• Expanding the concept of „related persons“ - 
kinship by marriage (up to the fourth degree 
inclusive), godfathers, de facto cohabitation 
(ascending and descending relatives of the 
cohabitant with the person holding a public 
office). 

 
Protection of whistleblowers:
• Eliminating the requirement to indicate the PIN 

of the whistleblower in the filed tip-offs, as well as 
providing an explicit opportunity for legal entities, 
incl. non-governmental organizations carrying out 
activities of civic control over the institutions to be 
able to file reports. 

• Transposition of the rules on the protection of 
whistleblowers (Directive (EU) 2019/1937 of 
the European Parliament and the Council of 23 
October 2019 on the protection of whistleblowers 
of Union law), expiring on 17 December 2021.
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When writing about Bulgaria, inter-
national media invariably use two 
points of reference to supply the read-
er with background and local context. 
Bulgaria is the EU’s most corrupt 

Member State, and it is also the poorest. Regrettably, 
both are true. Much can be said about the link between 
poverty and corruption, and the same applies to the 
government’s attempts to imitate fighting against it. 

The national institutions empowered to counter cor-
ruption have gained and, time and again, demonstrated 
a unique ability to become incubators of corruption 
themselves.

This much became clear in 2013 from the little note-
book kept by the then Chairperson of the Commis-
sion for Countering Conflict of Interest. We saw the 
same in the scandal that led to the resignation of the 
Chairman of the Commission for Anti-corruption 
and the Forfeiture of Illegally Acquired Property in 
2019, Plamen Georgiev.  The pattern has also emerged 
from the Anti-Corruption Fund’s investigations known 
as the Eight Dwarfs and the List of Quick Control. 

One of the main reasons for societal tolerance for 
corruption and conflict of interest is short memory. 
Here, the words of the classical Bulgarian writer Yordan 
Radichkov, used by the political scientist Ivan Krastev to 
illustrate the political situation in Bulgaria according to 
which ‘every miracle lasts three days, and every three days 
a miracle happens’, are particularly apt. The corruption 
scandals of today merely sink into the ashes of those of 
yesterday.

From the very introduction of the Cooperation and 
Verification Mechanism, the European Commission 
has made it clear that it expects Bulgaria to achieve sus-
tainable results in the fight against corruption. However, 

this could never become a reality, because in the last 15 
years fight against corruption has been a mere on and off 
campaign.

It is in this context that, in 2020, the European Com-
mission will be able to take action against corruption. 
The Anti-Corruption Fund has launched an annual 
independent civic monitoring of cases of (alleged) 
corruption at the highest echelons of government. The 
monitoring has two aspects: (1) an analysis of criminal 
cases at the pre-trial and trial phase; and (2) an assess-
ment of decisions on reports on conflict of interest of 
the CAFIAP. 

The underlying idea is to compile in a systematic man-
ner and enrich with analytical input, where possible (i.e. 
primarily closed cases), the publicly known information 
about each case. Publicly known, because despite 
attempts to obtain information from the Prosecutor’s 
Office on the progress of investigations, requests are 
typically denied (except in one case in which the Prose-
cutor’s Office replied that the case had been ‘closed with 
a final act’.)

Our aim is to objectively present the state of play of 
fight against high-level corruption on the basis of both 
statistical indicators, typical for the annual reports of 
state institutions, and the development and final or 
intermediate results of specific criminal proceedings or 
preliminary investigations, as well as decisions of the 
CAFIAP. This year’s survey also includes an analysis 
of corruption investigations involving senior officials in 
local government. 

The monitoring also aims to compensate for the lack 
of sufficient transparency on the part of the competent 
institutions and thus lay the basis for greater accounta-
bility. 

W
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Methodology 
and structure 
of the report

The two aspects of monitoring differ 
somewhat in terms of the methodological 
approach followed. While the monitor-
ing of criminal cases covers a period of 
6 years (2014 - 2020), the monitoring 
of the CAFIAP focuses on cases the 

Commission examined in 2020. This is necessary as 
the two types of cases developed differently — both 
procedurally and over time. The decisions and inves-
tigations of the CAFIAP are usually completed within 
a year, while the average proceedings in criminal cases 
concerning corruption last approximately 5 years. 

The cases analysed in the two parts of the report are 
selected on the basis of a set of similar criteria: (1) the 
public importance and visibility of the case; (2) and 
whether it involves the most senior public officials at 
central level. In addition, the current report examines 
18 investigations of high-level corruption investiga-
tions, mostly involving mayors and regional governors, 
from the last five years. 

A major difference between the two parts of the report 
is the criterion that the criminal cases concern acts 
committed by public figures in their capacity as senior 
public officials. In the case of conflict of interest, it is 

often the link between specific acts (e.g. purchase of a 
property at a price below market value) and the exercise 
of official authority by a senior public official that is the 
subject of scrutiny. Therefore, some cases do not meet 
this criterion. 

This study is based on publicly available informa-
tion: court judgments, statutory and strategic docu-
ments, activity reports, ex-post impact assessment of 
laws, comparative review of institutional models and 
practices, decisions of the CAFIAP. A limited number 
of interviews were also conducted with different cate-
gories of respondents to clarify various circumstances 
and facts. 

The report is divided into two parts. The first part sets 
out the main observations and conclusions from the 
analysis of criminal cases. A more detailed overview 
and assessment of each case is presented in the annex. 

The same approach has been used in the analysis of 
conflicts of interest at local level Results of the prose-
cution of high-level corruption. The second part of the 
report presents the main conclusions on the activities 
of the CAFIAP, as well as a review and assessment of 
individual cases of conflict of interest. 

T
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Methodology

This analysis presents the results of ACF’s 
annual independent civic monitoring of 
the criminal justice response from the 
competent public authorities to the most 
significant cases of high-level corruption 

crimes — or allegations thereof — in the Republic of 
Bulgaria. The references to “corruption crimes” made 
further on in this text shall include not only those 
crimes that have been confirmed with a final verdict, 
but also cases where allegations of committed crimes 
have been brought forward, but did not result in 
subsequent criminal proceedings, or the criminal pro-
ceedings are ongoing, or have been terminated, or have 
concluded with an acquittal that cannot be appealed).  

The goal of this annual monitoring is to systematize 
and analyse — where possible and mainly with regards 
to completed proceedings — the public information 
already available about corruption crimes, in order to 
present an objective overview of the efforts to combat 
high-level corruption not on the basis of dry statistics 
(as presented in the annual reports of public institu-
tions), but with reference to the development and the 
intermediate or final outcomes of particular criminal 
proceedings or preliminary inquiries.

This study is a continuation of last year’s ACF analysis 

titled “Anti-Corruption Institutions: Activity Without 
Visible Results.”1 It follows the development and sum-
marizes the final outcomes (where applicable) of the 40 
most significant investigations of high-level corruption 
crimes in the period 2014 – 2019. The study employs 
a broad definition of ‘corruption crimes’ that includes 
not only bribery, but also embezzlement, fraud, mis-
management of public funds, credit offenses, money 
laundering, tax evasion, malfeasance in office, offenses 
against public administration, offenses against the ad-
ministration of justice, document fraud, and all other 
crimes that can be considered to involve an element of 
corruption based on their particular circumstances. 

The criteria used for the selection of the cases in last 
year’s report are the following (the first is the main 
one and the other two are auxiliary):

1) the (alleged) perpetrator is a public official 
occupying a post of responsibility within an 
important institution in the legislative, execu-
tive or judicial branch, and the culpable act is 
carried out in the exercise of the official’s pub-
lic duties, irrespective of the damages caused.

or

2) the (alleged) crime has resulted in severe 

1. A. Yankulov, A. Slavov, “Anti-Corruption Institutions: Activity Without Visible Results,” Sofia: ACF, 2020: https://acf.bg/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/ACF_BG_2020-1.pdf

T
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consequences affecting public interests, or has 
impinged on important public funds, even 
if the official does not occupy a post of high 
responsibility.

or

3) the (alleged) malfeasance in office is excep-
tionally culpable from a moral standpoint 
due to the manner of execution, the involved 
parties, the directly or indirectly affected 
vulnerable population groups, the pursued 
outcomes, etc. and thus has attracted serious 
attention in the country or abroad.

The present analysis uses the same criteria to filter and 
include the cases that originated in 2020 (a total of five 
cases have been added); it also looks at the development 
of the still pending cases from the past five-year period. 

This year’s report has an additional section, dedicated 
to the monitoring of corruption crime investigations 
at local level. The monitoring period is once again five 
years, and the employed criteria include the post occu-
pied by the alleged perpetrator and the importance of 
the affected interests. The goal is to analyze a represent-
ative sample of the most significant investigations of 
high-level corruption crimes at regional and municipal 
level, usually involving municipal mayors and regional 
governors. 

organized criminal group
(Art. 321 of the CC)

waste management in 
contravention to the 
established procedures 
(Art. 353v of the CC)
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Summary 
analysis of 
the examined 
cases 
0.1 Completed cases

Six of the cases that were still pending at the 
time when last year’s report was published 
have now ended with a final court ruling.

In all six cases the final verdict is an acquittal.2

The summary analysis of the six new acquittals affirms 
the already established conclusion that the defendants 
in the most significant corruption cases in Bulgaria are 
usually acquitted on account of having been accused 
of behavior that does not constitute a crime. In other 
words, there are no disputes arising with regards to the 
facts of the cases, but the legal assessment of the court 
differs from that of the PORB. This suggests that the 
outcomes of those cases are caused by erroneous appli-
cation of the Criminal Code by the respective prosecu-
tors in charge and are not the result of unforeseeable 
changes in the ratio of inculpatory and exculpatory 
evidence, or of a purely subjective interpretation of 
the collected evidence. These observations are rein-
forced by the analysis of the six new acquittals.

Crucially, in four of the mentioned six cases the 
PORB accepted the acquittal of the defendants3 
and did not appeal the verdicts of the appellate court 
before the Supreme Court of Cassation.

Three of the cases are against former ministers4 and one 
is against a former deputy minister5. So far, all the ex-
amined cases against former government officials that 
have reached a final verdict have ended in acquittal, 
irrespective of the periods concerned. In all four cases, 
the approach adopted by the PORB, particularly with 
respect to the alleged harmful consequences of the 
impugned actions, can be characterized as unconven-
tional and devoid of any legal logic or common sense.
 
Not a single conviction of high-level corruption 

2. Cases nos. 3, 4, 12, 14, 21, 22 from Annex 1
3. 3, 4, 21, 22 
4. 3, 4, 12
5. 14

S
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crime has become final in the examined period.

Therefore, the overall ratio of final acquittals to final 
convictions in the cases analyzed by ACF is three 
convictions against thirteen acquittals. This is 
in sharp contrast with the official data published 
by the PORB regarding the ratio of convictions 
to acquittals in all investigated corruption cases 
in the country. According to the PORB’s report for 
2019,6 the number of persons convicted of corruption 
crimes that year was 343, while the number of acquit-
ted persons was 38 (for 2018: 375 – 57; for 2017: 364 
– 78). It follows that the efforts to combat high-level 
corruption yield far more disappointing results than 
the battle against corruption as a whole, at least as far 
as the securing of convictions is concerned. 

The conclusions of last year’s analysis are equally 
valid with respect to the newly completed cases:

• the share of convictions is very low 
compared to the share of acquittals, 
with a tendency to become even lower.

• the three final convictions, which have 
already been analyzed in last year’s 
report, were achieved on cases that did 
not affect public interests, protected by 
law, to such a degree as some other cases 
in the same category; and there are no 
new convictions.

• the acquittals were issued primarily on 
cases in which charges had been pressed 
on account of behavior that is not crim-
inal, and this tendency is increasing.

Furthermore, the time periods for taking these cases 
through both stages of the criminal proceedings were 
also rather reasonable (especially considering the 
traditional formalism of the Bulgarian criminal proce-
dure). Even though the average timespan between the 
commission of the corruption crime and the issuing of 
the final verdict (5.2 years), and the average timespan of 
the trial stage (2.5 years), have increased in comparison 
with last year’s study (3.4 and 1.8 respectively), this 
outcome is caused by only two cases. The first one is 
the case against the ministers Dyankov and Traykov7. 
Given the nature of that case, the trial phase was com-
pleted within a reasonable time period — three and a 
half years; however, there was a long period between 
the commission of the alleged crimes and the start of 
the investigation proceedings — around five years — 
taking into account that the parameters of the deal, 
on which the charges were founded and which later 
proved in accordance with the law, had been publicly 

6.  The annual reports of the PORB can be accessed at: 
https://prb.bg/bg/pub_info/dokladi-i-analizi 
7. 3, 4
8. 21, 22
9. 20

10. 9, 10, 25, 31, 32, 37, 39, 41

known from the very beginning. The second case is 
the one against the presidents of the Military Court of 
Appeal, Pengezov and Petkov8, where the trial proceed-
ings continued for four and a half years. The charges in 
this case were also pressed with unjustified delay, as the 
facts on which they were based had been known much 
earlier. 

The inspection of the former Minister of Finance 
Goranov9, which began in 2018, was finalized at an 
unknown time with a refusal to initiate pre-trial pro-
ceedings. The act was not provided for the purposes 
of the present investigation “due to lack of grounds for 
it”, as stated in a letter from the SPO.

The inspection commissioned against Prime 
Minsiter Borisov on account of allegations of 
abuse of power is also included within the category 
of completed cases.10 The inspection concluded with 
a decision to not open criminal proceedings due to 
lack of evidence that a crime had been committed. 
Although this decision can theoretically be revised by 
a more senior prosecutor at any point, for the moment 
the proceedings have been terminated. 

https://prb.bg/bg/pub_info/dokladi-i-analizi


Criminal proceedings were denied



Prime Minister, 2017 - 2021

Minister of Environment and Water,
2017 - 2020

President’s Secretary on Legal Affairs and 
Anti-corruption, 2017 - present

President’s Advisor on Matters of Defense 
and Security, 2017 - present

Deputy Minister of Environment and Water , 
2017 - 2020

Criminal proceedings were denied41 Boyko Borisov

Neno Dimov

Krasimir Zhivkov

Plamen Uzunov

Iliya Milushev

41

43

44

45
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0.2 Ongoing 
cases currently at 
the trial stage of 
proceedings 

S Seven of the eleven cases that were at the 
pre-trial phase of proceedings or had an un-
clear status at the time when last year’s report 
was published have now progressed to the 
trial stage.11

Four of these cases concern alleged crimes committed 
by four high-ranking public officials in the context 
of the Belene Nuclear Power Plant project (two 
Ministers of Energy and two executive directors of 
Natsionalna Elektricheska Kompania – the national 
electricity company).12 The Prosecutor’s Office filed 
the indictment with the SpCC in February 2021 
without issuing any public statements, despite the 
high interest of the public in the case given the status 
of the defendants and the colossal alleged damages 
totaling around half a billion levs (BGN). 

The PORB and the SpCC released information about 
the progress of the case only after ACF had already dis-
closed the news about the filing of the indictments.13 
The charges against the third defendant on that 
case, Minister Dobrev,14 have been dropped for 
unknown reasons. In response to questions from 
journalists, the PORB stated only that the investigative 
proceedings against Dobrev are ongoing. 

The bill of indictment on the Belene NPP case 

was filed with such massive delay that the absolute 
limitation period for prosecution with respect to three 
of the pressed charges will expire at the end of 2021, 
while the limitation period for the fourth charge will 
expire in 2022. This fact predetermines the outcome 
of the proceedings with a high degree of certainty. 
The timespan between the commission of the alleged 
crimes and the pressing of charges at the pre-trial stage 
of proceedings, and the timespan between the pressing 
of charges and the filing of the indictment in court 
were unreasonably long (the indicted acts took place in 
2006-2007, the charges were pressed in 2016, and the 
bill of indictment was filed in 2021). The charges were 
founded on allegations of misuse of public funds to 
the detriment of the state budget. Such circumstances 
could not have been kept in secret, so there is no legit-
imate explanation for the colossal delay, which could 
be justified, for example, in cases where the potentially 
criminal behavior of public officials is uncovered at a 
later stage. 

The PORB’s silence regarding the filing of the indict-
ment on the Belene NPP case is even more suspicious 
in view of the fact that another indictment was 
filed at the same time on the case against the Deputy 
Minister of Environment and Water, Krasimir Zhivk-
ov. Zhivkov, who served in the government elected by 
the 44th National Assembly, was charged with leading 

11. 9, 10, 25, 31, 32,37, 39
12. 9, 10, 31, 32
13. https://acf.bg/en/obvinenieto-za-aets-belene-vneseno-bez-2/
14. 8

https://acf.bg/en/obvinenieto-za-aets-belene-vneseno-bez-2/
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15. 43; this is one of the new cases that originated in the period examined in the present analysis.
16. 25 and 26
17. 8, 9, 10, 25, 26, 31, 32

18. 18, 28, 29, 38, 40
19. 19, 25

an organized crime group and with handling waste in 
contravention with the established procedures.15 What 
is worth noting here is that the PORB published a 
press release about the Zhivkov case, and even the 
random allocation of the case to a court panel was 
performed by the SpCC management in the presence 
of the media. The reasons for this double standard 
in the provision of information to the public with 
regards to the progress of cases of high public in-
terest remain unclear.

The same double standard can be observed in the 
criminal proceedings against the two directors of 
the SEWRC on account of alleged violations related 
to the supply and pricing of natural gas.16 The PORB 
again remained silent when the bill of indictment 
against Semerdziev was filed with the SpCC in Au-
gust 2020. At the same time, it is not clear why the 
charges against Todorova were dropped, nor wheth-
er the investigative proceedings against her have been ter-
minated. The indictment on this case was also filed with 
considerable delay — around nine and half years after the 
commission of the alleged crimes, and three years after 
the defendant had been charged at the pre-trial stage. 
In March 2021, Semerdzhiev was acquitted by the 
first-instance court, and once again the information 
was not communicated to the media. 

Taking aside the total information blackout, both cases 
concerning alleged violations committed by high-ranking 
public officials in the energy sector — in connection with 
the Belene NPP project and the supply/pricing of natural 
gas — have progressed to the trial stage of proceedings.17 
Charges were filed in court with respect to five of the 
seven investigated parties, and the status of the proceed-
ings against the remaining two remains unknown. As 
a result, the average timespan between the commission 
of the alleged crimes and the filing of the indictment in 
court has increased to 4.6 years compared to 3.1 years in 
last year’s report. However, the more important issue 
here concerns the predictable outcome of those 
cases, having in mind that the limitation period for 
prosecution in the first case will expire soon, and a 
swift acquittal has already been issued on the other. 

Eighteen of the examined cases are at the trial stage of 
proceedings at the time of conclusion of the present 
study. No verdict has been pronounced yet with respect 
to 11 of those cases. With regards to the remaining seven, 
five cases have resulted in convictions18 and two cases in 
acquittals,19 none of which are yet final. The relevant 
courts have issued three prison sentences and two sus-
pended prison sentences on the five guilty verdicts, which 
have not been examined by the SCtC on appeal yet.  
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20. 8, 26, 36
21. 8 and 26

22. 36
23. 42, 44, 45
24. 43

0.3 Ongoing cases 
currently at the 
pre-trial stage of 
proceedings or 
with unknown 
development 

T Three of the 11 cases that were at the 
pre-trial stage of proceedings or with an 
unclear status at the time of publishing 
of last year’s report have shown no pro-
gress since then.20 As was the case with 

last year’s report, ACF’s requests for information 
were not addressed by the respective units of the 
PORB that are supposed to be in charge of the men-
tioned cases. 

As noted above, the actions of the PORB with respect 
to two particular cases are utterly inexplicable.21 In 
those cases, two of the defendants have been separated 
from the rest and have not been brought to trial. The 
PORB has offered no explanation about this differen-
tial treatment, even following ACF’s specific inquiries 
on the subject, submitted during the drafting of the 
present report. 

There is also no information regarding the 2016 
investigation against the former executive director of 
the Fund for Treatment of Children Abroad, Pavel 
Aleksandrov.22 All that is known about this latter case 
is that it was filed in court and then returned due to 
significant procedural violations. As mentioned above, 
no information has been published with regards to the 
proceedings that have undergone some degree of pro-
gress during the examined period. At the same time, 
the PORB has reported on the status of some similar 
cases. 

The PORB initiated criminal proceedings on four new 
cases of alleged high-level corruption in the examined 
period; three of them are still at the pre-trial stage,23 
while the fourth has already progressed to a court 
trial.24

In summary, there are a total of six cases that are cur-
rently at the pre-trial stage of proceedings or with an 
unclear status. 
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0.4 Conclusions The prosecution of high-level 
corruption in Bulgaria has become 
even less effective in the period 
examined in the present analysis, as 
compared with the results of last year’s 

ACF study titled “Anti-Corruption Institutions: Ac-
tivity Without Visible Results.” The verdicts that have 
become final since last year are all acquittals, which 
fixes the total number of acquittals at thirteen, set 
against only three convictions. Furthermore, there 
is not a single corruption crime — defined broadly in 
accordance with the study criteria as corruption that 
is most detrimental to the public interest — that has 
been punished with an executed prison sentence. In 
addition, there have been no final convictions issued 
in the last three years — from 2018 to 2020 included.

At first glance, the most significant problem of 
the criminal justice system appears to be the lack 
of guilty verdicts; however, the analysis of the cases 
that ended with acquittals demonstrates that the 
rule of law in Bulgaria would have been under-
mined to a far greater extent if the examined 
indictments had in fact resulted in convictions. 
There is a sufficient number of finalized cases at the 
moment to take notice of certain very unsettling ten-
dencies. 

The majority of the cases that reached the trial phase 
and have now been decided concerned high-ranking 
officials who were predominantly indicted on account 
of behavior that was not criminal. It can be seen that 
this conclusion of the courts was on many occasions 
accepted even by the Prosecutor’s Office. The indict-
ments in many of the cases examined in the appendix 
disclose wrongful application of substantive criminal 
law provisions that have been clarified in the legal theo-
ry and practice a long time ago. Certain absurd logical 
constructs are also observed, whereby the Prosecutor’s 
Office has attempted to accommodate the particular 
facts of the case in the legal definition of the alleged 
crime, especially as regards the harmful consequences 
caused by the incriminated behavior. Then, following 
years of futile prosecution, it is established that such 
harmful consequences never existed in the first place. 

Some of the still pending cases also suffer from these 
shortcomings, which can easily be identified even by an 
external party with cursory knowledge of the particu-
lar case and will probably end in the manner described 
above. 

The futile criminal proceedings, which do not pursue 
a legitimate procedural aim and go on for years before 
they crumble down for lack of criminal behavior as per 
the established facts, clearly demonstrate why the lack 

T
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of oversight over the instigation of criminal proceed-
ings by prosecutors is highly problematic. Crucially, a 
court ruling on the merits of the charges can only be 
issued at the very end of the criminal trial, even if the 
charges had been patently unfounded from the outset.
 
In view of the above, the question that has to be asked 
is: is that the real image of high-level corruption 
in Bulgaria? Because if the examined criminal pro-
ceedings reflect the real dimensions of corruption at 
the highest levels of the public sector, then the only 
tenable conclusion is that corruption does not 
exist there. As such an outcome is objectively impos-
sible, especially in a new democracy such as Bulgaria, 
the only remaining scenario is that the real scope 
of corruption has not yet been exposed. 

The leadership of the Prosecutor’s Office and the 
Prosecutors’ College of the Supreme Judicial Council 
continue to ignore the issues related to the prosecution 
of corruption crimes of high public interest in the 
country. There are no established criteria for mon-
itoring the progress of corruption cases of high 
public interest. This opens the possibility for burying 
a case concerning, for instance, unlawful expenditures 
of millions by government ministers within the overall 
statistic of investigated crime, which predominantly 
includes low-profile proceedings against traffic officers 
and tax inspectors. It is not clear whether anyone ana-
lyzes the reasons for the failure to achieve convictions 
in significant corruption cases, as their ending is usual-
ly characterized with total information blackout and 
silence from the leadership of the Prosecutor’s Office, 
in stark contrast with the institution’s active media 
presence at the beginning of the proceedings. 

The criminal proceedings continue to be selectively 
transparent; in the absence of any identifiable 
criteria, the public is provided with information 
about certain cases, while access to others is de-
nied even when it has been expressly requested.

In 2020, the public witnessed a reinforcement in the 
tendency to initiate criminal proceedings for corrup-
tion crimes against senior public officials in a loud 
and demonstrative manner. The Prosecutor’s Office 
praised itself on arresting and detaining — as a form of 
preventive measure — the then Minister of Environ-
ment and Water, Neno Dimov, on a charge of misman-
agement of public funds, which allegedly caused the 
water crisis in the city of Pernik. However, it remains 
to be seen whether this case will increase the number 
of successfully conducted criminal proceedings in the 
country. 

As the confrontation between President Radev and 

Prosecutor General Geshev intensified in the course of 
last year, two of the President’s advisors were investi-
gated and subsequently charged on account of alleged 
disclosure of confidential information. At the same 
time, the Prosecutor’s Office could not collect enough 
evidence to instigate proceedings against Prime Mins-
iter Borisov — or at least no information to this effect 
was shared with the public — despite the considerable 
number of sources alleging criminal behavior on his 
part. The decision to not open an investigation remains 
with the Prosecutor’s Office and is not subject to any 
form of external control under the current procedural 
legislation. 

ACF’s investigation titled “The Eight Dwarfs,”25 
which gained considerable popularity on social media 
in the past year and was even awarded the grand prize 
for investigative journalism of the Radostina Konstan-
tinova Foundation,26 did not manage to provoke any 
institutional response. Even though they were provid-
ed with an abundance of information concerning a 
range of alleged offenses, accompanied with a detailed 
analysis of the criminal law aspects of the case, the 
relevant authorities failed to take action.27 

25. The Eight Dwarfs: A New ACF Investigation Tracks the Story of a Criminal Capture of a Million-dollar Business | | ACF
26.These are the only awards for investigative journalism in Bulgaria – https://radostinakonstantinova.org/1380/fondatsiya-radostina-konstantinova-obyavi-godishnite-si-nagradi-za-razsledvashta-
zhurnalistika/
27. “The Eight Dwarfs” – The facts, a legal analysis, conclusions, and an appeal to the institutions | | ACF

https://acf.bg/en/osemte-dzhudzheta-novo-razsledvane-2/
https://radostinakonstantinova.org/1380/fondatsiya-radostina-konstantinova-obyavi-godishnite-si-nagradi-za-razsledvashta-zhurnalistika/ 
https://radostinakonstantinova.org/1380/fondatsiya-radostina-konstantinova-obyavi-godishnite-si-nagradi-za-razsledvashta-zhurnalistika/ 
https://acf.bg/en/tsyalata-istoriya-na-osemte-dzhudzheta-vs/
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One of the main obstacles to tackling 
high-level corruption in Bulgaria, if 
not the most significant obstacle, is the 
lack of adequate control over the 
prosecution of criminal behavior, 
which is the principal function of 
the Prosecutor’s Office.

It is necessary to introduce new forms 
of external procedural control, as well 
as to reinforce the public control over 
the conduct of criminal proceedings, 
which remains completely unchecked at 
present. The decision whether, whom, 
when, and on what charges to prosecute 
should be monitored strictly.

The external procedural control 
should be carried out by courts at the 
pre-trial phase of proceedings and 
should encompass both the cases where 
the Prosecutor’s Office has decided to 
prosecute and the cases where it has 
decided not to. The introduction of 
procedural opportunities for courts 
to exercise control over the conduct 
of criminal proceedings would create 
better conditions for developing a 
well-functioning Prosecutor’s Office 
— respectively a more just and effective 
criminal justice system — than the reli-
ance on any other, even if theoretically 
perfect, mechanism for institutional 
control.28

Developing criteria for corruption 
cases of high public interest: The 
future criteria should take into account 
the public status of the accused, as well 
as the material damages or other signif-
icant damages caused as a result of the 
criminal act. The application of such 
criteria will enable the monitoring and 
assessment of the most serious cases of 
alleged corrupt behavior that other-
wise blur out in the statistical data on 
corruption in general.

Transparency with regards to the 
status of criminal proceedings on 
corruption cases of high public 
interest: PORB should drastically 
increase the transparency of its actions 
on cases of high public interest, while 
taking heed of the presumption of 
innocence and the confidentiality of 
the pre-trial investigation proceedings. 
Once it has been established that releas-
ing information to the public would 
not impede the investigation of the case 
or disproportionately affect the rights of 
the investigated parties, PORB should 
publish regular updates regarding the 
development of the case. This approach 
should not be adopted selectively but 
should apply to all cases. 

0.5 Recommendations 
The recommendations put forward in 
last year’s study regarding the need for 
increased transparency in the efforts to 
combat high-level corruption remain 
valid. In this respect, public scrutiny 
shall be reinforced by: 

28. More on this topic: https://acf.bg/en/andrey-yankulov-akf-bezkontrolnoto-na-2/

https://acf.bg/en/andrey-yankulov-akf-bezkontrolnoto-na-2/
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Convictions of corruption crimes 
that became final in 2020 following a 
cassation appeal 

The judgments issued by the Supreme 
Court of Cassation (SCtC) in 2020 on 
cases involving corruption crimes are 
systematically published on the Court’s 
webpage.29 The 2019 analysis iden-

tified that the largest share of corruption crime cases 
examined by the SCtC involve active bribery (giving/
offering or attempting to offer a bribe) of police officers 
(10 out of 28 cases). In 2020, the active bribery cases 
have dropped in half — to only five (mostly involving 
police officers again). However, this is also the number 
of examined cases against (predominantly low-level) 
officials for passive bribery, which includes requesting/
receiving a gift, embezzlement, and malfeasance in 
office pursuant to Art. 282 of the CC. In 2020, the 
Prosecutor’s Office has achieved 12 final convictions 
(following a cassation appeal) of public officials for 
the commission of corruption crimes (compared 
to seven convictions in 2019): against a department 
head in the Shumen regional branch of the SOE30 “Na-
poitelni Sistemi EAD” for mismanagement of public 
funds (sentenced to suspended imprisonment); against 
a director of the Regional Directorate of Agriculture – 
Vidin for malfeasance in office (sentenced to suspend-
ed imprisonment); against a judge serving in the Vidin 
District Court for malfeasance in office (sentenced 

to suspended imprisonment; against the Dobrich 
Regional Governor and against a regional directorate 
head for malfeasance in office (both sentenced to sus-
pended imprisonment and a BGN 2500 fine); against 
a revenue inspector at a regional unit of the National 
Revenue Agency – Sofia for requesting/receiving a 
bribe (sentenced to suspended imprisonment, a BGN 
2000 fine, and barred from holding public office); 
against a police officer from the Malko Tarnovo Police 
Department for document fraud and for requesting/
receiving a bribe (sentenced to suspended imprison-
ment and barred from holding public office); against 
a police officer from the Plovdiv Criminal Police 
Department for requesting/receiving a bribe and for 
possessing/selling excisable goods without excise label 
(sentenced to suspended imprisonment); against two 
inspectors from the Motor Vehicle Administration 
Agency – Blagoevgrad for requesting/receiving a bribe 
(both sentenced to suspended imprisonment, barred 
from holding public office, and fined BGN 1000 and 
BGN 700, respectively); against two police officers for 
requesting/receiving a bribe (both sentenced to sus-
pended imprisonment, a BGN 1000 fine, and barred 
from holding public office). None of the perpetrators 
were sentenced to serving actual time in prison, while 
there was one such sentence in 2019.

T

29. http://www.vks.bg/dela-za-korupcionni-prestaplenia-reshenia/2020.pdf
30. State-owned enterprise.

http://www.vks.bg/dela-za-korupcionni-prestaplenia-reshenia/2020.pdf
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31. Cases nos. 1 and 10 of the Annex 2
32. 10
33.  2, 7, 17

34. 12 
35.  3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 13, 14, 18

Summary analysis 
of the examined 
cases of corruption 
at the local level

The complementary review of the 
18 most significant cases of alleged 
high-level corruption at the local level 
in the last five years — which mostly 
include criminal proceedings against 

mayors and regional governors — reaffirms the 
conclusions drawn from the analysis of the main 
cases. The number of achieved convictions is negligi-
ble, and there are no executed prison sentences; on the 
other hand, there are acquittals based on unfounded 
charges; there are inexplicable delays of the proceed-
ings at the pre-trail stage; and there is a complete lack 
of official information regarding the progress of the 
cases, despite the wide publicity given at the start of 
the investigations. 

Indeed, by contrast to the other part of this analysis, all 
the current final verdicts on the examined cases of 
high-level corruption at the local level are convic-
tions, and there are no acquittals; however, there 
are only two final verdicts to date31 and no prison 
sentences that have not been suspended. One of the 
two convictions was issued on a case against the Mayor 
of the Karlovo Municipality, Emil Kabaivanov,32 where 
the latter took a plea bargain to go on probation for the 
minimum period of six months, provided by law (the 
plea bargain has the effect of a final guilty verdict). The 
striking part is that the Kabaivanov is still occupying 
the post of mayor, even though he was convicted of 
causing harm to the municipality through mismanage-
ment of public funds in precisely that capacity. 

At the same time, three of the four verdicts that 
have not yet become final are acquittals,33 and the 
fourth one is a partial conviction (where criminal 
punishment has been replaced by an administrative 
fine) and partial acquittal.34

Similar to the main part of the analysis, in a significant 
number of cases — eight,35 to be exact — the Pros-
ecutor’s Office did not release any information 
regarding the progress and current status of the 
criminal proceedings, which was in stark contrast 
with the ostentatious manner of opening the re-
spective investigations. 

In November 2017, the broad category of corruption 
crimes, committed by regional governors, municipal 
and district mayors, and their deputies, was trans-
ferred to the jurisdiction of the SpCC, and the SpPO, 
respectively. Thereafter, in 2018 and 2019, a number 
of investigations were launched against senior local 
government officials in a manner clearly intended to at-
tract public attention. The investigations had a similar 
development: the SpPO would raid the respective 
city hall, and this would be captured by the media; 

T
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the respective public official would be charged 
and detained for a certain period; the public offi-
cial would subsequently be released, and no more 
information would be given with respect to the 
investigation. This was the exact development of the 
cases against the Mayors of the Pernik Municipality, 
Nikiforova and Ivanov;36 the Mayor of the Nesebar 
Municipality, Dimitrov (who continues to hold the 
post);37 the Mayor of the Bozhurishte Municipality, 
Dimov (who also continues to hold the post);38 and 
against one of the district mayors in Plovdiv, Ralev.39

On the cases against the Mayor of Plovdiv, Totev40; 
the Mayor of Sozopol, Reyzi;41 and the Mayor of 
Chelopech, Kesyakov (who is still holding the post)42, 
it is known that bills of indictment have been filed in 
the respective courts. Thereafter, the case has either 
been returned to the pre-trial stage for rectification of 
significant procedural violations, and its status is now 
unclear; or there is no information at all regarding the 
progress of the case in court. 

36. 5, 6
37. 9
38. 13

39. 18
40. 3
41. 8
42. 14
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1/
Assessment of the state of 
play in Bulgaria in 2020

Most of 2020 was marked by the glob-
al pandemic caused by COVID-19. 
For the first time, a state of emergency 
was introduced in Bulgaria under 
the 1991 Constitution to curtail the 

rapid spread of the virus (by a decision of the National 
Assembly adopted on 13 March 2020). The outbreak 
of the virus continued into the current year and an 
emergency epidemic situation was introduced (by a 
series of decisions of the Council of Ministers, which 
have remained effective since they were first introduced 
on 13 May 2020). The consequences of the emergency 
can be seen in all areas of private and public life — both 
in Bulgaria and around the world. The pandemic has 
also affected the activities of central government and 
local authorities and their administrations.  

The disclosure by the ACF of real estate being ac-
quired by the incumbents of senior public office at 
prices significantly below prevailing market rates,43 the 
misappropriation of EU funds,44 influence peddling,45 
political corruption, and institutionalised pressure on 

the Head of State46 following the Rosenets case47 as well 
as divergent political views48 ushered in a hot political 
summer in 2020. The desire of the ruling majority to 
use the constitutional debate to its “corporate advan-
tage” finally caused the thin thread of cooperation with 
the representatives of the civil sector and the academic 
community to snap. Tossing around promises of a 
“new” draft constitution, the ruling majority sought to 
abruptly shift the focus of public attention away from 
the fundamental and pressing issues of state governance 
that predated the COVID-19 crisis. Among these were 
the sharp deterioration in the quality of the legislation 
enacted by the National Assembly (lack of impact as-
sessments and public consultations, unusual and rapid 
pace of multiple amendments to spatial planning and 
other laws, overtly lobbyist amendments, introducing 
changes in the transitional and final provisions in 
the laws, amending and supplementing the relevant 
statutes as the main instrument of arbitrary law-mak-
ing49), the National Assembly’s voluntary refusal to 
exercise parliamentary scrutiny over the activities of 
the Prime Minister and some members of government, 

43. Yankulov, A., A. Slavov. Anti-corruption institutions: activity without visible results., Sofia, 
ACF, 2020, p. 33-36 https://acf.bg/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/ACF_ENG_2020-1.pdf
44. Yankulov, A., A. Slavov, Anti-corruption institutions: activity without visible results., Sofia, 
ACF, 2020, p. 37-38 
45. https://acf.bg/bg/tsyalata-istoriya-na-osemte-dzhudzheta-vs/ [05.06.2021]
46. https://prb.bg/bg/news/44432-saobshtenie-na-voenno-okrazhna-prokuratura-sofiya 
[05.06.2021] 
47. https://www.president.bg/news5554/darzhavniyat-glava-ako-nyakoi-ne-mogat-ili-ne-iskat-
da-vadvoryat-red-v-sluzhbite-no-mi-vmenyavat-moralna-otgovornost-neka-mi-se-vazstanovyat-

pravomoshtiyata-po-zakon.html [05.06.2021]
48. https://www.svobodnaevropa.bg/a/31289860.html [05.06.2021]
49. A dangerous trend in lawmaking is the imposing principle „to read the law from the back to 
the front“. Thus, 35% of the proposed legislative initiatives submitted for consideration in the 43rd 
National Assembly (2014-2017) provided for changes in other laws, and in the eleven parliamentary 
sessions of the 44th National Assembly (2017-2021) this share is two percentage points higher and 
now amounts to 37%. https://parliament.bg/pub/ncpi/20210329041138Изследване%20на%20
законодателната%20дейност.pdf, slide 45 [06.06.2021]
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https://acf.bg/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/ACF_ENG_2020-1.pdf
https://acf.bg/bg/tsyalata-istoriya-na-osemte-dzhudzheta-vs/
https://prb.bg/bg/news/44432-saobshtenie-na-voenno-okrazhna-prokuratura-sofiya 
https://www.president.bg/news5554/darzhavniyat-glava-ako-nyakoi-ne-mogat-ili-ne-iskat-da-vadvoryat-red-v-sluzhbite-no-mi-vmenyavat-moralna-otgovornost-neka-mi-se-vazstanovyat-pravomoshtiyata-po-zakon.html 
https://www.president.bg/news5554/darzhavniyat-glava-ako-nyakoi-ne-mogat-ili-ne-iskat-da-vadvoryat-red-v-sluzhbite-no-mi-vmenyavat-moralna-otgovornost-neka-mi-se-vazstanovyat-pravomoshtiyata-po-zakon.html 
https://www.president.bg/news5554/darzhavniyat-glava-ako-nyakoi-ne-mogat-ili-ne-iskat-da-vadvoryat-red-v-sluzhbite-no-mi-vmenyavat-moralna-otgovornost-neka-mi-se-vazstanovyat-pravomoshtiyata-po-zakon.html 
https://www.svobodnaevropa.bg/a/31289860.html
https://parliament.bg/pub/ncpi/20210329041138%D0%98%D0%B7%D1%81%D0%BB%D0%B5%D0%B4%D0%B2%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B5%20%D0%BD%D0%B0%20%D0%B7%D0%B0%D0%BA%D0%BE%D0%BD%D0%BE%D0%B4%D0%B0%D1%82%D0%B5%D0%BB%D0%BD%D0%B0%D1%82%D0%B0%20%D0%B4%D0%B5%D0%B9%D0%BD%D0%BE%D1%81%D1%82.pdf
https://parliament.bg/pub/ncpi/20210329041138%D0%98%D0%B7%D1%81%D0%BB%D0%B5%D0%B4%D0%B2%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B5%20%D0%BD%D0%B0%20%D0%B7%D0%B0%D0%BA%D0%BE%D0%BD%D0%BE%D0%B4%D0%B0%D1%82%D0%B5%D0%BB%D0%BD%D0%B0%D1%82%D0%B0%20%D0%B4%D0%B5%D0%B9%D0%BD%D0%BE%D1%81%D1%82.pdf
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and the Prosecutor General (legal and factual status 
of the Prosecutor General — administrative head or 
acting investigating prosecutor, the need to establish a 
procedure50 for accountability51, the introduction of a 
working accountability mechanism, including by vest-
ing the National Assembly and its standing committee 
with the necessary oversight powers), etc. 

The political turbulence of the summer of 2020 carried 
over to 2021.52 At the heart of the public confronta-
tion stood a different reading by the political actors of 
the evidence of corrosive processes indicating a “cap-
tured” state infested by rampant corruption. Despite 
declarations to the contrary, the anti-corruption efforts 
of the government were barely perceptible. Despite the 
appointment of a special deputy prime minister with 
a portfolio for reform of the judiciary as Head of the 
National Anti-Corruption Policy Council, the latest 
(unavailable) data on the website of that body dates 
back to the first quarter of 2019.53

The legal and institutional framework on the fight 
against corruption (beyond its criminal aspects) and 
the prevention and countering of conflict of interest, 
which was established in 2017 and became effective in 
2018, was constructively analysed to outline the major 
problems likely to emerge as a result of the new setup 
while the new anti-corruption body was still being 
structured.54 Despite the revamped legal framework, 
reality in Bulgaria points to a low level of public 
confidence and trust in the institutions tasked with 
fighting corruption; institutional inaction beyond the 
campaigning leading up to the expected annual reports 
of the European Commission assessing Bulgaria’s 
progress under the Cooperation and Verification 
Mechanism on judicial reform and the fight against 
corruption, and fight against organised crime; lack 
of visible results in the fight against corruption and 
conflict of interest in the exercise of public authority at 
central and local level and their administrations.

There are similar findings in the 2020 European Com-
mission Report 55,56 on the rule of law57,58 in Bulgaria.59 
Respect for the rule of law in Bulgaria is and will 
continue to be essential for the confidence of citizens 
and their organisations in public institutions. Threats 
to the rule of law call into question the legal, political, 
and economic foundations of civil society and the po-
litical state. The principles of the rule of law are being 
replaced by patterns of institutionalised arbitrariness. 
This has a direct impact on the life of each and every 
citizen, and on society as a whole. 

Some of the national institutions, which by law are 
called on to support and promote the rule of law there-
by enabling conflicts of interest involving persons hold-
ing senior and other public offices to be identified and 
sanctioned, includes the Commission for Anti-corrup-
tion and the Forfeiture of Illegally Acquired Property 
(CAFIAP), the Inspectorate of the Supreme Judicial 
Council and the Inspectorate-General of the Council 
of Ministers.   

The state of emergency imposed for two months (in 
the period between 13 March and 13 May 2020) in 
Bulgaria affected the obligation of persons holding 
public office to submit annual disclosure declarations 
under the Law on Measures and Actions during the 
State of Emergency, enacted by a decision adopted by 
the National Assembly Decision on 13 May 2020, and 
address its consequences in 2020. For this reason, the 
deadline for submitting the annual declarations under 
the CCIPA was changed — within the short space of 
one month of the lifting of the state of emergency (i.e., 
by 16 June 2020).   

In 2020, amendments were also made to the Law on 
Local Self-Government and Local Administration, 
and more specifically to Article 37 relevant to deci-
sion-making procedure at municipal councils and 

50. Decision of the Constitutional Court No 11 of 2020 (State Gazette, No 68 of 31.7.2020) on 
giving a binding interpretation of Article 126, paragraph 2 of the Constitution. According to the 
Constitutional Court: „The supervision of legality and methodological guidance over the activities 
of all prosecutors exercised by the Prosecutor General within the meaning of Article 126(2) of the 
Constitution does not include cases where a prosecutor carries out inspections, investigations and 
other procedural actions on reports against the Prosecutor General. 
51. At the end of 2020, the amendments to the Criminal Procedure Code and the Law on Criminal 
Procedure, adopted by the 44th National Assembly with the Law on Criminal Procedure, create a 
new „magistrate“ figure as part of the Prosecutor‘s Office of the Republic of Bulgaria - „prosecutor 
for the investigation against the chief prosecutor or his deputy“. According to the explanatory 
memorandum to the draft law on supplementing the Criminal Procedure Code (No. 054-01-
110/03.12.2020), the proposed changes to the legal framework aim to „guarantee the independence 
of the investigation against the Prosecutor General, including the independence of the bodies 
responsible for the various stages of the investigation...“, which can only be achieved „by introducing 
a new figure among the magistrates - the Prosecutor for the investigation against the Prosecutor 
General“. It states that this prosecutor „...should have the status of an acting prosecutor with the 
full powers under Bulgarian law, similar to the European delegated prosecutors under Council 
Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 of 12 October 2017 establishing enhanced cooperation to create a 
European Public Prosecutor‘s Office.“. The provisions have been challenged by the President of the 
Republic and by its Decision No. 7 of 11 May 2021 (Official Gazette, No. 41 of 18 May 2021) the 
Constitutional Court declared them unconstitutional.
52. After the regular parliamentary elections (04.04.2021), Bulgaria will have new early elections for 
MPs (11.07.2021). https://www.cik.bg/bg/ns11.07.2021 [06.06.2021]
53. https://anticorruption.government.bg/content.aspx?p=10 [06.06.2021]
54. Pushkarova, I. , A. Slavov, Anticorruption Institutions: Trends and Practices, Sofia: ACF, 2019
55. Last year, on 30 September 2020, for the first time in the course of European integration, the 
Commission presented a report on the rule of law in all 27 EU Member States. For Bulgaria, this 

report continues the practice of Commission reports helping Bulgaria and Romania to make 
progress in the rule of law through judicial reforms, the fight against corruption and (in Bulgaria‘s 
case) the fight against organised crime. 
https://ec.europa.eu/info/policies/justice-and-fundamental-rights/upholding-rule-law/rule-law/
assistance-bulgaria-and-romania-under-cvm_bg [06.06.2021]
56. This Report provides both an overview of the situation in the Union and specific assessments 
of significant developments in this area for each of the 27 EU countries. Four pillars are covered: the 
justice system, the anti-corruption framework, media pluralism and other institutional issues related 
to the principles of interdependence and interdependence. https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/
BG/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52020DC0580&from=EN [05.06.2021]
57. The rule of law (also referred to as the „rule of law“) is enshrined in Article 2 of the Treaty 
on European Union as one of the Union‘s common values. According to the principle of the 
rule of law, all public authorities shall always act within the limits set by law, in accordance with 
the values of democracy and fundamental rights and subject to the control of independent and 
impartial courts. The principles of the rule of law include principles such as the rule of law, which 
implies a transparent, accountable, democratic and pluralistic legislative process, legal certainty, 
the prohibition of arbitrariness in the exercise of executive power, effective judicial protection by 
independent and impartial courts, effective judicial review that respects fundamental rights, the 
separation of powers and equality before the law. These principles are recognised by the Court of 
Justice of the European Union and the European Court of Human Rights.
58. https://ec.europa.eu/info/policies/justice-and-fundamental-rights/upholding-rule-law/rule-law/
rule-law-mechanism/2020-rule-law-report_bg#---2 [05.06.2021]
59. See the full text of the Rule of Law Report 2020. Country chapters: situation of the rule of law 
in Bulgaria, available at: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/BG/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:5202
0SC0301&from=EN [05.06.2021]

https://www.cik.bg/bg/ns11.07.2021
https://anticorruption.government.bg/content.aspx?p=10
https://ec.europa.eu/info/policies/justice-and-fundamental-rights/upholding-rule-law/rule-law/assistance-bulgaria-and-romania-under-cvm_bg
https://ec.europa.eu/info/policies/justice-and-fundamental-rights/upholding-rule-law/rule-law/assistance-bulgaria-and-romania-under-cvm_bg
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/BG/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52020DC0580&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/BG/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52020DC0580&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/policies/justice-and-fundamental-rights/upholding-rule-law/rule-law/rule-law-mechanism/2020-rule-law-report_bg#---2
https://ec.europa.eu/info/policies/justice-and-fundamental-rights/upholding-rule-law/rule-law/rule-law-mechanism/2020-rule-law-report_bg#---2
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/BG/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52020SC0301&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/BG/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52020SC0301&from=EN
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60. Pursuant to §5 of the AMLMA Amendment Act, the proceedings initiated to establish incompatibility or conflict of interest for municipal councillors, which have not been completed by the entry into 
force of this Act, shall be concluded under the terms of this Act. The new law is more favourable to municipal councillors.

the potential/actual conflict of interest for municipal 
councillors participating in the vote. The body of the 
text, which became the first paragraph after 7 August 
2020 (SG 70/2020), provides that “a municipal coun-
cillor may not vote on decisions that concern his or her 
property interests or the interests of his or her spouse 
and relatives by direct descent and by consanguinity up 
to and including the fourth degree and by affinity up 
to and including the second degree.” The new second 
subparagraph provides for exceptions in which no 
conflict of interest is deemed to arise. More specifically, 
the provision stipulates “there shall be no conflict 
of interest for a municipal councillor, including the 
chairperson of the municipal council, when partici-
pating in the drafting, discussion and adoption of the 
municipal budget and determining the remuneration 
of the mayors, the chairperson of the council and the 
councillors.”60 

The change concerning the votes of the municipal 
councillors, which are related to the drafting, discus-
sion, and adoption of the municipal budget for the re-
spective year, is controversial. In its work, the CAFIAP 
has come across cases of privileged allocation of 
significant funds to NGOs related to municipal coun-
cillors/mayors of municipalities receiving municipal 
financing. 

By the same Act amendments were also introduced 
to §6 of the Law amending and supplementing the 
Counteracting Corruption and Forfeiture of Illegally 
Acquired Assets Act, which filled a pre-existing gap. It 
is explicitly now stated that declarations of incompati-
bility (and change of this situation) of municipal coun-
cillors and mayors should be submitted to a standing 
committee formed by the respective municipal council 
(Article 35, paragraph 2 of the Law). The declarations 
shall be submitted in the form approved by the rele-
vant municipal council for municipal councillors and 
mayors (Article 35, paragraph 3).
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2/
Proceedings for the 
ascertainment of conflict of 
interest by the CAFIAP

Despite the imperfections in the legal 
framework and the activities of the CA-
FIAP identified in the first61 and in the 
second62 report of the Anti-Corruption 
Fund, no legislative effort was made in 

2020 to address the weaknesses identified and address 
the inadequate legal provisions on the structure, func-
tions and specific powers of the State Anti-Corruption 
Commission, the proceedings in cases of conflict of 
interest and the protection of whistleblowers.

In 2020, the CAFIAP carried out investigations 
prompted by a total of 292 alerts. Of these, 275 were 
signals within the meaning of Article 47, paragraph 1, 
subparagraph 1 of the AFIAPA, submitted by natural 
persons, executive bodies (of the central and local gov-
ernment) and judicial authorities; 7 are signals within 
the meaning of Article 1(2) of the Law (articles pub-
lished in the media); and 10 were decisions adopted by 
the Commission to initiate proceedings for the ascer-
tainment of conflict of interest on the basis of checks 
carried out by the Anti-Corruption Directorate.63

In comparative and retrospective terms, since the entry 
into force of the AFIAPA on 23 January 2018, in the 
first year of application of the Law (2018), the Com-

mission carried out checks to ascertain the presence or 
absence of conflict of interest after receiving a total of 
119 signals, and in 2019 — 166 signals. The number 
of reports alleging conflict of interest received in 2020 
increased significantly compared to the previous two 
years — by more than 60 % compared to 2018, and 
more than 40 % compared to 2019.64 In 2020, the Com-
mission adopted a total of 373 decisions in proceedings 
conducted to ascertain the presence or absence of al-
leged conflict of interest.65 Of these, 242 decisions were 
at the admissibility phase (115 concerned the initiation 
and 127 the refusal to initiate proceedings in respect 
of alleged conflicts of interest), with a further 122 
decisions made at the substantive phase of proceedings 
(30 decisions ascertaining the presence of conflict of 
interest and 92 decisions ascertaining the absence of a 
conflict of interest).66 By 9 decisions, the Commission 
terminated proceedings.67 In 2020, the CAFIAP also 
adopted 6 decisions to initiate an investigation for con-
fiscation of illegally acquired property on the basis of 
decisions on conflict of interest that had entered into 
force (on the basis of Article 108(6) of the AFIAPA)68. 

The analysis of the 122 decisions by which the Com-
mission ruled on the merits of the alleged conflict of 
interest and found that no conflict of interest had oc-

61. Pushkarova, I., A. Slavov, Anticorruption Institutions. Trends and Practices, Sofia: ACF, 2019, 
p. 24-40, https://acf.bg/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/doklad_EN_web.pdf
62. Pushkarova, I., A. Slavov, Anticorruption Institutions. Trends and Practices, Sofia: ACF, 2019, 
p. 24-40, https://acf.bg/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/doklad_EN_web.pdf
63. http://www.ciaf.government.bg/web/attachments/Page/56/3977/602144e79717e.pdf, с. 22 
[06.06.2021]
64. Ibid.
65. Ibid, p. 23. 

66. See the Register of Decisions on Establishing Conflicts of Interest pursuant to Article 13(1)(4) of 
the AFIAPA, available at: http://www.ciaf.government.bg/pages/view/reshenija-chl-13-al-1-t-4-218/ 
[06.06.2021]
67. See Register of discontinued proceedings, available at: http://www.ciaf.government.bg/pages/
view/prekrateni-proizvodstva-236/ [06.06.2021]
68. http://www.ciaf.government.bg/web/attachments/Page/56/3977/602144e79717e.pdf, с. 24 
[06.06.2021]
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69. In the cases of established conflict of interest, in 2020 the Commission imposed fines and 
ordered forfeitures under Article 81 of the Law in the total amount of 610 866 BGN. The fines and 
penalties imposed under criminal decrees issued amounted to BGN 17 889. Ibid, p. 24. 
70. In 20202, 26 administrative cases were initiated on appeals against decisions of the Commission 
establishing a conflict of interest. As of 31.12.2020, only one of the cases has resulted in a final 
decision. Separately, proceedings in another 20 cases initiated in previous years are still ongoing in 
2020 (46 cases in total). Ibid.

71. http://www.ciaf.government.bg/web/attachments/Page/56/3977/602144e79717e.pdf, с. 24-25 
[06.06.2021]
72. http://www.ciaf.government.bg/web/attachments/Page/195/3646/5f032a367621c.pdf 
[06.06.2021]
73. http://www.ciaf.government.bg/pages/view/signali-195/ [06.06.2021] 
74. It is stated in the Commission‘s 2020 Report that such Rules have been adopted (p. 25) but are 
not available on the website of the anti-corruption body.

curred in relation to the reports received can be divided 
into two separate groups. The first group, which com-
prises the majority of the cases examined (96), concerns 
the incumbents of public office at the level of local 
government (local authority or its administration). 
The remaining 26 decisions the incumbents of public 
office at central government level, in the system of 
state administration (including bodies with provincial 
competence), members of bodies of state enterprises 
or, in one case, the chancellor of a state university. The 
significant number of alerts, or Commission decisions, 
concerning the incumbents of public office at local 
level (chairperson of municipal councils/municipal 
councillors/mayors of municipalities) or in the local 
administration (deputy mayor of a municipality/chief 
architect of a municipality) is understandable. In the 
autumn of 2019, a regular local election was held, 
which marked the beginning of the local self-govern-
ment and local governance bodies with the mandate 
from 2019 until 2023. It can be reasonably assumed 
that in 2021 this upward trend will continue.

As of 1 December 2019 (§4 of the AFIAPA, promul-
gated in the SG No 21/2018), an obligation arose for all 
elected municipal councillors in Bulgaria to submit in-
itial declarations in accordance with the requirements 
and procedure stipulated in the AFIAPA, within one 
month of the approval of the model declaration, any 
change in the circumstances declared in the section of 
interests and origin of funds occurring, and in the case 
of early repayment of debts and loans (under Article 
35(1)(2) and (4) of the AFIAPA). 

Last but not least, following journalistic publications/
reports and alerts, there have been individual cases, 
primarily at local level, of the Commission identifying 
conflicts of interest. Hence, the prevailing perception 
among citizens and the media that since we appear un-
able to fight ‘big corruption’, we can attempt to fight 
corruption at a smaller scale, i.e., the administrative 
offence of ‘conflict of interest’.

In 2020, the Commission performed penal adminis-
trative and69 procedural70 functions. A final decision 
of the Supreme Administrative Court upheld 11 
decisions of the Commission, of which ten (10) ascer-
tained a conflict of interest and one (1) ascertained a vi-
olation of the prohibition stipulated in Article 1 of the 
Prevention and Ascertainment of Conflicts of Interest 
Act, PACIA (amended) (prohibition to conclude em-
ployment or other contracts for the performance of 
managerial or supervisory functions with commercial 

companies in respect of which, during the last year of 
exercising the powers or duties of office, the person has 
exercised managerial, regulatory or supervisory func-
tions or concluded contracts with such entities). Five 
decisions of the CAFIAP that ascertained the presence 
of a conflict of interest were annulled.71

There were internal organisational changes in the 
activities of the Commission in 2020 — new Internal 
Rules for Receiving and Reviewing Allegations of 
Corruption or Conflict of Interest and for the Pro-
tection of Whistleblowers (effective from 6.7.2020)72, 
a model alert73 and Internal Rules for the Allocation 
of Proceedings Launched in Respect of Alleged 
Conflict of Interest in the Directorate (effective from 
01.01.2021)74 were adopted.

http://www.ciaf.government.bg/web/attachments/Page/56/3977/602144e79717e.pdf
http://www.ciaf.government.bg/web/attachments/Page/195/3646/5f032a367621c.pdf 
http://www.ciaf.government.bg/pages/view/signali-195/
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3/
A selection of cases 
illustrating the trends in the 
practice of CAFIAP in 2020
3.1 Decisions of the CAFIAP absolving 
Atanas Kambitov of allegations of conflict 
of interest

The first report75 against Atanas Kambitov, mayor 
of Blagoevgrad, for the term 2015 – 2019 concerned 
transactions involving municipal property. Part of the 
property, publicly owned by the municipality, had its 
status changed to private municipal property. How-
ever, instead of following the established procedure, 
the amendment entered into force through an update 
of the master plan of the town. After the nature of 
municipal ownership was changed, the plot could be 
sold. The seller was Blagoevgrad municipality, and the 
buyer was Stroyinvest Consult 2013 EOOD, a sole 
shareholder limited liability company owned by Yanko 
Yankov. The mayor of Blagoevgrad had been the best 
man at his wedding and the two were close friends.

The proposal was put forth for consideration to the 
municipal council by Atanas Kambitov, meaning that 
the mayor was acting within the remit of the powers 
vested in his office.

The CAFIAP accepted that by submitting a proposal 
regarding an application received from Stroyinvest 
Consult 2013 EOOD for the purchase of a land plot 
in Blagoevgrad and having concluded a contract with 
the same company, the mayor exercised his powers as 
the incumbent of a senior public office, albeit in the 
absence of private interest. Regarding the allegations 
set out in the alert that Atanas Kambitov was ‘cronies’ 
with Yanko Yankov, sole owner of the company and 
former deputy mayor for construction of Blagoevgrad 

municipality, the CAFIAP ruled that the ‘cronyism’ 
did not fall within the legal scope of affiliation of per-
sons. 

Proceedings were launched for the second time76 on 
the basis of allegations that for more than 3 (three) years 
Atanas Kambitov had lived in a house in the Boyana district 
of Sofia, in a property he purchased in 2016 through a 
company he was affiliated with. This was Flora Creative 
Ltd. (owned by the wife of Velimir Magurev, a close friend 
of Atanas Kambitov. Yet another company affiliated with 
Blagoevgrad’s mayor, Metal Invest 2016 Ltd, owned by a 
close associate of Kambitov, was paying monthly rent of 
BGN 1 200 for the property. 
The CAFIAP ruled that in the capacity as mayor of 
Blagoevgrad Atanas Kambitov could not exercise powers 
of office in relation to third parties in connection with real 
estate transactions in Sofia.

During the proceedings, it was established that Kambitov 
had lived in the house for three and a half years. The 
CAFIAP found that Atanas Kambitov, in the capacity as 
mayor of Blagoevgrad, did not exercise his official powers in 
relation to Flora Creative Ltd. and Metal Invest 2016 Ltd. in 
the period between August 2016 and August 2019.

75. Decision No RS-14433-19-01/08.01.2020 76. Decision No RS-17041-19-066 /10.06.2020

The CAFIAP did not establish a conflict of interest.
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a conflict of interest is established

77. Decision No RS-18684-19-110 /25.11.2020 
78. On September 17, 2020, the Commercial Register registered a change of the sole owner of Start 
2015 as the new owner is Start Group 2020 Ltd. with partners Atanas Kambitov and his daughter.
79. https://m.24chasa.bg/novini/article/9915201 [22.06.2021]
80. By Decision No RS-16757-19-015 / 20.02.2019, the CAFIAP did not establish a conflict of 

interest, although Goranov had also submitted a declaration of assets and interests under Art. 
1, point 2 of the Law on the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms of the 
Republic of Bulgaria and Romania, as in point 1.2. Foreign immovable property, in Section I 
Immovable property, he declared that he uses an apartment in Sofia with an area of 180 sq.m. from 
2012 until the time of the inspection.

The CAFIAP did not establish a conflict of interest.

Proceedings were initiated for the third time77 in 2020 
in connection with the fact that Atanas Kambitov had issued 
orders and approved a protocol for the sale of a property 
owned by the municipality, concluded a contract for the sale 
of another municipal property, both actions allegedly being 
carried out in the private interest of a third party affiliated 
with him in the transaction for the sale and acquisition 
of municipal property. More specifically the properties 
were purchased by Start 2015 Ltd., a company registered 
in 2014 and initially owned by Rumyana Shekerliyska in 
the capacity as sole shareholder and managing director. 
She had previously bought a property in Sveti Vlas from 
Mr. Kambitov. In 2020, the capital of Start 2015 Ltd was 
acquired by a company owned by Mr. Kambitov and his 
daughter. In the period 25.9.2017 - 3.10.2017 Atanas 
Kambitov was registered as the sole owner of the capital and 
manager, when he held an extraordinary general meeting 
of Start 2015 Ltd. and distributed a dividend to himself in 
the amount of 79 800 BGN and then sold his shares. On 
17.9.2020 the sole owner of the company became Start 
Group 2020 Ltd. with Atanas Kambitov and his daughter 
Elena Kambitova-Hadzhigaeva as the shareholders.

The information and the documents collected by the 
CAFIAP constitute sufficient grounds to establish a conflict 
of interest on two counts. Firstly,

with regard to Atanas Kambitov for having issued orders 
and approved the composition of the commission appointed 
to conduct the public auction with secret bidding for a 
property in the private interest of a person related to him. 
And secondly, that while he was mayor of Blagoevgrad he 
sold two properties — private municipal property, to the 
company Start 2015 Ltd., which he later became the owner 
of78. 

By its decision, the Commission imposed fines in the 
amount of BGN 10 000, ordered the forfeiture in favour 
of the municipality by Atanas Kambitov of the amount 
of BGN 867.18 of the net daily remuneration, for certain 
dates, received from the acts giving rise to conflict of interest, 
as well as the forfeiture in favour of the State by Atanas 
Kambitov of the amount of BGN 86 760, representing the 
material benefit received.79

The proceedings against mayor Kambitov raise two 
issues that go far beyond Blagoevgrad Municipality. 
The first concerns municipal property and how it is used in 
the interest of private third parties at local level. Changing 
the nature of municipal property from public to private, 
and its subsequent disposal (sale) to private entities, have 
traditionally aroused a great deal of interest in the local 
community. The reports submitted and the identification 
of the exercise of official powers in the interest of parties 
affiliated with the mayor of Blagoevgrad reflect a serious 
problem in Bulgarian municipalities. The sale of municipal 
property to private entities has become part of the exercise 
of power (replacing swaps), which has deprived Bulgarian 
municipalities of their ability to implement local policies 
due to lack of ownership/income.

The second issue is the scope of the concept of affiliated 
parties. Under current law, ‚cronyism‘ does not form part 
of the relationship of natural persons, one of whom is the 
incumbent of a public office and exercises the powers vested 
in that office for private gain. 

The Commission‘s decision on the allegation of a long-
occupied house in Sofia‘s Boyana district by mayor Kambitov 
shows the traditional formalistic approach to submitted 
alerts. The incumbents of senior public office have an 
obligation to declare the expenses they incur, including for 
the benefit of third parties, that they did not cover out of 
pocket but with public funds or with funds of the institution 
in which they hold office. The annual declaration of assets 
and interests provided for ordinary expenses (studies, travel 
outside Bulgaria), but also other expenses exceeding BGN 1 
000. Rent, loans or the use of property and luxuries should 
all fall into this category of expenses. The occupancy of a 
property used by the incumbent of a senior public office 
and/or his relatives free of charge80 or at a price below market 
rates creates dependencies. 

This case is an indication that the current legal framework 
and the accompanying declaration need to be supplemented 
to cover other affiliations raising reasonable doubts about 
the impartiality and objectivity of the incumbents of senior 
public office, beyond the current limitations of paragraph 15 
of the Supplementary Provisions of the AFIAPA. The case 
of V. Goranov who has lived free of charge in the home of his 
godfather Ivan Sariev is a case in point. In the proceedings 
initiated against Goranov in 2020, the Commission did not 
ascertain a conflict of interest or illegally acquired assets. 
In these cases, two other things are also noteworthy: (1) a 
formalistic approach — an indication of potential economic 
or political dependencies that are part of the current legal 
framework had not been investigated; (2) the possible 

comment
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presence of illegally acquired property owned by the 
incumbents of senior public office, which is documented 
to be owned by third natural or legal persons, has not been 
investigated.

3.2 CAFIAP Decisions ascertaining 
a conflict of interest in the case of 
Rumen Pavlov
The first report81 contains allegations that the mayor 
of Strazhitsa Municipality, Rumen Pavlov, (2015-2019 
and 2019-2023), concluded contracts with a sole trader, 
notably his brother, for timber production from abandoned 
and uncultivated municipal agricultural land. A public 
prosecutor‘s inquiry was initiated in the case, which 
established that not only municipal lands were involved, but 
also other lands owned by private individuals. In connection 
with this, it was further established that the case may have 
involved crimes involving forged documents. During the 
investigation, the prosecution found that logging on the plots 
had been authorised by the Mayor of Strazhitsa Municipality 
and that it had been carried out on uncultivated agricultural 
land, which was privately owned on the grounds of lease 
agreements concluded with the respective owners.

The mayor‘s brother submitted 24 applications for permits 
to clear property of trees and vegetation. The mayor 
personally signed 11 orders in favor of his brother and issued 
69 separate permits. Separately, an agricultural land lease was 
entered into between the mayor and his brother. 

All powers exercised by Rumen Pavlov are those of a person 
related to him. 

He was deprived of an amount of BGN 1 117.45, representing 
the daily remuneration received (for specific days) from the 
act giving rise to the conflict of interest. A fine of BGN 60 
000 was also imposed on Rumen Pavlov.

The second alert82 relates to allegations that the Mayor of 
the municipality of Strazhitsa had concluded contracts with 
a sole trader - the brother of the Mayor of the municipality 
and with a trading company, whose sole owner of the capital 
was the daughter of the Mayor, and had made payments 
from the budget of the municipality to the above-mentioned 

traders for fuel and lunches, dinners, cocktails and overnight 
stays in the hotel „Ralitsa“ in the town of Strazhitsa in the 
period 01.01.2016 - 31.03.2019. The alert also alleges that 
the said hotel is owned by Rumen Pavlov, for which he has 
concluded a contract for temporary and remunerated use of 
the property with the trading company and thus finances 
his „personal business“ with funds from the municipality‘s 
budget. 

In the course of the investigation, it became clear that the 
budget of the Municipality of Strazhitsa paid the two traders 
sums in the period 2016 - 2020, as evidenced by invoices, 
expenditure cash orders and payment orders, in the amount 
of BGN 53 350.

Fines of BGN 15 000 were imposed. A sum of BGN 5 192 
shall be forfeited to the Municipality of Strazhitsa from 
Rumen Pavlov, representing the daily remuneration received 
for those working days on which it was received from the 
act giving rise to the conflict of interest. Forfeit to the State 
the sum of BGN 53 350.02, representing a material benefit 
received by persons affiliated with Rumen Pavlov.

The third report84 contains allegations that Rumen Pavlov, 
in his capacity as mayor of the municipality of Strazhitsa, has 
committed violations in connection with construction work 
on the repair of dams in the municipality, which also involved 
his cronies employed by the municipality. It is also alleged 
that there is a conflict of interest with regard to the mayor in 
connection with the sale of a municipal property, since the 
buyer of the property, Dimitar Ivanov, is in the meantime 
the mayor‘s driver Pavlov, and one year after the purchase of 
the property, he sold the same at an undervalued price to the 
mayor‘s wife. It is also alleged that Mayor Pavlov appointed 
to the fictitious position of „Administrator of Pasture and 
Meadows“ in the Municipality of Strazhitsa D. P., who, by 

81. Decision No RS-13438-19-026 /19.02.2020
82. Decision No RS-31321-19-047 /13.05.2020
83. https://offnews.bg/ikonomika/kmetat-na-strazhitca-otnovo-vleze-v-polezrenieto-na-CAFIAP-
za-rodnins-728594.html,

https://www.mediapool.bg/kmetat-na-strazhitsa-dal-nad-50-hil-lv-obshtinski-pari-na-svoi-hotel-
news307337.html [13.06.2021]
84. Decision No RS-6804-20-086 /29.07.2020

 A conflict of interest has been established.83

The Commission finds a conflict of interest.

https://www.mediapool.bg/kmetat-na-strazhitsa-dal-nad-50-hil-lv-obshtinski-pari-na-svoi-hotel-news307337.html 
https://www.mediapool.bg/kmetat-na-strazhitsa-dal-nad-50-hil-lv-obshtinski-pari-na-svoi-hotel-news307337.html 
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agreement with the mayor and without a contract with the 
municipality, managed two dams which he stocked. At the 
same time, Pavlov had appointed P.‘s daughter Y.P. to work 
on the project in Strazhitsa Municipality as his PR (employee 
in the Public Relations Department). These services were 
rendered because Rumen Pavlov had registered his address 
at the residence of the P. family (without actually living 
there) in order to participate in the local elections and to run 
for mayor of the Municipality of Strazhitsa. In reality, Pavlov 
lives in his own hotel Ralitsa in the centre of Strazhitsa, but 
he could not be registered there for more than 4 months.85 

85. From a reference to the National Population Register and the Property Register, carried out 
by the Commission staff, it was established that the address at which the P. - D. family, his wife 
S. and their daughter J. live is in the town of D. S., ul. „***“. On 04.02.2019, Rumen Pavlov was 
registered at the same address. With this address registration, he participated in the local elections 
for mayors and municipal councillors held on 27.10.2019, as evidenced by the letter received from 
the OIC - Strazhitsa.
86. https://bnr.bg/horizont/post/101318727/antikorupcionnata-komisia-ustanovi-konflikt-na-
interesi-na-kmeta-na-obshtina-strajica [13.06.2021]
87. This is because the first sale and acquisition of property by the person related to Pavlov and 
his wife P. P. in 2017, at a price significantly below the price at which the property was purchased 
from D. I. and in a short period of time, which was adjacent to the property of the family. Pavlov, 

is a circumstance objectifying doubts in the objective and impartial performance of the powers or 
duties of office on the part of Pavlov in the second sale of property - private municipal property, 
with a buyer D. R. I. Moreover, the second property, which is the land plot II - for complex public 
services, in the 152 district of the town plan of S., with an area of 1020 sq. m., purchased by I. from 
the Municipality of Strazhitsa, is adjacent to the property of the family. Pavlovi, on which their 
family hotel ‚R.‘ was built.
88. https://bnr.bg/horizont/post/101445461/sad-othvarli-jalbata-na-kmeta-na-strajica-sreshtu-61-
117-lv-globi [13.06.2021]
89. https://www.caciaf.bg/aktualno/novini/administrativni-sydili-sht-a-potvyrdiha-re-sh-eni-ja-na-
CAFIAP-za-konflikt-na-interesi [13.06.2021]

The Commission has established a conflict of interest86

for the fact that on 02.09.2019 Pavlov signed a contract 
for the purchase and sale of a property - private municipal 
property with Dimitar Ivanov - a person related to him (he 
signed an employment contract for the position of official 
driver of the mayor). The mayor exercised his official powers 
in the private interest of the person related to him, which 
violated the prohibition that a person holding a senior 
public office may not conclude contracts or carry out other 
activities in the private interest in the performance of his 
official powers or duties.87 A fine in the amount of BGN 
5 000 has been imposed and a forfeiture in favour of the 
municipality of BGN 105 has been imposed on Rumen 
Pavlov, representing the net daily remuneration received 
from the act giving rise to the conflict of interest. 

The decision, which established a conflict of interest, 
was confirmed before the Administrative Court - Veliko 
Tarnovo88 (noted on the website of the CAFIAP89), but is 
not final.

In small municipalities like Strazhitsa, people know 
each other, and they know the relatives and friends of those 
in power at local level. That is why there are specifics in the 
signals, such as contracts between the mayor and his brother, 
or his daughter, which are the main driver for submitting 
alerts at municipal level. In small towns, the affiliation 
between persons is understandable and has been taken 
into account by the legislature. This finding can be seen in 
the body of cases reviewed by CAFIAP. The existence of 
affiliation between persons is not a conflict of interest. It is 
the final component in the construction of the existence of a 
conflict of interest — the incumbent of a senior public office 
in whose interest he exercises his powers/official duties. The 
cases demonstrate a formalistic approach on the part of the 
Commission in ascertaining affiliation between parties by 
examining solely public records. There is a need to expand 
the possibilities of establishing factual affiliation between 
persons, in this case between the mayor and persons at 
whose property he was registered as a resident.

comment

https://bnr.bg/horizont/post/101318727/antikorupcionnata-komisia-ustanovi-konflikt-na-interesi-na-kmeta-na-obshtina-strajica
https://bnr.bg/horizont/post/101318727/antikorupcionnata-komisia-ustanovi-konflikt-na-interesi-na-kmeta-na-obshtina-strajica
https://bnr.bg/horizont/post/101445461/sad-othvarli-jalbata-na-kmeta-na-strajica-sreshtu-61-117-lv-globi
https://bnr.bg/horizont/post/101445461/sad-othvarli-jalbata-na-kmeta-na-strajica-sreshtu-61-117-lv-globi
https://www.caciaf.bg/aktualno/novini/administrativni-sydili-sht-a-potvyrdiha-re-sh-eni-ja-na-kpkonpi-za-konflikt-na-interesi
https://www.caciaf.bg/aktualno/novini/administrativni-sydili-sht-a-potvyrdiha-re-sh-eni-ja-na-kpkonpi-za-konflikt-na-interesi
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3.3 CAFIAP Decisions absolving 
Georg Spartanski of conflict of 
interest
The first signal90 alleges that Georg Spartanski, in his 
capacity as Mayor of Pleven Municipality (2015-2019 and 
2019-2023), spent European funds allocated under the 
Operational Programme „Environment“ in violation of the 
Public Procurement Act, resulting in a financial sanction 
of BGN 1 200 000 imposed on Pleven Municipality by the 
Ministry of Environment and Water. It is also alleged that the 
allocated funds amounting to BGN 20 million were obtained 
under a public procurement procedure by companies related 
to persons from the municipal administration and former 
and current politicians.

Between the Municipality of Pleven, as a beneficiary, and the 
Municipality of Dolna Mitropolia, as a partner, on the one 
hand, and the Ministry of Environment and Water, on the 
other hand, was signed a Contract in 2017 for a grant under 
the Operational Programme Environment 2014-2020, co-
financed by the European Union for the project Integrated 
water cycle Pleven - Dolna Mitropolia.

Georg Spartanski has exercised his official powers in signing 
all documents related to the organization and conduct 
of the public procurement under the project, as well as in 
concluding contracts for the two positions awarded in the 
contract. The lack of affiliation of the Mayor with the two 
companies that won the public procurement contract, as 
well as with the partners and managers of these companies, 
predetermines the lack of private interest.

90.  Decision № RS-24124-19-004/ 15.01.2020 
91. Decision No RS-579-20-116 / 16.12.2020

No conflict of interest was established.

No conflict of interest was established.

municipal councillor in the Municipal Council - Pleven and 
his mother is the manager of a municipal enterprise, and the 
same are in close relations with Mayor Spartanski.

On the proposal of the Mayor of the Municipality of Pleven, 
the Municipal Council has adopted a decision on the lease 
of parts of the property on the territory of the City Garden 
for the placement of movable objects. Following the vote, 
the Municipal Council instructed the Mayor to hold an 
auction.

Due to the lack of familial ties between Georg Spartanski 
and the tenant and his parents, there is no affiliation within 
the meaning of the AFIAPA. No evidence of economic or 
political dependencies has been collected in the file.

The second alert91 refers to an auction scheduled by Mayor 
Spartanski for the lease of a plot of land in the City Garden 
- Pleven for the sale of ice cream. The tender was won by a 
company that was established on 10.06.2019 and has as sole 
owner of capital and manager an individual whose father is a 

The cases of Spartanski reveal two more serious 
problems, beyond the exercise of powers by the Mayor, 
related to the use and disposal of municipal property. The 
first is the work on projects co-financed with European 
funds, in which the mayors are involved. The second is 
political connectivity between local actors beyond traditional 
political parties - through the creation of local coalitions.

comment
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Presentation of other proceedings against persons holding 
public office at local level:

3.4 Decision92 of the CAFIAP not 
to establish a conflict of interest of 
Daniel Nikolov

92. Decision No RS-111-20-050 / 13.05.2020

No conflict of interest was established.

The amendments to Article 37 of the Municipal 
Council Act, which concern decision-making in the 
municipal council and the potential/actual conflict of 
interest for the municipal councillors participating in the 
votes, understandably lead to decisions of the CAFIAP which 
did not establish a conflict of interest. The participation of 
the municipal councillor in the activities of the collective 
body Municipal Council is also guaranteed through the 
possibility that the councillor may lose his/her mandate in 
case of non-participation. Beyond these legal provisions, 
there remains the controversial change that no conflict of 
interest arises when approving the municipal budget. The 
new provision of Article 37(2) of the MMAA effectively 
allows municipal councillors to vote on the adoption of 
the municipality‘s budget even where they have a conflict 
of interest relating to a specific item of the budget put to 
the vote. Such a provision lacks a legal basis. The legislator 
should allow any municipal councillor to challenge/declare a 
potential conflict of interest when discussing and voting on 
the municipality‘s financial plan for the year. 
This case again shows the formalism in the Commission‘s 
practice. In a number of cases, including this one, the 
disposition of municipal funds is made to carefully selected 
non-profit entities whose governing bodies include either 
mayors and city councillors personally or persons related 
to them. At the same time, other NPOs in the same area 
receive no or much less funding, with no transparent rules 
for the allocation of the funds earmarked under the heading. 
Therefore, the Commission should pay more attention to 
such cases, and apply the concept of ‚benefit‘ according to 
its full legal definition, namely as covering not only income 
or property, but also a number of intangible aspects of 
benefit, such as e.g., ‚receiving a privilege or honour, aid, 
voice, support or influence, advantage‘ (Article 54 of the 
AFIAPA).

commentThe complaint was filed against Daniel Nikolov, municipal 
councillor in Tsarevo, and concerns the adoption of the 
budget of the municipality of Tsarevo for 2020, because 
with the adoption of the budget is approved funding from 
the municipality in favor of a volleyball club in the amount 
of BGN 45 000. It is alleged in the alert that a member of 
the board of the association is the brother of Daniel Nikolov 
and thus they are „related persons“.

As a municipal councillor Daniel Nikolov participated in a 
meeting held on 4.2.2020, at which he voted in favour of 
the adoption of subsidies from local activities for sports 
clubs on the territory of the municipality of Tsarevo to the 
budget of the municipality for 2020. Due to the fact that 
his brother does not receive remuneration as a member of 
the association‘s board of directors, the Commission has 
held that there was no real possibility of realising a concrete 
benefit in relation to them. 
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3.5 CAFIAP 
Decision93 on the 
ascertainment of 
conflict of interest 
in the case of 
Tatyana Neykova

3.6 CAFIAP 
Decision97 on the 
ascertainment of 
conflict of interest 
in the case of Kolyo 
Dinkov

The complaint is directed against Tatiana Neykova 
- Chief Architect of Shabla Municipality. The 
allegations are that in her capacity as Chief Architect 
of Shabla Municipality, Arch. Neikova has revalidated 
a Building Permit (dated 21.08.2013) issued for a 
residential building located on the seashore in the 
village of Tyulenovo, municipality of Shabla, in favor 
of her son, who became the owner of the property.94 
Since 2019, the construction of the building has 
started, which is in violation of the legal requirements 
for this in the country. 

The works carried out by Arch. Neykova‘s changes in 
the building permit directly concern and are entirely 
for the benefit of the sponsor of the investment 
project, who is the owner of the property and her son. 
In this case, this private interest could not but affect 
the impartial and objective performance of the powers 
and duties of Ms. Neykova under the Law on Spacial 
Planing, in her capacity as Chief Architect.

93. Decision No RS-2874-20-055/ 28.05.2020
94. https://nova.bg/news/view/2020/02/07/277229/ [13.06.2021]
95. https://www.caciaf.bg/web/files/decisions/403/first_instance_2/055.reshAD295-20DAdS.
pdf [13.06.2021]
96. https://news.lex.bg/ [13.06.2021]

97. Decision № RS-71-19 - 017/12.02.2020
 

 The Commission establishes a conflict of interest,

A conflict of interest has been established.imposes fines in the amount of BGN 10 000 and forfeiture in 
favour of the municipality of Tatiana Neykova, an amount of 
BGN 124.12. The Administrative Court Dobrich annulled 
the decision in one part and upheld it in the rest,95 but then 
the SAC upheld the Commission‘s decision in full96 (not 
listed on the Commission‘s website).

Beyond the specifics of the case (undeclared affiliation 
and denial of a waiver), the tendency of Bulgarian 
citizens to become increasingly sensitive to the lack of 
control over construction on the Bulgarian Black Sea coast 
is evident. The public outcry due to the importance of the 
protected public interests and the negative consequences 
for the nature, determine the high degree of public danger 
of the seemingly ordinary violation - to supplement and 
prolong the permit to construct a seashore building in the 
private interest of a related person.

comment

Presentation of individual 
proceedings against persons holding 
senior public office at central or 
regional level:

The report was filed against Prof. Kolyo Dinkov - Rector of 
the University of Food Technologies - Plovdiv, because he 
made proposals for the conclusion of contracts, from which 
he benefited, in spending European funds.

On 29.09.2016, as the Rector of the University of 
Technology - Plovdiv, prof. Dinkov has issued an Order, by 
which the same has appointed himself as the Team Leader 
of the project „Building modern educational infrastructure 
at the „University of Food Technologies - Plovdiv“. From 
the proposal made by his report, Dinkov has realized an 
intangible benefit for himself, consisting in obtaining a 
privilege - to be included in the project management team 
as its head, in order to receive future remuneration - income 
in money determined by the project budget. From the order 
issued Dinkov has realized a material benefit for himself in 
the form of income in money. 

The Commission fined Dinkov BGN 10,000 and ordered 
the forfeiture to the State of BGN 32,414.98 (BGN 160.71 
representing the net daily remuneration and BGN 22,254.27 
representing the equivalent of the material benefit received 
as a result of the established conflict of interest).

The rectors of public universities were rightly 
included among the public office holders with the 
adoption of the AFIAPA. Higher education institutions, 
as authorisers of budgetary appropriations, have funds 
which they allow to be spent in their personal interest or 
on persons related to the rector.

comment

https://nova.bg/news/view/2020/02/07/277229/%D0%B8%D0%BC%D0%B0-%D0%BB%D0%B8-%D0%BD%D0%B5%D0%B7%D0%B0%D0%BA%D0%BE%D0%BD%D0%BD%D0%BE-%D1%81%D1%82%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B5%D0%BB%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B2%D0%BE-%D0%BA%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%B9-%D0%B1%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B3%D0%B0-%D0%BD%D0%B0-%D1%82%D1%8E%D0%BB%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%BE
 https://www.caciaf.bg/web/files/decisions/403/first_instance_2/055.reshAD295-20DAdS.pdf
 https://www.caciaf.bg/web/files/decisions/403/first_instance_2/055.reshAD295-20DAdS.pdf
https://news.lex.bg/%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B0%D0%B2%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%8F%D1%82-%D0%B0%D1%80%D1%85%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B5%D0%BA%D1%82-%D0%BD%D0%B0-%D1%88%D0%B0%D0%B1%D0%BB%D0%B0-%D1%81%D0%B5-%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%B7%D0%B4%D0%B5%D0%BB%D1%8F/
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3.7 Decision98 of 
the CAFIAP on the 
ascertainment of 
conflict of interest 
in the case of 
Tsvetinka Neykova

98. Decision No RS-410-19-027/19.02.2020
99. https://www.parliament.bg/bg/MP/2947 [13.06.2021]
100. https://btvnovinite.bg/bulgaria/sled-razsledvane-na-btv-i-zakana-ot-gerb-deputat-shte-iznese-
opasen-himikal-ot-himko.html [13.06.2021]

101. For media  data see e.g. at https://zovnews.com/novini/as-potvurdi-globata-na-bivsh-direktor-
na-riosv-za-konflikt-na-interesi-svurzan-s-firma-kamibo/ [13.06.2021]

The risk of chemical accidents in Vratsa could 
lead to serious harm to a large number of people. 
К. - G. K., junior expert on hazardous chemical substances 
and control of the risk of major accidents with hazardous 
chemical substances, Control and Prevention Directorate 
at the Regional Inspectorate for Environmental Protection 
- Vratsa filed a report to the State Agency for Environmental 
Protection and the District Prosecutor‘s Office - Vratsa. On 
the order of the SANS and the District Prosecutor‘s Office, 
chemical analyses of the water in the sulphur storage tanks 
were ordered, which proved that there was a leakage of 
sulphur in the water from the tanks (about 3 tonnes), which 
confirmed the expert‘s concerns about the risk to the health 
and life of the population of the town of Vratsa. Vratsa.

comment

The complaint is directed against Tsvetinka Neykova, who, 
in her capacity as Director of the Regional Inspectorate 
for Environment and Water (RIEW) - Vratsa in the 
period from 30.03.2015 to 28.05.2019, exercised authority 
in the interest of a person related to her - her husband, who 
works in a company with high-risk potential. 

110 tonnes of the dangerous chemical sulphur-carbon, 
stored since the socialist period, have been sitting for many 
years on the territory of the former Chimko plant, which 
was cut for scrap. The chemical is the property of the 
company Kamibo Ltd, owned by GERB MP99 Stanislav 
Popov100 (26/09/2018 – 26.3.2021). KAMIBO Ltd-TP 
CHIMENERGO, Vratsa with operator KAMIBO Ltd, is 
classified as a company with high-risk potential.

By letter Tsvetinka Neykova as Director of the Regional 
Inspectorate of Environmental Protection - Vratsa, 
informed Eng. Petko Neykov, maintenance engineer at 
KAMIBO, of an upcoming inspection in connection with 
the implementation of control over the implementation of 
safety conditions. On 11.5.2018, a commission carried out 
an inspection on the implementation of safety conditions 
at the plant and a finding report was drawn up. In it, 
the committee has indicated 8 mandatory prescriptions 
regarding the storage of 110 tons of carbon disulphide 
located in the warehouse on the premises of KAMIBO. 
On 10.9.2018, the experts of the Regional Inspectorate of 
Environmental Protection Vratsa drew up a report, which 
established that none of the mandatory prescriptions had 
been fulfilled. Petko Neykov, maintenance engineer at the 
enterprise, signed the inspection report and noted as an 
objection that he was not authorized and empowered to 
represent and take actions on the part of the manager, but 
the manager of the company was informed about the given 
prescriptions.

with regard to Tsvetinka Neykova, Director of the Regional 
Inspectorate of Environmental Protection - Vratsa, for 
having used her official position and for having exerted 
influence in the period from the drafting of the report 
(11.5.2018).) until the submission of the signal (11.03.2019), 
on the expert Georgi Karaivanov from the RIEW - Vratsa, 
managed by her, in the exercise of his control functions in 
connection with the inspection and violations found by 
KAMIBO EOOD, Vratsa. Vratsa, in the private interest of 
her related person — Petko Neykov — spouse. She was also 
fined BGN 5 000.

The decision of the CAFIAP was challenged before the 
Administrative Court - Vratsa, which dismissed Neykova’s 
the appeal101.

   The CAFIAP has established a conflict of interest 

https://www.parliament.bg/bg/MP/2947
https://btvnovinite.bg/bulgaria/sled-razsledvane-na-btv-i-zakana-ot-gerb-deputat-shte-iznese-opasen-himikal-ot-himko.html
https://btvnovinite.bg/bulgaria/sled-razsledvane-na-btv-i-zakana-ot-gerb-deputat-shte-iznese-opasen-himikal-ot-himko.html
https://zovnews.com/novini/as-potvurdi-globata-na-bivsh-direktor-na-riosv-za-konflikt-na-interesi-svurzan-s-firma-kamibo/
https://zovnews.com/novini/as-potvurdi-globata-na-bivsh-direktor-na-riosv-za-konflikt-na-interesi-svurzan-s-firma-kamibo/
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3.8 CAFIAP 
Decision102 on the 
ascertainment of 
conflict of interest 
in the case of Milen 
Nenchev

102. Decision No RS-7826-20-085/29.07.2020 
103. http://www.ciaf.government.bg/web/media/root/resheniq/Koflikt-interesi/2020/
Resheniya/085.reshAD1960-20BAdS.pdf [13.06.2021]
104. https://www.flagman.bg/article/239709 [13.06.2021]

105. https://oik0204.cik.bg/mi2019/decisions/316/2021-05-08 [13.06.2021]
106. https://zaistinata.com/ [13.06.2021]
107. https://bivol.bg/nenchev-alepu.html

Nenchev should have recused himself and entrusted 
the inspection to another building control directorate. Much 
more scandalous are his actions as the head of the Regional 
Directorate for National Security and Safety - Burgas in 
connection with the notorious construction in the Alepu 
area near Sozopol. His claim was that the building with 
elevator shafts and staircases on the seashore was a „support 
structure“ and not a hotel.

comment

The complaint was directed against Milen Nenchev - Head 
of the Regional Directorate of National Construction 
and Development - Burgas, who has carried out 
control functions in connection with the inspection of 
the construction of the site with the contractor of the 
construction (contracting authority and owner) Consultant 
7 BG Ltd., Burgas. His wife, Dora Nencheva, was a partner 
in the same company until 21.2.2020. 

The Commission has accepted that Milen Nenchev as the 
head of the Regional Directorate for National Security and 
National Defence of Burgas has exercised influence in the 
private interest of a person related to him in drawing up a 
Detective Report of 10.09.2019. „Consultant 7 BG“ Ltd., 
with the sole owner of the capital and the manager related 
to Nenchev - his wife, is being implemented in accordance 
with the approved investment projects, that the acts and 
protocols drawn up during the construction are in sufficient 
volume and content, therefore there is no basis for the 
initiation of administrative and administrative penalty 
proceedings, in violation of Article 57 of the AFIAPA.

  A conflict of interest has been established

with regard to Nenchev, a fine of BGN 10 000 has been 
imposed on him, as well as a forfeiture in favour of the 
state of BGN 144, representing the net daily remuneration 
received by him.

The Administrative Court of Burgas upheld the decision of 
the CAFIAP103. He resigned after the entry into force of the 
decision of the Supreme Administrative Court (publication 
in the media104) at the end of April 2021 (not noted on the 
website of the CAFIAP) and was removed as a municipal 
councillor from the Municipal Election Committee-
Burgas105 (candidate in the local elections in 2019 was from 
NFSB106).

http://www.ciaf.government.bg/web/media/root/resheniq/Koflikt-interesi/2020/Resheniya/085.reshAD1960-20BAdS.pdf 
http://www.ciaf.government.bg/web/media/root/resheniq/Koflikt-interesi/2020/Resheniya/085.reshAD1960-20BAdS.pdf 
https://www.flagman.bg/article/239709
https://oik0204.cik.bg/mi2019/decisions/316/2021-05-08
https://zaistinata.com/%D1%83%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%8F%D1%82-%D1%81-%D0%BA%D0%BE%D0%BD%D1%84%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%BA%D1%82-%D0%BD%D0%B0-%D0%B8%D0%BD%D1%82%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D1%81%D0%B8-%D1%88/
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3.9 Decision108 of 
the CAFIAP not to 
establish a conflict 
of interest of 
Krasimir Valchev 
and Dimitar 
Margaritov

108. Decision No RS-9475-20-111 /25.11.2020

This case provides further arguments that in 
addition to marriage/cohabitation, kinship/kinship, persons 
may have a connection to each other through „cronyism“.

comment

The signal is against Krassimir Valchev - Minister of 
Education and Science (2017 - 2021) and Dimitar 
Margaritov Yotov - Chairman of the Consumer 
Protection Commission. The alert contains allegations 
that Maria Karabelova-Margaritova, Executive Director of 
the Prosveta Foundation, is a maid of honour of Krassimir 
Velchev, Minister of Education and Science, and at the same 
time is a partner with his wife in a consulting company 
Bonafide Advisors Ltd. It is alleged that the foundation‘s 
core business is subsidised and dependent on the Ministry of 
Education and Science, and that all new textbooks published 
by the Prosveta publishing group for the 11th grade for the 
2020/21 school year have been approved by the Minister of 
Education and Science.

It is also reported that the wife of the Minister of Education 
is the owner of PR and Event Consulting AD, and since 
Dimitar Margaritov (with whom they are related persons 
within the meaning of the law) is the chairman of the CPC, 
about BGN 100 000 have been spent from the budget of 
this commission for organizing events, media services and 
souvenirs for the CPC and the European Consumer Centre 
- Bulgaria.

The proceedings were initiated on the basis of a decision on 
media publications on conflict of interest.

  The Commission found no conflict of interest

in relation to Valchev and Yotov because no powers of office 
were exercised by Valchev in his private interest - his own or 
that of a person related to him.
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3.10 Decision109 
of the CAFIAP 
not to establish a 
conflict of interest 
of Tsanko Stoychev

109. Decision No RS-3349-20-115 / 02.12.2020
110. he publications also point out that the Prosecutor‘s Office of the Republic of Bulgaria has 
distributed audio recordings of applications against Gen. Tsanko Stoykov, in which it is alleged 
that he spoke with Rumen Radev about how to proceed and which documents related to his wife 
Desislava Radeva to provide to the CAFIAP. Indeed, on 28.01.2020 a press release was published 
by the Press Centre of the PRB with such content and in this regard.
111. See letters dated 10.05.2019 and 27.05.2019 from Major General Tsanko Stoykov, 
Commander of the Air Force, without other attachments, to the Chairman of the CAFIAP, 

which were sent in another proceeding before the Commission against Rumen Radev 
(Decision No. RS-252-19-050 / 31.07.2019), available at: https://www.caciaf.bg/web/files/
news/469/files/10.05.2019.pdf [27.06.2021] and https://www.caciaf.bg/web/files/news/469/
files/27.05.2019.pdf [27.06.2021].

The proceedings against Stoykov are part of the 
institutional pressure he has been subjected to by the 
CAFIAP and which continued in 2020. The disclosure 
of an audio file made with special intelligence means 
against Stoykov by the prosecutor‘s office on 28.01.2020 is 
under a criminal proceeding for criminal conspiracy. The 
proceedings were initiated and subsequently suspended 
(23.01.2020) by the prosecutor‘s office, which suspected 
that the head of state was involved in the conspiracy. These 
are conversations related to a CAFIAP probe about the 
President‘s wife, Desislava Radeva, which ended with a 
decision that no conflict of interest was established against 
R. Radev.

The proceedings against Stoykov initiated by the CAFIAP 
are an example of repressive pressure against a person holding 
public office who „opposes“ the institutionalised campaign 
against the head of state. 

Media publications can be either a signal of an existing conflict 
of interest in relation to a person holding public office, for 
the initiation of an investigation by the CAFIAP, or they can 
be „fake news“ to set in motion the state repressive machine 
against a political opponent, an economic competitor or for 
a personal spat.

comment
The proceedings were initiated against Major General 
Tsanko Stoykov - Commander of the Air Force of the 
Republic of Bulgaria (promoted to the rank of Lieutenant 
General and appointed Deputy Chief of Defence on 
28.09.2020), based on media publications. They contain 
data that in connection with requests made by the CAFIAP 
for the provision of information relevant to an ongoing 
conflict of interest investigation against Rumen Radev in his 
capacity as Commander of the Air Force , the Commander 
of the Air Force, Major General Tsanko Stoykov, has twice 
refused to provide the requested documents with reasons, 
that the requests were relevant only to persons currently 
holding a senior public office, and that the three-year 
statutory time limit for conducting a review of the conflict 
of interest proceedings had expired.

The CAFIAP found that the refusal to provide it with 
evidence (in other proceedings - b.m.) by Major General 
Tsanko Stoykov as Commander of the Air Force

  could not be qualified as a conflict of interest,

as there is no such hypothesis in the AFIAPA. Inaction, 
according to the Commission, is a ground for incurring 
administrative and criminal liability.

https://www.caciaf.bg/web/files/news/469/files/10.05.2019.pdf
https://www.caciaf.bg/web/files/news/469/files/10.05.2019.pdf
https://www.caciaf.bg/web/files/news/469/files/27.05.2019.pdf
https://www.caciaf.bg/web/files/news/469/files/27.05.2019.pdf
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3.11 Decision112 of 
the CAFIAP on the 
absence of conflict 
of interest of in 
the case of Valery 
Simeonov

112. Decision No RS-419-19-121/ 21.12.2020
113. https://www.parliament.bg/bg/MP/2678 [13.06.2021]

The quality of legislation has deteriorated in 
the last decade. This process is also due to the 
irresponsible behaviour of some MPs who introduce bills 
without impact assessments and without public hearings 
or second votes on adopted bills. After the 2016 changes 
to the Law on Statutory Acts, the requirements for draft 
regulations prepared by the government were increased, but 
not for those submitted by MPs. It is necessary to increase 
the requirements for the draft legislation submitted by 
the Members of the National Assembly in the future by 
explicitly providing for this in the Rules of Procedure of 
the National Assembly. Prior impact assessments, public 
consultations with stakeholders and the expected effects 
on the social and economic environment will reduce the 
perception of lobbyist projects/amendments being pushed 
through the legislative activity of the Parliament.

comment

The complaint was filed against Valery Simeonov, Member 
of the 44th National Assembly of the Republic of Bulgaria 
(19.4.2017 – 4.5.2017 and 20.11.2019 – 26.3.2021 ). The 
alert alleges that Valery Simeonov is the owner of SKAT 
Ltd, which company also operates as a cable operator. As a 
Member of Parliament, Simeonov voted in favour of a Bill to 
amend and supplement the Law on Spatial Planning, which 
favours SKAT Ltd.

The Commission has accepted that by voting „FOR“ the 
adoption of the proposed wording of the second vote on § 
26 of the Law on Spatial Planning, in plenary the MP Valery 
Simeonov has not acted under a conflict of interest within 
the meaning of the AFIAPA and

  does not establish a conflict of interest.

https://www.parliament.bg/bg/MP/2678
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4/
Inspectorate of the Supreme 
Judicial Council and the 
Chief Inspectorate of the 
Council of Ministers 

The Inspectorate of the Supreme Judi-
cial Council conducts inspections for 
integrity, for conflict of interest and for 
the detection of actions that undermine 
the prestige of the judiciary, as well as 

inspections related to violations of the independence 
of judges, prosecutors and investigators. The check of a 
judge, prosecutor or investigator for conflict of interest 
(Article 175k, paragraph 1 of the Law on the Judiciary, 
new in SG 62/2016, in force from 1.01.2017) has as its 
object “establishing sufficient evidence of the existence 
of a private interest in the performance of the specific 
official functions of the person”. In the Report on the 
activities of the Inspectorate to the SJC for 2020 it is 
indicated that in the period 01.01. - 31.12.2020 a total 
of 50 cases were opened on signals containing allega-
tions of violations under Article 175k, paragraphs 1 
to 4 of the Criminal Procedure Code. In 13 cases, an 
inspection was ordered by order of the Inspector Gen-

eral. In the remaining 37 cases, the proceedings were 
terminated with opinions (30 for failure to remedy 
irregularities in the alert and 7 for inadmissibility).
 
There is no separate analysis in the Inspectorate’s 
2020 Activity Report focusing on conflicts of interest 
regarding a judge, prosecutor or investigator.114 Con-
flict of interest, or rather its avoidance, is perceived 
as part of the integrity and probity of magistrates. At 
the suggestion of the Inspectorate, a working group 
has been set up under the Minister of Justice to refine 
the possible manifestations of dishonesty of judges, 
prosecutors and investigators provided for in the Law 
on the Judiciary. It can be expected that in 2021 a draft 
will be proposed for discussion, which will regulate the 
subject matter of each of the inspections with regard to 
the main constituent elements in Art. 175k paragraphs 
1 to 4 of the Law on the Judiciary where the integrity 
of an individual magistrate is violated.115

 114. Report on the activities of the Inspectorate to the Supreme Judicial Council for 2020, pp. 75, available at: http://www.inspectoratvss.bg/bg/page/16 [12.06.2021]
115. Report on the activities of the Inspectorate to the Supreme Judicial Council for 2020, pp. 77, available at: http://www.inspectoratvss.bg/bg/page/16 [12.06.2021]

T

4.1 Inspectorate of 
the SJC

http://www.inspectoratvss.bg/bg/page/16
http://www.inspectoratvss.bg/bg/page/16
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The Inspectorate-General shall monitor 
compliance with the legal requirements 
for incompatibility when holding a 
public office in the Council of Ministers, 
as well as for establishing a conflict of 

interest with regard to the persons referred to in §2(1) 
of the Supplementary Provisions of the AFIAPA  
whose appointing/electing authority is the Council 
of Ministers or the Prime Minister. The Inspectorate 
General reports that it has verified 55 declarations 
of incompatibility. There were 27 cases of newly ap-
pointed officials in the administration of the Council 
of Ministers or political office holders and 28 cases of 
persons holding senior public posts whose authority 
of election/appointment is the Council of Ministers/
Prime Minister.116

For the period 1 January - 31 December 2020, accord-
ing to the annual report of the Inspectorate General, 
no reports of conflict of interest were received in the 
administration of the Council of Ministers for persons 
occupying senior public positions elected/appointed 
by the Council of Ministers/Prime Minister, as well as 
for the persons envisaged in §2(1) of the Final Provi-
sions of the Act whose appointing authority/employer 
is the Prime Minister or Deputy Prime Ministers.117

During the same period, the Inspectorate General 
received 8 signals of conflict of interest against persons 
holding senior public positions (other than those 
elected/appointed by the Council of Ministers/Prime 
Minister), which were referred to the Commission 
for Anti-corruption and the Forfeiture of Illegally 
Acquired Property.

In 2020, at the request of the Anti-Corruption 
Commission, the Inspectorate General provided infor-
mation and documents on 11 persons holding senior 
public positions elected/appointed by the Council of 

Ministers or the Prime Minister.

The Head of the Inspectorate General is a permanent 
member of the inter-ministerial body National Coun-
cil on Anti-Corruption Policies, and the Inspectorate 
itself provides expert and technical support to the work 
of the Council. There is no record of a meeting of this 
Council in the 2020 Annual Report, nor is there any 
on the Council’s dedicated website. 

In spite of the substantial functions assigned to the 
NCAP for strategic planning and coordination of 
policies and measures in the area of prevention and 
combating corruption, there is clearly insufficient po-
litical determination for this body to work effectively. 
Despite significant public expectations to counter cor-
ruption and clientelism at high levels of government 
and various case studies in 2019, there is no indication 
that the body has considered, discussed and proposed 
anything significant in terms of concrete measures to 
address the specific issues. The effectiveness and trans-
parency of the NCAP can also be judged by the fact 
that as of June 2021, the Council’s website lacks up-
to-date information on its activities, there is no report 
on its activities in 2018, 2019 and 2020, and some of 
the information published is not actually accessible118.

The Annual Report of the Inspectorate General con-
tains data on the administration of the Information 
System for Coordination and Communication of the 
Anti-Corruption Structures, through which citizens 
and businesses can submit (on-line) reports of corrupt 
practices of public administration officials. The analy-
sis of the received signals119 addressed to the National 
Council shows that they do not contain data on cor-
rupt practices or conflict of interest for administration 
officials (including persons holding public positions), 
they refer to cases of private-legal nature.

116. Annual report on the activities of the Inspectorate General for 2020 , pp. 10-11, https://
anticorruption.government.bg/downloads/--2021-01-31-01-45-15--obobshten-doklad-2020.pdf 
[12.06.2021]
117.  Annual report on the activities of the Inspectorate General for 2020 , pp. 11-12, https://
anticorruption.government.bg/downloads/--2021-01-31-01-45-15--obobshten-doklad-2020.pdf 
[12.06.2021]

118. https://anticorruption.government.bg/publication.aspx?p=112 [12.06.2021]
119. In the period 1 January - 30 June 2020 (data for the second half of the year are not available), 
10 alerts were received through the Information System for Coordination and Communication 
of Anti-Corruption Structures. Of these, 2 were terminated because they were anonymous, and 
8 were answered by their senders. Annual Report on the activities of the Inspectorate General for 
2020, p. 13, https://anticorruption.government.bg/downloads/--2021-01-31-01-45-15--obobshten-
doklad-2020.pdf [12.06.2021]

T

4.2 Inspectorate-
General of 
the Council of 
Ministers

https://anticorruption.government.bg/downloads/--2021-01-31-01-45-15--obobshten-doklad-2020.pdf
https://anticorruption.government.bg/downloads/--2021-01-31-01-45-15--obobshten-doklad-2020.pdf
https://anticorruption.government.bg/downloads/--2021-01-31-01-45-15--obobshten-doklad-2020.pdf
https://anticorruption.government.bg/downloads/--2021-01-31-01-45-15--obobshten-doklad-2020.pdf
https://anticorruption.government.bg/publication.aspx?p=112
https://anticorruption.government.bg/downloads/--2021-01-31-01-45-15--obobshten-doklad-2020.pdf
https://anticorruption.government.bg/downloads/--2021-01-31-01-45-15--obobshten-doklad-2020.pdf
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5/
Conclusions, trends and 
proposals for legislative 
changes

The Commission‘s effort to analyse the case 
law on the application of the current Anti-
Corruption Law in order to improve the 
practice of applying the basic concepts and 
elements of conflict of interest is a step in the 

right direction120.
The analysis of the practice of the Commission for Anti-
corruption and the Forfeiture of Illegally Acquired Property 
(CAFIAP) shows that some of the whistleblowers do not 
distinguish which persons holding public office121 are subjects 
of the Law, when they are in a situation of incompatibility 
or conflict of interest122. Incompatibility does not constitute 
a conflict of interest, and the norm of §1, point 7 of the 
Law on the Protection of the Public Officials refers to the 
Constitution or a special law, which also contains the rules 
for its establishment, as well as the competent authorities to 
do so, namely - the authority of election or appointment.
It can be assumed that in the second half of 2021 the trend 
will continue to be significantly more reports or rulings 
against persons holding public office in local self-government 
bodies, local government and local administration.
There are high expectations among citizens and civil 
society that the 46th National Assembly will improve the 
AFIAPA. The proposals for changes in the Law should be 
on the Anti-Corruption Commission, its activities and in 
the proceedings for establishing conflict of interest. The 

120. See Systematic Summary of the Main Case Law on Chapter Eight „Conflict of Interest“ of the  AFIAPA and on Procedural Issues in Court Proceedings, available at: https://www.caciaf.bg/web/files/
documents/26/files/Sydebna-praktika-obobshtenie.pdf [13.06.2021].
121. See, e.g., Decision No. RS-423-20-113 / 02.12.2020 concerning a signal against Georgi Mitev, who, as Director of the Territorial Subdivision of the State Forestry „S.“ of the „North Central State 
Enterprise - Gabrovo“, in the period 26.11.2014 - 29.11.2018, in violation of the provisions of the Public Procurement Act, conducted a public procurement procedure.
122. Such are, for example, the referrals for. Yuksel Azis - municipal councilor in Municipal Council - Kardzhali (Decision № RS-840-19-005 / 15.01.2020); Stoyno P. Chachov - Mayor of Strelcha 
Municipality for the term 2015-2019 and for the term 2019-2023 (Decision № RS-942-19-012/ 05.02.2020); Mihail I. Stavrev - Municipal Councillor in S. Municipal Council, he held simultaneously the 
positions of Controller of the „Specialized Hospital for Long-term Treatment and Rehabilitation-B.“ EOOD and Municipal Councillor in S. Municipal Council, receiving remuneration for both positions 
at the same time, in the period from 12.11.2019 to 02.12.2019 (Decision № RS-916-19-013/ 05.02.2020); Marian Tsonev - Mayor of Gurkovo Municipality, region. Stara Zagora, that Tsonev simultaneously 
holds the position of Mayor of Gurkovo Municipality and is the manager of a commercial company (Decision No. RS-253-20-080 /15.07.2020) - https://fakti.bg/razsledvania/533503-ortashkiat-most-v-
gurkovo-koito-minava-nad-zakona-video [13.06.2021].
123. Pushkarova, I., A. Slavov, Anticorruption Institutions. Slavov, Anti-corruption institutions: activity without visible results, Sofia: ACF, 2020, pp. 33-36 and p. 46: https://acf.bg/wp-content/
uploads/2020/06/ACF_BG_2020-1.pdf [05.06.2021].

improvement of the anti-corruption state policy can be 
realised both on the basis of the current proposals in the two 
reports published by the ACF123, as well as on the basis of 
identified deficits in the practice of the CAFIAP in 2020:

On the structure and functions of 
the Anti-Corruption Commission:

- Provide for guarantees, because they are currently 
absent, on the independence of the anti-corruption 
body, including by adopting a different model 
for the selection of the members, including other 
institutions (president, judiciary) or organisations 
(NGOs) alongside the National Assembly, with 
higher guarantees for the publicity of the procedure, 
political neutrality and professionalism.
- The Commission should not become some new 
security service. In this respect, the possibility of the 
Commission using the SSM for purposes other than 
criminal proceedings should be reconsidered, as it 
has no statutory investigative functions.
- The creation of sufficient legal safeguards against 
cases of unlawful use of SSM outside the purposes 
of criminal proceedings, as well as to refine the 
legal provisions introducing prohibitions on the 
publication of information obtained through SSM. 

T

https://www.caciaf.bg/web/files/documents/26/files/Sydebna-praktika-obobshtenie.pdf
https://www.caciaf.bg/web/files/documents/26/files/Sydebna-praktika-obobshtenie.pdf
https://fakti.bg/razsledvania/533503-ortashkiat-most-v-gurkovo-koito-minava-nad-zakona-video
https://fakti.bg/razsledvania/533503-ortashkiat-most-v-gurkovo-koito-minava-nad-zakona-video
https://acf.bg/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/ACF_BG_2020-1.pdf
https://acf.bg/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/ACF_BG_2020-1.pdf
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124. Exceptions may be made only in cases where there are publicly announced promotional prices and discounts that are not related to the professional quality of the persons, and in cases of customary 
gifts of a reasonable amount. Provision may be made for this rule to apply for up to one year after departure, unless a special law provides otherwise. See Yankulov, A., A. Slavov, Anti-corruption institutions: 
activity without visible results , Sofia: ACF, 2020, p. 46: https://acf.bg/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/ACF_BG_2020-1.pdf [13.06.2021]
125. See, e.g., Decision No. RS-31294-19-023 / 19.02.2020 on a signal filed against Milcho Vakov, Mayor of the Municipality of Bregovo, for allegedly concluding employment contracts with relatives and 
relatives of the Mayor of the municipality in private interest. In the course of the proceedings, the Commission has not established any relationship of consanguinity between Milcho Vakov and Z. Ц. M. The 
fact that Milcho Vakov‘s son, Ya. М. L. and the daughter of Z. Ц. M. - L. Г. B. have lived together as husband and wife and have a common child does not equate their parents to relatives by consanguinity, 
within the meaning of § 1, item 15, letter „a“ of the RA of the AFIAPA, which in turn requires the conclusion of the lack of private interest in the approval of the Schedule of positions and salaries of the 
Municipality of Bregovo from 01.01.2019 by Milcho Vakov, in his capacity as Mayor of Bregovo.
126. https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/BG/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32019L1937 [12.06.2021]

This is of particular importance in order to prevent 
unjustified interference with the constitutional 
rights of citizens in the Republic of Bulgaria.
- Reassessment of the model of checking for conflict 
of interest with regard to persons holding public 
posts in the administrations of the authorities 
(implementation of these checks by the inspectorates 
under Article 46 and Article 46a of the Law on 
Administration or by special commissions). The 
decentralised model applied to these persons leads to 
inconsistent practice and risks abuse of power.

Concerning conflict of interest 
proceedings

 - Reconsider the assignment of powers to 
inspectorates/special committees in the authorities 
to identify conflicts of interest in relation to persons 
holding public office in the administrations of the 
authorities who fall outside the circle of senior 
public office holders. The decentralised and diffuse 
model adopted with regard to these persons leads to 
contradictory practice and abuse of power.
 - Clarify the  prohibitory provisions so as to clearly 
distinguish between cases in which it is required that 
the person has actually exercised his or her powers of 
office and cases in which it is sufficient to establish 
objectively a condition or situation in which the 
person holding a senior public office has fallen with 
his or her consent or acquiescence. 
- Establish a provision to restrict the ability of 
holders of public office to receive gifts and benefits 
in connection with their office and without a direct 
connection to the exercise of specific authority in 
private interest in the following sense: a person 
holding a senior public office shall not receive in 
private interest any privilege, advantage, preferential 
treatment, property or services at below market 
prices, gift or other benefit in connection with or in 
respect of the office held124.
- Expanding the range of entities that can 
report conflicts of interest. In addition to the 
traditionally mentioned NGOs, which are active 
in anti-corruption issues, the possibility should be 
considered for representatives of legal entities to be 

able to refer cases to the Commission. 
- The change is necessary to rethink and expand the 
concept of related parties under the Act, carried 
over automatically from the repealed special law. In 
addition to extending the hypotheses of relationship 
on the grounds of consanguinity - up to and 
including the fourth degree, cronyism, as well as to 
include more hypotheses of de facto cohabitation - 
concerning the ascendants and descendants of the 
person holding public office125. This will reduce the 
number of cases of circumvention of the law, make 
it easier to prove conflicts of interest and strengthen 
the preventive effect. 

The formalistic approach continues to dominate in 
the practice of the AFIAPA in 2020 - there is often no 
comprehensive investigation of possible connections that 
lead to influence and dependencies in the exercise of official 
powers by persons holding public office. There is a need 
to build on formal verification (in registers and databases) 
by assessing actually existing links, relationships and/or 
dependencies.

Whistleblower protection
- To remove the requirement to indicate a personal 
identification number in the submitted signals, 
as well as to provide an explicit possibility for legal 
entities, including NGOs, carrying out activities of 
civil control over institutions, to submit signals.
- Changes are needed to transpose the whistleblower 
protection rules (Directive 2019/1937/EU of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 23 
October 2019 on the protection of whistleblowers), 
the deadline for which expires on 17 December 2021.
Beyond the conflict of interest, the big issue of 
corrupt practices in Bulgaria needs to be tackled 
with consistent and targeted action. In this 
direction, a first step is the re-establishment of the 
National Council on Anti-Corruption Policies. 
This inter-ministerial body should be transformed 
into an effective body for strategic planning and 
coordination of policies and measures in the field of 
prevention and counteraction of corruption.

https://acf.bg/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/ACF_BG_2020-1.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/BG/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32019L1937
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All the cases in this annex are structured in 
the following identical manner:

who
a brief description of the alleged
perpetrator

conclusion

why

when

what
a description of
the charges

a brief analysis of
the completed cases

a summary of
the key issues

a chronology of the criminal
proceedings

The descriptions of all case facts are based on informa-
tion from public sources: court rulings available on the 
webpages of the relevant courts, indictments on cases 
at the trial stage, press releases by the Prosecutor’s Of-
fice, and media publications. The charges have mostly 
been presented in their authentic form, notwithstand-
ing certain minor redactions and simplifications aimed 
at making them more digestible for the general public.

• cases concerning officials in the legislature 
and the government: items 1. – 20.

• cases concerning representatives of the 
judiciary: items 21. – 23.

• cases concerning other officials in the execu-
tive and in local government: items 24. – 40.

• cases from 2020: items 41. to 45.

Sources of
information:

The cases have been divided 
into the following categories:
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case 01

case 02

HRISTO BISEROV /A 
Deputy Chairman of the Bulgarian National Assembly, 
2009 – 2013

HRISTO BISEROV /B
Deputy Chairman of the Bulgarian National Assembly, 
2009 – 2013

The case was analyzed as completed in the ACF 
Annual Monitoring Report for 2020. 

For its detailed presentation, see A. Yankulov, A. 
Slavov, “Anti-corruption institutions: activity without 
visible results”, Sofia: ACF, 2020

The case was analyzed as completed in the ACF 
Annual Monitoring Report for 2020. 

For its detailed presentation, see A. Yankulov, A. 
Slavov, “Anti-corruption institutions: activity without 
visible results”, Sofia: ACF, 2020
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case 03

SIMEON DYANKOV
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance, 2009 – 2013, together with 
the defendant under item 4 and four other defendants

charged with malfeasance in office in relation to a 
privatization deal:

The alleged crime was committed in collaboration with 
I.G.P. within the period March 2010 – 27 December 2011 
when Dyankov was serving as Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister of Finance and was also overseeing the Privatiza-
tion and Post-Privatization Control Agency. Dyankov was 
charged for misusing the authority given to him under the 
Public Administration Act and the Rules on the Structure 
of the Ministry of Finance in an attempt to help another 
party — Bulbrokers EAD — receive a benefit of BGN 
1,276,618.85, representing payment for services provided 
to EVN AG Austria (client) by Bulbrokers EAD in the 
capacity of an investment intermediary on a transaction 
involving the purchasing of shares from the capital of EVN 
Bulgaria Elektrorazpredelenie AD. Dyankov allegedly com-
mitted the violation when he verbally directed the Executive 
Director of the Privatization and Post-Privatization Control 
Agency, E.L.K., to assign the conducting of a privatization 
assessment for the privatization of the government’s share 
in EVN Bulgaria Elektrorazpredelenie AD (33%) to the 
investment intermediary Bulbrokers EAD, instead of to a 
licensed assessor in accordance with the Privatization and 
Post-Privatization Control Act. Dyankov thus prevented 
E.L.K. from exercising the above-described powers with 
regards to the auction sale via the Bulgarian Stock Exchange, 
thus causing harm to the public budget equal to BGN 
7,457,553.82. This sum is the difference between the fair 
minimal price of a share, which should have been BGN 
1,777.48, and the average price of BGN 1,682.64 during 
public auctions which took place on four days in December 
2011. The difference was allegedly due to the fact that the 
chosen investment intermediary lowered the initial asking 
price per share. Dyankov was charged under Art. 283а par.1; 
Art. 282, par. 2 and par. 1; and Art. 20, par. 2 and par. 1 of 
the CC.

Charged in January 2017 — the SCPO filed a bill 
of indictment with the Sofia City Court in August 
2017 — in October 2017, the case was remitted for 
rectification of procedural violations — the bill of 
indictment was filed with the Specialized Criminal 
Court (SpCC) in December 2017 — in March 
2018, the bill was returned because of procedural 
violations — bill of indictment filed with the SpCC 
in October 2018 — acquitted by the SpCC (CP 
3076/2018) in June 2020 — upheld by the SpCCA 
(ACP 495/2020) in April 2021 — verdict became 
final in May 2021

whenwhat
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Dyankov was charged more than five years after the alleged crime was 
committed, considering that the details of the privatization deal had been 
publicly known. The alleged violation is inciting another person, the Exec-
utive Director of the Privatization and Post-Privatization Control Agency, 
to violate the law by assigning the evaluation of the privatization deal to an 
investment intermediary rather than a licensed assessor. The alleged harm 
has resulted from directing the Executive Director to act in this manner 
and he was not considered a defendant, but a witness in the proceedings. 
The bill of indictment was filed three times because of procedural viola-
tions, identified by the SCC and the SpCC.

The first-instance court held that the charges against Dyankov were un-
clear, confusing, and unfounded. The SpCC ruled that there was no causal 
relationship between the alleged culpable act and the claimed harm, which 
had not even materialized, as could be seen from the analysis of the opinions 
of the financial and economic experts, and from other supporting docu-
mentation on the case. The court further concluded that the prosecutor’s 
arguments confounded different privatization methods and mechanically 
invoked provisions of the Privatization and Post-Privatization Control Act 
(PPCA) that did not correspond to the specified methods. Thus, Dyankov 
was accused of interfering with competences that the Executive Director of 
the Privatization Agency did not in fact possess under the law. 
The SpCCA fully endorsed the first-instance court’s conclusions as to the 
non-criminal nature of the defendant’s actions. According to the appel-
late court, Dyankov’s actions were in line with his powers, and there was 
no argument for abuse of authority in the case. Dyankov had aimed to 
strengthen the country’s financial stability, which was in conformity with 
the public interest, and not to its detriment, as the prosecutor had claimed. 
The SpCCA held that there was no evidence to conclude that the defend-
ant had pressured the Privatization Agency’s Executive Director to select a 
particular investment intermediary. The appellate court affirmed the lower 
court’s conclusion that the defendant’s actions had not resulted in harmful 
consequences for the country, as the weighted average price per share on 
the Bulgarian Stock Exchange, negotiated at the conducted closed mixed 
auction, was BGN 1632.98 which was more than the market value of the 
shares at the time of holding the auction. The amount of money generated 
from the sale of the minority share packages — BGN 94,036,158.58 — was 
considerable higher than the BGN 25,000,000 expected by the Privatiza-
tion Agency’s Executive Director.

The acquittal became final because it 
was not appealed by the Prosecutor’s 
Office, which suggests that the latter 
agreed with the arguments of the two 
courts that there had been no abuse of 
authority and no harm arising from 
the defendant’s actions in this case.

why conclusion
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case 04

TRAYCHO TRAYKOV
Minister of Economy, Energy and Tourism, 2009 – 2012, together with the 
defendant under item 3 and four other defendants

Charged with intentional mismanagement of public 
funds:

Between 8 December 2011 – 27 December 2011, as Minister 
of Economy, Energy and Tourism (MEET), and in his ca-
pacity of representative of the State as a shareholder in EVN 
Bulgaria Elektrorazpredelenie AD, he failed to exercise due 
care in the management of public assets under his control. 
His obligations in this regard were specified in the Rules on 
the Structure of the MEET and the Rules on Exercising the 
State’s Shareholder Rights in State-Owned Enterprises. In 
carrying out the public policy in the energy sector, Traykov 
had to secure a profitable sale of the State’s remaining minor-
ity share in EVN Bulgaria Elektrorazpredelenie AD. Traykov 
allegedly handled the sale of the State’s shares in EVN Bul-
garia Elektrorazpredelenie AD in a manner detrimental to 
the public interest. He did this when he allowed for the sale 
of the 33% State shares to be carried out by the Privatization 
and Post-Privatization Control Agency (PPCA) without en-
suring the proper implementation of energy sector policies 
and failing to defend the public interest in terms of achiev-
ing a profitable sale. Traykov also apparently ignored the sale 
conditions set out in the Energy Companies Privatization 
Strategy. This resulted in losses for the state, amounting to 
BGN 31,639,704 — the difference between the sale price in 
2004 of the majority stake of 67 %, outlined in a contract 
between EVN AG Austria and the PPCA, and the average 
price achieved during an auction via the Bulgarian Stock 
Exchange which took place on four consecutive days in 
December 2011. This price was BGN 1,682.64 per share, 
and it was apparently achieved because the minimum asking 
price had been set at BGN 1,373.92 due to failure to take 
into account the Energy Companies Privatization Strategy. 
The offense is intentional, it does not contain elements of 
a more serious crime, the case is especially serious, and the 
subsequent harm is of considerable proportions — a crime 
under Art. 219, par. 4, par. 3, and par. 1 of the CC.

Traykov was charged in January 2017 — the SCPO 
filed a bill of indictment with the SCC in August 
2017 — the case was remitted due to procedural 
violations in October 2017 — the SCPO brought 
charges before the Specialized Criminal Court in 
December 2017 — the case was remitted due to 
procedural violations in March 2018 — the Special-
ized Prosecutor’s Office brought charges before the 
SpCC in October 2018 — acquitted  by the SpCC 
(CP 3076/2018) in June 2020 — upheld by the 
SpCCA (ACP 495/2020) in April 2021 — verdict 
became final in May 2021

when

what
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Traykov was also charged more than five years after the alleged crime was 
committed, considering that the details of the deal had been publicly 
known. The alleged harm to the public budget has been calculated as the 
difference between what the state received in 2011 and the sum which 
could have been generated via the sale of the remaining 33% shares in the 
company if the sale price had been similar to the average sale price in 2004 
when 67% of the shares of the company were sold. Aside from the innova-
tive approach in comparing transactions carried out in different periods, 
just on the basis of sale price, the “mismanagement of public funds” crime 
involves the presence of damage, destruction or squandering of assets, or 
other damage of similar scale. So far, these damages have been interpreted 
in terms of actually incurred losses both in the legal theory127 and in the 
practice128. The bill of indictment was filed by the prosecution three times 
due to procedural violations pointed out by the courts.

The first-instance court held that the charges against Traykov were un-
founded, as he had never had the competences to carry out the acts that he 
was accused of. The SpCC found that the indictment itself was contradic-
tory and contained conflicting arguments. The SpCC further held that 
the indicated loss of BGN 31,639,704 could not give rise to liability, as the 
defendant had not determined the price of the shares himself, and the real 
price per share was the price at the time of the transaction, not the price 
seven years earlier. According to the first-instance court’s reasoning, the 
defendant was wrongfully prosecuted on account of accepting a price per 
minority share that was lower than the price per majority share seven years 
earlier, all in a situation where the shareholder has no power to determine 
the price of shares. 

The SpCCA fully endorsed the first-instance court’s conclusions as to the 
non-criminal nature of the defendant’s actions. According to the SpC-
CA, Traykov agreed to the privatization of the minority shares in order 
to comply with the decisions taken by the government in this regard. His 
actions were not unilateral, unfounded or uncoordinated with the overall 
efforts of the government to mitigate the implications of the global crisis. 
Furthermore, Traykov’s behavior had not resulted in any harmful conse-
quences; on the contrary, the purchase price of the minority share package 
was higher than expected. The Prosecutor’s Office had, on the one hand, 
compared the price of majority shares with that of minority shares (which 
give less rights to the shareholder), and on the other, compared different 
transaction periods (with the latter transaction taking place during a 
global economic crisis).

The acquittal became final because it 
was not appealed by the Prosecutor’s 
Office, which suggests that the latter 
agreed with the arguments of the 
two courts that there had been no 
mismanagement of public funds and 
no harm to the State arising from the 
defendant’s actions in this case.

127. Girginov, A., Criminal Law in the Republic of Bulgaria. Special Part, Sofia: Sofi – P, pp. 291-292
128. Judgment No 511 of 1 December 2008 of the SCtC on case No 518/2008, 2ndCriminal Division; Judgment No 473 of 23 November 2009 of the SCtC on case No 519/2009, 2nd Criminal Division, 
Judgment No 196 of 30 March 2010 of the SCtC on case No 110/2010, 3rd Criminal Division, CC

why conclusion
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case 05

TSVETAN TSVETANOV /A
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Interior, 2009 – 2013

The case was analyzed as completed in the ACF 
Annual Monitoring Report for 2020. 

For its detailed presentation, see A. Yankulov, A. 
Slavov, “Anti-corruption institutions: activity without 
visible results”, Sofia: ACF, 2020
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TSVETAN TSVETANOV /B
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Interior, 2009 – 2013

case 06

case 07

MIROSLAV NAYDENOV
Minister of Agriculture and Food, 2009 – 2013

The case was analyzed as completed in the ACF 
Annual Monitoring Report for 2020. 

For its detailed presentation, see A. Yankulov, A. 
Slavov, “Anti-corruption institutions: activity without 
visible results”, Sofia: ACF, 2020

The case was analyzed as completed in the ACF 
Annual Monitoring Report for 2020. 

For its detailed presentation, see A. Yankulov, A. 
Slavov, “Anti-corruption institutions: activity without 
visible results”, Sofia: ACF, 2020
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case 08

DELYAN DOBREV
Minister of Economy, Energy and Tourism, 2012 – 2013

Charged with intentional mismanagement of public 
funds:
as Minister of Economy, Energy and Tourism, he failed to 
implement the government energy policy in accordance 
with decisions of the Council of Ministers and the Bulgar-
ian National Assembly. Despite his rights and obligations, 
Dobrev failed to take any measures to implement Council 
of Ministers Decision No. 250/28.03.2012 — tabled and 
voted by him personally — whose subject was to terminate 
the construction of the Belene Nuclear Power Plant. As a 
result, the State continued to make payments to the com-
pany hired to design the nuclear power plant and damages 
amounting to EUR 4,561,697.27 were incurred by Natsion-
alna Elektricheska Kompania (NEK) EAD. The damage was 
of considerable proportions and the violation was especially 
serious — crime under Art. 219, par.4 in conj. with par. 3 
and par. 2 of the CC.

Dobrev was charged by the SCPO in November 
2016 — the criminal proceedings are still at the 
pre-trial phase or have been terminated at an un-
known date.

The Prosecutor’s Office has not provided a copy of the de-
cision to charge Dobrev, nor any information on the course 
of the investigation, for the purposes of this study. It has 
been more than four years since Dobrev was charged and the 
reasons why the proceedings have stalled remain unknown.
Unlike the other high-ranking officials who have been in-
vestigated for violations in the context of the Belene Power 
Plant Project, Dobrev has not been indicted so far (see 9., 
10., 31. And 32.). The reasons for treating him differently 
remain unknown.

when

whyconclusion

what

The proceedings are still pending.
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Charged with intentional mismanagement of public funds::

at the end of November 2006, in his capacity as Minister and Principal of NEK 
EAD, Ovcharov failed to observe his duties under the Energy Act, the Rules on 
the Structure of the Ministry of Economy and Energy, and the Rules on Exer-
cising the State’s Shareholder Rights in State-Owned Enterprises. In particular, 
Ovcharov failed to exercise enough control over the work of the Executive 
Directors of NEK EAD, Lyubomir Velkov and Mardik Papazyan, when signing 
an agreement for the construction of the Belene Nuclear Power Plant with the 
Russian company Atomstroyeksport AD. According to the agreement, the 
company was tasked with creating the full conceptual design for the facility and 
with drafting the technical specifications for the power plant’s units. However, 
the agreement was executed before an investor for the Belene Project had been 
selected and before the conclusion of a financing agreement, respectively. This 
caused significant damage amounting to EUR 193,189,000 — the fee charged 
by the Russian company. Ovcharov’s actions do not contain elements of a more 
serious crime and represent an especially serious violation — crime under Art. 
219, par. 4 in conj, with par. 3 and par. 2 of the CC.

case 09

Ovcharov was charged by the SCPO 
in November 2016 — the SCPO 
filed a bill of indictment with the 
SpCC (CP 246/2021) in February 
2021

Ovcharov was charged at the pre-trial stage of proceedings 
10 years after the alleged crime had been committed, even 
though the crime concerns a transaction, the parameters 
of which had been publicly known. In other words, there 
was no complicated criminal scheme in this case that would 
have required considerable time to disentangle. The bill of 
indictment was filed 14 years after the alleged crime had 
been committed. 

The absolute limitation period for prosecution in this case 
is 15 years and it expires at the end of November 2021. 
Therefore, the bill of indictment was filed only nine months 
before the expiration of the limitation period. 

RUMEN OVCHAROV
Minister of Economy and Energy, 2005 – 2007, together with the 
defendants under items 10, 31 and 32

when

whyconclusion

what

The proceedings are still pending.
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case 10

PETAR DIMITROV
Minister of Economy and Energy, 2007 – 2009, together 
with the defendants under items 9, 31 and 32

Charged with intentional mismanagement of public 
funds:
on an unidentified date in the period January 2007 – 13 
December 2007, as a representative of the sole owner of 
the capital of the Ministry of Economy in NEK EAD, he 
deliberately failed to exercise sufficient control over the 
work of Lyubomir Velkov and Mardik Papazyan /Chief 
Executive Directors of NEK EAD/. The latter two persons 
were responsible for managing the NEK EAD public assets 
in the context of a Framework Agreement for the Delivery 
of Equipment from the Belene Nuclear Power Plant. Dimi-
trov’s failure to exercise control led to significant damages in 
the amount of EUR 77,172,475. His actions represent an 
especially serious crime under Art. 219, par. 4 in conj. with 
par. 3 and par. 2 of the CC.

Dimitrov was charged by the SCPO in October 
2016 — the SCPO filed a bill of indictment (CP 
246/2021) with the SpCC in February 2021

Dimitrov was charged at the pre-trial stage of proceedings nine years after the al-
leged crime had been committed, even though the crime concerns a transaction, 
the parameters of which had been publicly known. In other words, there was no 
complicated criminal scheme in this case that would have required considerable 
time to disentangle. The bill of indictment was filed more than 13 years after the 
alleged crime had been committed. 

It is noteworthy that Dimitrov was accused of failing to exercise control over the 
work of NEK’s executive directors, Velkov ana Papazyan, in relation to the sign-
ing of an agreement in 2007, different from the agreement for which they were 
indicted, which was signed in 2006 (see items 26 and 27, Dimitrov was not even 
Minister in 2006). Velkov and Papazyan were charged at the pre-trial phase of 
proceedings on account of the framework agreement of 2007 that is specified in 
Dimitrov’s bill of indictment, but these charges were not included when the case 
was brought in court. It remains unclear how the failure to exercise control over 
certain actions can be deemed a crime, while at the same time the very actions 
that were left unchecked do not amount to criminal behavior. 
The absolute limitation period for prosecution in this case is 15 years and it 
expires on 13 December 2022. It is highly unlikely that the case will go through 
all three court instances before the limitation period expires. 

when

whyconclusion

what

The proceedings are still pending.
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case 11

NIKOLAY NENCHEV /A
Minister of Defense, 2014 – 2017

The case was analyzed as completed in the ACF 
Annual Monitoring Report for 2020. 

For its detailed presentation, see A. Yankulov, A. 
Slavov, “Anti-corruption institutions: activity without 
visible results”, Sofia: ACF, 2020
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case 12

In the period 7 November 2014 – 29 March 2016, failing to 
perform his professional duties, in violation of the Defense 
and Armed Forces Act, he did not approve an investment 
cost proposal for the maintenance and delivery of spare parts 
for MiG-29 jet fighter aircraft and thus did not ensure the 
aviation safety and airworthiness of military planes of the 
Bulgarian Air Force. The offense was committed with a view 
to causing harm to the Russian company AO RSK MIG, 
which also resulted in significant harmful consequences to 
the Bulgarian Armed Forces — the number of flying hours 
of jet fighter pilots in the Bulgarian Air Force went down to 
33 hours per year, compared to the NATO standard of 180 
hours per year and a minimum of at least 80 hours per year. 
This led to an increased risk of serious aviation accidents due 
to lack of practice — crime under Art. 282, par. 3 in conj. 
with par. 2 and par. 1, in conj. with Art. 26, par.1 of the CC 
(malfeasance in office).

Nenchev was charged in November 2016 — the 
SCPO filed a bill of indictment with the SCC in 
January 2017 — the SCC issued an acquittal in July 
2019 — acquittal upheld by the SCA in July 2020 
— acquittal upheld by the SCtC in May 2021.

NIKOLAY NENCHEV /B
Minister of Defense, 2014 – 2017

whenwhat
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According to the indictment, the Ministry of Defense and AO 
R. M. signed two contracts for the extension of the operational 
life of two RD-33 engines by 50 hours each and for the repair 
of two RD-33 engines and other spare parts for MiG-29 fighter 
jets. The contract was worth EUR 3,773,000 (BGN 7,388,666). 
Instead of taking steps to implement the agreed repairs, Nenchev 
told his deputy, Desislava Yosifova, to lock the contract in her 
safety deposit box with the goal of ensuring that AO RSK MIG 
does not carry out the repair works. 

The arguments of the court rulings have not been published due 
to the confidential nature of the proceedings. 
However, when the acquittal was announced in court, the presi-
dent of the court panel presented some of the arguments, stating 
that in the course of the proceedings it had become evident that 
the Bulgarian Air Force suffered from systemic lack of financing 
which had caused the reduction in the number of pilots’ flight 
hours and the lack of preparedness, which the prosecution 
had tried to present as an outcome of Nenchev’s actions. In 
addition, Nenchev had participated actively in the signing of a 
contract to repair the above-mentioned jet planes in Poland at 
a cost of EUR 1.23 mln. — a much more attractive proposition 
compared to the deal with the Russian company. The president 
of the court panel added that the decision to reduce the level of 
military cooperation with Russia had been political and taken by 
the Government as a consequence of Russia’s annexation of the 
Crimean Peninsula. 

The Sofia Court of Appeal also provided a succinct presentation 
of its arguments. In short, it reasoned that Nenchev had commit-
ted neither the objective, nor the subjective, element of the crime 
alleged by the Prosecutor’s Office. According to the appellate 
court, the defendant had not acted with the intention to cause 
harm, but had pursued legitimate political aims, fully compliant 
with the Republic of Bulgaria’s commitments to NATO and in 
line with the country’s foreign policy. 
The arguments of the SCtC are not known. 

The three courts that examined the case put 
forward similar legal arguments. Even though 
the SCtC did not share its reasoning unlike the 
SCC and the SCA, it can be concluded that it 
agreed with the assessment that there had been 
no criminal behavior in the case. However, 
the incriminating purpose of the prosecuted 
act is especially noteworthy — to cause harm 
to a foreign company based in a country, with 
which Bulgaria is not in a military alliance, by 
preventing the company from carrying out 
repairs on, and supplying spare parts to, Bul-
garian fighter jets.
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case 13

case 14

DANIEL MITOV
Minister of Foreign Affairs, 2014 – 2017, together with 
the defendant under item 15.

HRISTO ANGELICHIN /A
Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, 2014 – 2017

Charged with:

In the period 17 November 2016 – 1 December 2016, in his 
capacity of Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, Angelichin 
failed to exercise control over the work of his subordinates 
L.M., D.I., and M.S., directors of directorates at the Minis-
try. The three directors did not make the necessary provisions 
for the timely delivery of automatic telephone exchanges to 
Bulgaria’s overseas diplomatic missions, nor did they sign 
a written contract with performance guarantees with the 
company B. EOOD. Consultations with experts about the 
market prices of this type of equipment and services were 
not carried out either. Consequently, the prices offered by B. 
EOOD were significantly higher than market rates, which 
caused damages worth EUR 214,709 (BGN 419,934.29) — 
the equivalent of the amount paid by all overseas missions — 
to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Angelichin was charged 
under Art. 219, par. 2 of the CC (mismanagement of public 
funds).

Angelichin was charged in May 2017 — the SCPO 
filed a bill of indictment with the SpCC in Febru-
ary 2018 (CP 361/2018) — in October 2018, the 
SpCC sentenced Angelichin to a suspended prison 
term of two years with four years of probation and a 
fine of BGN 5,000 — in April 2019, the Specialized 
Criminal Court of Appeal issued an acquittal (ACP 
517/2018) — the acquittal was confirmed by the 
SCtC in September 2020 (CHC 402/2020).

The case was analyzed as completed in the ACF 
Annual Monitoring Report for 2020. 

For its detailed presentation, see A. Yankulov, A. 
Slavov, “Anti-corruption institutions: activity without 
visible results”, Sofia: ACF, 2020.

whenwhat
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The first-instance court held that a violation of the PPA had occurred 
when, instead of organizing a public procurement for the delivery of 
automatic telephone exchanges to the overseas diplomatic missions, 
the task was divided into 12 parts. Thus, each of the 12 diplomatic 
missions, rather than the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, became award-
ing parties, bringing down the value of each order below the threshold 
required for competitive tendering under the PPA. The court agreed 
with the Prosecution that the defendant failed to exercise sufficient 
control over his subordinates, which lead to the above-mentioned 
damages, equal to the payments made to B. EOOD. The appellate 
court agreed with the facts but not with the legal conclusions of the 
first-instance court. 

The appellate court agreed with the lower court as to the factual 
circumstances of the case but arrived at different legal conclusions. 
According to the appellate court, for the charges to be founded, 
Angelichin should have first violated legal obligations delegated 
to him by the minister, including control specifically over the 
above-mentioned subordinates. Second, these subordinates should 
have committed a specific crime — not simply reproachable acts — 
which the defendant would have allowed by negligence. Third, there 
should have been a direct causal link between the lack of control and 
the incurred damages. The SpCCA ruled that neither of the above 
conditions were met, therefore the actions of the defendant had not 
been criminal. The defendant had not been delegated specific obliga-
tions, the Prosecution did not point to specific crimes committed by 
the defendant’s subordinates, nor was there a causal link between the 
defendant’s behavior and the damages suffered by the ministry. With 
regards to the damages, it was later established that the sum which the 
ministry had paid to B. EOOD had been urgently reimbursed, on 5 
December 2016. 

The SCtC held that the Prosecution’s appeal against the acquittal was 
unfounded. The cassation judges confirmed the conclusion that the 
defendant had not committed the crime he was accused of. The SCtC 
endorsed the SpCCA’s reasoning that the provision of Art. 219, par. 
2 of the CC would only apply if two cumulative conditions are ful-
filled: 1) the defendant must have failed to exercise control functions 
over another official, and 2) that official must have also committed 
a crime. However, none of three subordinates of the defendant had 
committed a crime in this case. Moreover, the SCtC found that there 
were no actually incurred damages, as B. EOOD had retracted from 
the agreement and had reimbursed the received amount immediately.

The criminal proceedings were 
conducted without any delay. The 
appellate and the supreme court 
issued convincing legal arguments 
regarding the non-criminal nature 
of the defendant’s actions. The 
SCtC unequivocally found that the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs had not 
incurred any damages given that the 
contractor company had retracted 
from the agreement and had reim-
bursed all received payments even 
before the initiation of the criminal 
proceedings.

why conclusion
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case 15

case 16

PETAR MOSKOV
Minister of Health, 2014 – 2017, together with the defendant under 
item 17 and three other defendants

Charged with malfeasance in office, entering into an unfavorable transaction, and intentional mismanagement of 
public funds:
On 9 July 2015, in his capacity of Minister of Health, together with the accessory Deputy Minister Adam Persenski, Moskov 
violated and failed to exercise his official duties under the Health Act, the Medicinal Products in Human Medicine Act, and 
the Rules on the Structure of the Ministry of Health (MoH). In particular, Moskov accepted 100,000 doses of a pentavalent 
combination vaccine for children, produced in the Republic of Turkey, and 100,000 doses of Hepatitis B vaccine, produced in 
the Republic of Korea. The use of both vaccines is prohibited in the Republic of Bulgaria. The motivation behind Moskov’s 
actions was to procure a benefit for a third party — namely Turkey’s Ministry of Health — consisting in the receipt of a donation 
of 5,000,000 doses of tuberculosis vaccine in order to help fulfil Turkey’s immunization schedule. Moskov’s actions resulted in 
considerable negative consequences for the MoH: pecuniary damages in the amount of BGN 325,233.87 representing payments 
for VAT, customs and transportation services; and non-pecuniary damages, consisting in harming the MoH’s reputation, pre-
venting effective government control of the policies concerning the use of drugs, and provoking distrust in the public with respect 
to the vaccination of children. The case was considered especially serious and Moskov was charged under Art. 282, par. 3 in conj. 
with par. 2 and par. 1, in conj. with Art. 20, par. 2 and 1 of the CC.

On 27 November 2015, in his capacity of Minister of Health and together with Deputy Minister Adam Persenski, Moskov aided 
and abetted the principal perpetrator L.A.D. — Manager of Bul Bio NTZPB EOOD — to enter into an unfavorable transaction. 
In particular, Moskov used his ministerial power to sign an agreement for the donation of BCG vaccines with L.A.D. This 
resulted in damages of considerable proportions for Bul Bio NTZPB EOOD, amounting to BGN 427, 788.31 /the value of 5 
million doses of tuberculosis vaccine, coupled with insurance and transportation costs/. Moskov was charged under Art. 220, 
par. 1 in conj. with Art. 20, par. 4 and par. 1 of the CC.

In the period 20 June 2016 – 1 July 2016, in his capacity of Minister of Health and in spite of his duties as Principal of Bul Bio 
NTZPB EOOD (state-owned enterprise), Moskov failed to exercise control over the work of two subordinates responsible for 
the management of public funds, namely the Director and Director ad interim of Bul Bio NTZPB EOOD — L.A.D. and R.V.A., 
respectively. In particular, Moskov failed to exact economic, financial, and accounting information related to the production of 
vaccines by the enterprise. He further failed to supervise the Director, perform inspections or appoint officials to perform inspec-
tions. As a result, the enterprise incurred significant damages amounting to BGN 110, 003.46, which represented expenses for 
the production and storage of TETADIF vaccines by Bul Bio NTZPB EOOD without the required permission of the Bulgarian 
Drug Agency. Moskov’s actions constituted an especially serious crime and led to damages of considerable proportions. He was 
charged under Art. 219, par. 4 and par. 2 of the CC.

HRISTO ANGELICHIN /B
Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, 2014 – 2017

The case was analyzed as completed in the ACF 
Annual Monitoring Report for 2020. 

For its detailed presentation, see A. Yankulov, A. 
Slavov, “Anti-corruption institutions: activity without 
visible results”, Sofia: ACF, 2020.

what
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Moskov was charged in November 2016 — the 
SCPO filed a bill of indictment with the SpCC 
by in March 2018 — the case  (CP 664/2018) is 
pending before the SpCC.

It should be noted that the first charge against Moskov is for violating and failing to ex-
ercise official ministerial duties by accepting doses of a pentavalent combination vaccine 
for children and Hepatitis B vaccine from the Republic of Turkey, both vaccines banned 
for use in Bulgaria. However, with a view to satisfying the requirement of intent, it is 
claimed that by donating 5,000,000 doses of Bulgarian-produced tuberculosis vaccine, the 
defendant intended to procure a benefit for Turkey’s Ministry of Health. It is stated in 
the charges that the value of the vaccines given by Turkey to Bulgaria was BGN 1, 725, 
040, whereas the value of the vaccines given by Bulgaria to Turkey was BGN 427, 788. 
Therefore, Turkey made a much bigger donation than the one it received. On another 
hand, the pecuniary damages partially consist in the payment of VAT to the state budget. 
The second charge is formulated using an innovative approach: the defendant Moskov is 
charged with aiding and abetting the crime of entering into an unfavorable transaction 
(donation agreement, in this case), by signing the donation agreement on behalf of the 
receiving party, while it is claimed that the donating party was the one that incurred dam-
ages. In essence, it is asserted that a state-owned enterprise incurred damages by donating 
its own property to a ministry.

The proceedings are still 
pending. 

when

why conclusion
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case 17

ADAM PERSENSKI
Deputy Minister of Health, 2014 – 2017, together with 
the defendant under item 16 and three other defendants

On 9 July 2015, in his capacity of Deputy Minister of Health, 
Persenski aided and abetted the principal perpetrator, Petar 
Moskov, to violate his official duties under the Health Act, 
the Medicinal Products in Human Medicine Act, and the 
Rules on the Structure of the Ministry of Health (MoH). 
The culpable act was carried out with the aim to procure 
a benefit for a third party — Turkey’s Ministry of Health 
— by agreeing to receive a donation of 5,000,000 doses of 
tuberculosis vaccine, and thus helping Turkey fulfill its 
immunization schedule. In particular, Persenski organized 
meetings with representatives of the Republic of Turkey, 
took part in working groups, submitted reports, etc., thus 
enabling Moskov to accept 100,000 doses of pentavalent 
combination vaccine for children, produced in Turkey, 
and 100,000 doses of Hepatitis B vaccine, produced in the 
Republic of Korea. The use of both vaccines is prohibited 
in the Republic of Bulgaria. Persenski’s actions resulted in 
considerable negative consequences for the MoH: pecuniary 
damages in the amount of BGN 325,233.87, representing 
payments for VAT, customs and transportation services; and 
non-pecuniary damages consisting in harming the MoH’s 
reputation, preventing effective government control of the 
policies concerning the use of drugs, and provoking distrust 
in the public with respect to the vaccination of children. 
The case was considered especially serious and Persenski was 
charged under Art. 282, par. 3, par. 2, and par. 1, in conj. 
with Art. 20, par. 4 and 1 of the CC;

On 27 November 2015, in his capacity of Deputy Minister 
of Health and together with Petar Moskov, Persenski 
aided and abetted the principal perpetrator L.A.D. — 
Manager of Bul Bio NTZPB EOOD — to enter into an 
unfavorable transaction for the donation of vaccines. In 
particular, Persenski gave oral instructions to the Head 
of the Department of Regulatory Legislation and Public 
Procurement in Health to draft the donation agreement for 
the vaccines. The agreement was then signed by Persenski 
and other ministerial officials, after which Persenski told his 
secretary to call the Manager of Bul Bio NTZPB EOOD, 

L.A.D., and give him the signed agreement, saying the 
following: “Deputy Minister Persenski left this agreement 
for you to sign. He said that everything was fine and that 
there would not be any problems.” Persenski’s actions 
resulted in damages of considerable proportions to Bul Bio 
NTZPB EOOD, amounting to BGN 427,788.31 /the value 
of 5 million doses of tuberculosis vaccine, coupled with 
insurance and transportation costs/. Persenski was charged 
under Art. 220, par. 1 in conj. with Art. 20, par. 3, par. 4 and 
par. 1 of the CC.

what
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Persenski was charged in November 
2016 — the SCPO filed a bill of indict-
ment with the SpCC in March 2018 
— the case (CP 664/2018) is pending 
before the SpCC.

The observations expressed in item 16 
concerning the intended benefit from 
the first crime and the damage caused 
with the second crime are equally appli-
cable in this case. 

The proceedings are still pending. 

when

why conclusion
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case 18

RUMEN OVCHAROV
Minister of Economy and Energy, 2005 – 2007), together 
with the defendant under item 19 and one other defendant

Charged with intentional mismanagement of public 
funds:

In the period 25 May 2006 – 18 July 2007, Ovcharov was 
Minister of Economy and Energy, and in this capacity, he was 
responsible for exercising the government’s rights as a sole 
shareholder in Mini Bobov Dol EAD. In violation of his ob-
ligations under the Rules on the Structure of the Ministry of 
Economy and Energy (RSMEE) and the Rules on Exercising 
the State’s Shareholder Rights in State-Owned Enterprises 
(RPESSRSOE), Ovcharov intentionally did not exercise suf-
ficient control over the work of P.S.E. — Board Member and 
CEO of Mini Bobov Dol EAD — and the work of Anna 
Yaneva — Deputy Minister of MEE — in relation to the 
negotiation, conclusion, and execution of a contract (dated 
9 June 2006) for lending assets of Mini Bobov Dol EAD to 
Oranovo EOOD. Ovcharov’s culpable behavior (consisting 
of three omissions to act, jointly constituting a continuing 
crime) caused damages of considerable proportions to Mini 
Bobov Dol EAD — BGN 24,455,475.80. The culpable act 
did not fit the characteristics of the more severe form of the 
alleged crime but was considered an especially serious case 
due to the transfer of Mini Bobov Dol EAD’s exclusive rights 
to mine, transport, and sell coal, to O. EOOD. The transfer 
of rights was in violation of the Underground Resources 
Act and the Concessions Act. Mini Bobov Dol EAD went 
into insolvency. Ovcharov was charged under Art. 219, par. 
4, par. 3, and par. 2 in conj. with Art. 26, par. 1 of the CC. 

Ovcharov was charged in October 2017 — the 
SCPO filed an indictment with the SpCC in March 
2018 — the case was remitted due to procedural 
violations in April 2018 — the SpPO filed an indict-
ment with the SpCC in April 2019 — the SpCC 
issued a conviction (CP 1635/2019) in July 2020 
(the defendant was sentenced to a suspended prison 
term of two years with 3 years of probation and 
barred from exercising certain rights) — the case is 
currently pending before the SpCCA on appeal by 
the defendant.

whenwhat
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The defendant Ovcharov was brought to court almost 11 years after the 
alleged crimes related to the lending of assets of Mini Bobov Dol EAD 
to Oranovo EOOD had been committed. However, the nature of the 
alleged crimes does not justify their delayed detection by the investigation 
authorities. After the SpCC remitted the case to the SpPO with instruc-
tions to rectify identified procedural violations, the alleged damages were 
amended from BGN 9 mil. to BGN 24 mil. The Prosecutor’s Office took 
one year to bring the case to court for a second time. The total amount 
of damages reflects the sum of the damages caused by the three omissions 
to act, altogether constituting the continuing crime: BGN 977,063.10 
representing the difference in value between the coal sold by Oranovo 
EOOD in the examined period, and the acquired coal for prices deter-
mined in an annex to the loan agreement; BGN 19,293,323.82 represent-
ing the sum of the unpaid rent due under an annex to the loan agreement 
and the unpaid utility bills, for the period 10 June 2006 – 7 June 2007; 
BGN 4,185,088.78 representing the sum of the unpaid rent due under 
an annex to the loan agreement and the unpaid utility bills, for the period 
8 June 2007 – 3 September 2008. The crime “mismanagement of public 
funds” requires the damage, destruction or squandering of existing 
property, or other significant damages of a similar nature that have been 
interpreted to only include actual incurred losses both in the theory and 
in the practice (see item 3).

 The SpCC held that Ovcharov had fulfilled both the objective and the 
subjective element of the alleged crime but ruled that the incurred dam-
ages amounted to BGN 16,566,344.68, rejecting the amount claimed by 
the Prosecution. The SpCC found that there was no evidence to show 
that Deputy Minister Yaneva had been assigned obligations to manage, 
dispose of, or account for public property; therefore, the defendant had 
had no obligation to exercise control over Yaneva in connection with 
such property. 

The absolute limitation period for prosecution in this case is 15 years and 
it expires in July 2022.

The proceedings are still pending. 

why conclusion
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case 19

ANNA YANEVA
Deputy Minister of Economy and Energy, 2005 – 2007, togeth-
er with the defendant under item 18 and one other defendant

Charged with intentional mismanagement of public funds:

In the period 10 June 2006 – 18 March 2009, Yaneva was Deputy Minister of Econ-
omy and Energy, responsible for the organization, management and supervision of 
the activities of the Ministry’s Corporate Management and Restructuring Depart-
ment. By means of explicit orders, she was tasked with the management and ac-
counting of public property. In violation of her obligations under the RSMEE and 
under two orders of the Minister, Yaneva intentionally failed to exercise sufficient 
control over the work of P.S.E. — Board Member and CEO of Mini Bobov Dol 
EAD (a state-owned enterprise) — in relation to the execution of a contract for the 
lending of assets of Mini Bobov Dol EAD to Oranovo EOOD, dated 9 June 2006. 
Yaneva’s culpable behavior (consisting of three omissions to act, jointly constituting 
a continuing crime) caused damages of considerable proportions to Mini Bobov 
Dol EAD — BGN 28,174,082.08. The culpable act did not fit the characteristics 
of the more severe form of the alleged crime, but the case was considered especially 
serious due to the transfer of Mini Bobov Dol EAD’s exclusive rights to mine, trans-
port, and sell coal, to Oranovo EOOD. The transfer of rights was in violation of the 
Underground Resources Act and the Concessions Act. Mini Bobov Dol EAD went 
into insolvency. Yaneva was charged under Art. 219, par. 4, par. 3, and par. 2 in conj. 
with Art. 26, par. 1 of the CC.

Yaneva was charged in Decem-
ber 2018 — the SpPO filed an 
indictment with the SpCC in 
April 2019 — the SpCC is-
sued an acquittal in July 2020 
(CP 1635/2019) — the case 
is currently pending before 
the SpCCA on appeal by the 
Prosecution.

Yaneva was brought to court almost 10 years after the alleged crimes related 
to the lending of assets of Mini Bobov Dol EAD to Oranovo EOOD had 
been committed. However, the nature of the alleged crimes does not justify 
their delayed detection by the investigation authorities. The amount of 
incurred damages — BGN 28 mil. — was calculated in a similar manner as 
the damages in item 18. The discussion on the harmful consequences of the 
‘mismanagement of public funds’ crime is also relevant in this case. 

According to the SpCC, there was no evidence to show that Yaneva had 
been assigned obligations to manage, dispose of, or account for public 
property, for which reason it was impossible to hold her accountable for any 
damages caused to such property. 

The proceedings are still pending.

when

whyconclusion
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VLADISLAV GORANOV
Minister of Finance, 2014 – 2017

case 20

Investigated for malfeasance in office. The SPOC commissioned an inspection 
in November 2018 which finished at an 
unknown time with a refusal to initiate 
pre-trial proceedings by the SP (case file 
657/2019).

The inspection was initiated as a result of media publica-
tions stating that his family had been living free of charge 
in an apartment, owned by his godfather, since 2012. The 
publications were based on data from Goranov’s statement 
of property.

The Prosecutor‘s Office have sent the 
information that the case had ended with 
a final act, but it was not provided with the 
motive that „there are no grounds for this“.

what when

whyconclusion
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case 21

VESELIN PENGEZOV
President of the Military Court of Appeal, 2004 – 2009, together 
with the defendant under item 22 and other defendants

Charged on account of the following: 

/1 In the period 28 October 2008 – 9 June 2009, in 
his capacity of President of the Military Court of Appeal 
— a procuring party in government procurement — 
Pengezov failed to exercise his official duties in accordance 
with the PPA. In particular, he did not announce and 
conduct a procurement order for the following activities: 
“Creating a conceptual design of an Information system 
and its synchronization with national documents” and 
“Implementing an Information system and testing it in 
Pleven and Sofia” in the context of the project “Information 
system promoting the transparency of military courts,” 
financed under Operational Programme Administrative 
Capacity. Instead, on 9 January 2009, Pengezov concluded 
direct contracts with E.N.S., R.M.D., A.P.Y. /D./, S.P.N., 
K.L.S., L.K.S., V.A.K. and P. M.T. for these activities. 
Pengezov’s actions resulted in serious damages to the Military 
Court of Appeal. On 17 December 2012, the management 
head of Operational Programme Administrative Capacity 
imposed a financial penalty on the court in the amount of 
BGN 733,456.56 — 100% of the funds provided under the 
project — due to established irregularities with the project /
allegations of fraud/. Pengezov was charged under Art. 387, 
par. 2 and par. 1 of the CC (malfeasance in office).

/2  In the period 9 June 2009 – 19 October 2009, Pengezov 
aided and abetted Col. Petko Petkov — then President of the 
Military Court of Appeal (MCA) — in embezzling MCA 
funds of considerable proportions, amounting to BGN 
42, 217. Pengezov’s role in the crime consisted in making a 
fictitious contract dated 15 January 2009 between the MCA 
and the person G.I.T. for developing a “Module integration 
system for the Information system.” He thus facilitated 
Petkov in expending MCA funds in pursuit of a foreign 
personal interest — a continuing crime of embezzlement — 
in the period 19 October 2009 – 21 October 2009. Pengezov 
was charged under Art. 202, par. 2, item 1 in conj. with Art. 
201, in conj. with Art. 26, par. 1, in conj. with Art. 20, par. 4 
and par. 1 of the CC (embezzlement).

/3 Pengezov, together with V.T.D. and P.S.G., A.N.M., 
L.K.S., aided and abetted Col. Petko Petkov — President 
and representative of the Military Court of Appeal — in 
submitting false statements within a Final Technical Report 
to the Operational Programme Administrative Capacity 
Department at the Ministry of Finance, the managing 
authority of Operational Programme Administrative 
Capacity. Pengezov’s criminal act consisted in producing 
— outside of the scope of his official duties as President of 
the Sofia Court of Appeal — 29 documents containing false 
statements, specifically that they were signed on the date 
stated within and by Pengezov in his capacity of President 
of the Military Court of Appeal. The 29 documents were 
created in the period 8 July 2009 – end of September 2009, 
and Petkov submitted the false report on 26 November 
2009. Pengezov’s criminal actions were directed at procuring 
funds for the Military Court of Appeal that were provided 
to the Bulgarian government by the European Union under 
Operational Programme Administrative Capacity, and 
specifically for the project “Information system promoting 
the transparency of military courts.” Pengezov was charged 
under Art. 248a, par. 3 and par. 2, scenario 1 in conj. with 
Art. 20, par. 4 and par. 1 of the CC (submitting false 
statements in order to obtain funds).

what
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The investigation began in 2010 — Pengezov 
was charged in April 2014 — a bill of indict-
ment was filed with the SCC in July 2015 —the 
SCC issued a partial conviction/acquittal (CP 
2833/2015) in June 2019 (one year suspended 
imprisonment with three years of probation) — 
the SCA issued an acquittal in December 2020 
(ACP 1135/2020).

The length of the criminal proceedings is particularly noteworthy. 
First, the nature of the crimes (related to the receipt of funds under 
an EU program) suggests that the facts surrounding the alleged 
procedural violations had already been known at the time of the 
first audit of the project. Furthermore, it becomes clear from the 
text of the indictment that the project budget had already been 
amended as early as 2012 due to allegations of fraud expressed by 
the program’s governing authority.  Despite all that, the defendant 
was only charged at the pre-trial phase of proceedings in 2014. The 
first-instance court took a long time to examine the case — around 
four years — with hearings taking place every month. 

The SCC found the defendant guilty on the first charge and issued 
a suspended sentence; it found him innocent on the second charge 
and guilty on the third charge, but issued no penalty for the latter, as 
the limitation period for prosecution had expired. 

The Sofia Court of Appeal disagreed with the first-instance court 
as regards the applicability of the PPA procedures for selecting 
contractors. The appellate court acquitted Pengezov on the first 
charge — under Art. 387, par. 2 and par. 1 of the CC — stating 
that he had not acted in violation of the law, as the PPA did not 
confer any official duties on him. Furthermore, the SCA found 
that the Military Court of Appeal had incurred no damages, as the 
payments made to experts from the court’s budget had been entirely 
reimbursed by the Ministry of Finance —beneficiary of the rights 
of the Operational Programme Administrative Capacity. On the 
other hand, the SCA endorsed the lower court’s decision to acquit 
Pengezov on the charge of aiding and abetting the embezzlement of 
public funds, as the principal defendant in that case, Petko Petkov, 
had been acquitted (see item 18), and it was irrational to hold a 
person accountable for abetting a non-criminal act. With regards 
to the third charge, the SCA reversed the lower court’s judgment, 
ruling that the actions of the principal defendants, consisting in the 
submission of false statements in order to obtain public funds, had 
not been criminal and, by the logic expressed above, the behavior of 
the accessories could also not be considered actionable.

The criminal proceedings lasted over 10 years, which 
is beyond any reasonable timeline, and in the end 
the defendant was acquitted on all charges with the 
argument that no crime had been committed. The 
Prosecutor’s Office evidently accepted the conclu-
sions of the SCA, as it did not appeal the case before 
the SCtC, and thus the judgment of the appellate 
court became final without a cassation appeal. 

when

why conclusion
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case 22

PETKO PETKOV
President of the Military Court of Appeal, 2009 - 2014, together 
with the defendant under item 21 and other defendants

Charged on account of the following:

/1 In the period 19 October 2009 – 21 October 2009, 
in his capacity of President of the Military Court of Appeal 
(MCA), together with the accessory Lieutenant General 
Veselin Pengezov, Petkov embezzled MCA funds of 
considerable proportions — BGN 42,217. Petkov expended 
the funds in the pursuit of a foreign personal interest by 
making two payments to the bank account of the person 
G.I.T. He was charged under Art. 202, par. 2, item 1 in conj. 
with Art. 201, in conj. with Art. 26, par. 1, in conj. with Art. 
20, par. 2 and par. 1 of the CC (embezzlement).

/2 On 26 November 2009, in complicity with the 
accessories: Lieutenant General Veselin Pengezov, Col. 
V.T.D., P.S.G., A.N.M., and L.K.S., in his capacity of 
President of the MCA, Petkov submitted false statements 
to the Operational Programme Administrative Capacity 
Department at the Ministry of Finance, the managing 
authority of Operational Programme Administrative 
Capacity. His actions were directed at procuring funds 
for the Military Court of Appeal that were provided to 
the Bulgarian government by the European Union under 
Operational Programme Administrative Capacity, and 
specifically for the project “Information system promoting 
the transparency of military courts.” In the Final Technical 
Report, necessary for the completion of the project and 
signed by Petkov in his capacity of President of the MCA, 
Petkov made false statements that public procurement 
orders had been conducted in the course of the project. He 
was charged under Art. 248a, par. 3 and par. 2, scenario 1 in 
conj, with Art. 20, par. 2 and par. 1 of the CC (submitting 
false statements in order to obtain funds).

/3 Petkov included false statements (concerning 
conducted public procurement orders in the course of the 
Project Management activity) in interim technical reports 
and a letter, submitted on 19 July 2009, 7 October 2009, 
and 26 October 2009, and accompanied with requests for 
payment — this constitutes a crime under Art. 248a, par. 3 
and par. 2, scenario 1 in conj. with Art. 20, par. 2 and par. 
1 of the CC (submitting false statements in order to obtain 
funds).

what
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The investigation began in 2010 — Pet-
kov was charged in April 2014 — a bill 
of indictment was filed with the SCC in 
July 2015 —the SSC issued an acquittal 
in June 2019 (CP 2833/2015) — the 
SCA upheld the acquittal in December 
2020 (ACP 1135/2020).

All observations expressed under item 17 as regards the 
length of the criminal proceedings and the late pressing of 
charges at the pre-trial phase are equally applicable in this 
case. 

The SCC found the defendant innocent on the first and 
third charge; it found him guilty on the second charge but 
issued no penalty due to the expiration of the relevant limi-
tation period for prosecution. 

However, the SCA acquitted Petkov on all charges, holding 
that he had not acted in violation of the law. With regards 
to the embezzlement of public funds charge, the appellate 
court ruled that the crime required the official to have 
disposed of public property under his control in a way that 
would procure a benefit for him or for a third party. How-
ever, when public funds were expended for services received 
by the organization, this was not a case of embezzlement. 
The SCA reasoned that G. I. T. had received remuneration 
for work on the project that he had in fact performed, and, 
therefore, there could be no claim of embezzlement in this 
case. In addition, the court’s information system had been 
implemented and functioning well as a result of the said 
project; therefore, the court had suffered no harm in connec-
tion with the establishment of the system. As regards both 
crimes under Art. 248a, par. 3 and par. 2, scenario 1 in conj. 
with Art. 20, par. 2 and par. 1 of the CC (submitting false 
statements to obtain funds), the SCA concluded that the de-
fendant had not realized the false nature of the statements, 
submitted in the specified documents, for which reason he 
had not fulfilled the subjective element of the alleged crime.

The criminal proceedings lasted over 10 
years, which is beyond any reasonable 
timeline, and in the end the defendant was 
acquitted on all charges with the argument 
that no crime had been committed. The 
Prosecutor’s Office evidently accepted the 
conclusions of the SCA, as it did not appeal 
the case before the SCtC, and thus the 
judgment of the appellate court became final 
without a cassation appeal.

when

why conclusion
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case 23

VLADIMIRA YANEVA
President of the Sofia City Court, 2011 – 2015), together with the 
defendant under item 35

case 24

ROSEN ZHELYAZKOV
Gen. Secretary of the Council of Ministers (CoM), 2009 – 2013

The case was analyzed as completed in the ACF 
Annual Monitoring Report for 2020. 

For its detailed presentation, see A. Yankulov, A. 
Slavov, “Anti-corruption institutions: activity without 
visible results”, Sofia: ACF, 2020

The case was analyzed as completed in the ACF 
Annual Monitoring Report for 2020. 

For its detailed presentation, see A. Yankulov, A. 
Slavov, “Anti-corruption institutions: activity without 
visible results”, Sofia: ACF, 2020
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case 25

ANGEL SEMERDZHIEV
Chairman of the State Energy and Water Regulatory Commission 
(SEWRG), 2009 - 2013, together with the defendant under item 26

Charged with malfeasance in office:
On 20 January 2011, Overgaz Inc AD filed a complaint 
with the SEWRG against Bulgartransgaz EAD for refusing 
to provide access to the gas distribution network and to 
the Chiren Underground Gas Depository (UGD Chiren). 
The regulatory body is obliged to consider complaints and 
provide a response within two months. In the period 1 
February 2011 – 30 March 2011, Angel Semerdzhiev failed to 
perform his official duties and did not undertake any action 
with respect to the received complaint, despite his obligation 
to submit the case for a closed hearing by the Commission. 
In addition, Semerdhiev violated his official duties by 
failing to exercise control regarding Bulgartransgaz EAD’s 
observance of the conditions and procedure for providing 
access to the gas distribution network, established with the 

Rules on Providing Access to the Gas Transportation and/or 
Distribution Networks, adopted by the SEWRG on 14 May 
2007. This resulted in potentially harmful consequences, 
such as: financial damage and destabilization of the functions 
of Bulgarian Energy Holding EAD, Bulgartransgaz EAD, 
and B. EAD; compromising the financial and economic 
security of the energy system; jeopardizing natural gas 
deliveries and destabilizing the gas market in the country 
by protecting the monopoly of Bulgarian Energy Holding 
EAD in the short term. The European Commission filed 
legal action against Bulgarian Energy Holding EAD and 
its subsidiaries, B. EAD and Bulgartransgaz EAD, which 
resulted in financial sanctions for the companies in the 
amount of EUR 77,068,000 /BGN 150,731906.44/. It is 
very likely that the sanctions will be enforced. Semerdzhiev 
was charged under Art. 282, par. 2 and par. 1 of the CC.

The investigation began in April 2017 — Semerdzhiev was charged by the SCPO in June 2017 — the 
SCPO filed a bill of indictment with the SpCC in August 2020 — the SpCC issued an acquittal in March 
2021 (CP 2082/2020). 

The defendant was taken to court more than three years after having been charged at the pre-trial phase 
of proceedings; the reasons for this delay remain unclear. After the pressing of charges was announced in 
2017, the Prosecutor’s Office remained silent about the progress of the proceedings. The public was not 
informed about the filing of the indictment, or about the acquittal at first instance. 

The SpCC’s reasons for issuing an acquittal have not been published to date. The proceedings before the 
first-instance court were completed within a short time period. 

The proceedings are still pending. 

what
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case 26

SVETLA TODOROVA
Chairman of SEWRG, 2014 - 2015, together with the
defendant under item 25

Charged with malfeasance in office:

In the period 19 December 2014 – 1 April 2015, Todorova 
violated her official duties by failing to call a session of the 
SEWRG and to initiate proceedings for amending the prices 
for distribution of natural gas and for supply of natural gas 
by end suppliers. In addition, she instigated the annulment 
of a SEWRG decision of 1 April 2014 that reduced the pric-
es for transportation of natural gas along the gas distribution 
network and the prices offered to end consumers, previously 
set with a SEWRG decision of 26 October 2009. Todorova’s 
actions were aimed at procuring a benefit for private com-
panies and could have resulted in harmful consequences for 
the end consumers of natural gas, who would have to pay 
more than the actual prices for the service. Todorova was 
charged under Art. 282, par. 2 and par. 1 of the CC.

The investigation began in April 
2017 — Todorova was charged 
by the SCPO in June 2017 — the 
criminal proceedings have not 
ended, and the case is currently 
either at the pre-trial stage or has 
been terminated at an unknown 
stage.

The Prosecutor’s Office has not provided a copy of the 
charges against Todorova for the purposes of the present 
study, nor have they disclosed information concerning the 
course of the investigation. Nearly four years have passed 
since the charges against Todorova were pressed; it remains 
unclear why the proceedings have not progressed.

Unlike the other Chairman of SEWRG who is a defendant 
in the same criminal proceedings, Todorova has not been 
brought to court so far (see item 25). The reasons for treat-
ing her differently remain unknown. 

There is no evidence that the pro-
ceedings have ended. 

when

whyconclusion
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case 27

STANIMIR FLOROV
Director of the Chief Directorate for Combatting Organized 
Crime (CDCOC), 2009 - 2013

The case was analyzed as completed in the ACF 
Annual Monitoring Report for 2020. 

For its detailed presentation, see A. Yankulov, A. 
Slavov, “Anti-corruption institutions: activity without 
visible results”, Sofia: ACF, 2020
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case 28 and 29

KIRCHO KIROV
Director of the National Intelligence Service (NIS), 2003 – 2012

charged with several counts of embezzlement:

/28 In the period 1 January 2007 – 31 December 2011, in 
his capacity of Director of NIS, Kirov embezzled NIS funds 
under his supervision, using the employee J. Z. G. who acted 
unknowingly. Kirov embezzled levs (BGN), euros (EUR), 
dollars (USD), and pounds (GBP) in the total amount of 
BGN 4,720,196.53. In order to facilitate the embezzlement, 
Kirov committed a second crime which, however, does not 
lead to a more serious punishment — under Art. 311, par. 1 
in conj. with Art. 26, par. 1 of the CC. To elaborate, in the 
period 1 January 2007 – 31 December 2011, in the course 
of his official duties, Kirov once again used the employee J. 
Z. G., this time to create official documents — 252 advance 
receipts and 889 advance financial reports — that contained 
false statements (that the amounts stated therein were nec-
essary operational expenses and were spent in accordance 
with the relevant procedures). Kirov intended to submit 
the documents to the Accounting Department of NIS. The 
embezzlement of funds was of considerable proportions and 
was considered an especially serious case. Kirov was charged 
with committing a continuing crime under Art. 203, par. 1 
in conj. with Art. 202, par. 1, item 1, in conj. with Art. 201, 
in conj. with Art. 26, par. 1 of the CC.

/29 In the period 2007 – 2011, in his capacity of Direc-
tor of NIS and in conspiracy with his subordinate, D. I. L., 
Kirov embezzled NIS funds in EUR and USD, amounting 
to BGN 5,100,000. In order to facilitate the embezzlement, 
Kirov committed another crime which, however, does not 
lead to a greater punishment — document forgery. Kirov 
was charged with committing a continuing crime of consid-
erable proportions under Art. 203, par. 1 in conj. with Art. 
202, par. 1, item 2, in conj. with Art. 202, par. 1, item 1, in 
conj. with Art. 201, in conj. with Art. 26, par. 1 of the CC.

/28 Kirov was indicted before the Sofia Military Court 
(SMC) in July 2013 — the SMC issued a conviction in 
August 2015 (10 years imprisonment, partial confiscation 
of property, barred from exercising certain rights for 15 
years) — the Military Court of Appeal (MCA) amended 
the verdict in May 2016 (to a lesser form of embezzlement 
that excludes the document forgery; the MCA repealed the 
part of the verdict establishing that the crime was committed 
through the use of another person, and reduced the bar on 
exercising certain rights to 13 years) — the verdict was re-
pealed by the SCtC and  the case was remitted to the MCA 
in November 2016 (owing to procedural violations at the 
second-instance phase) — the verdict of the first-instance 
court was amended for a second time in July 2018 (to a lesser 
form of embezzlement that excludes the document forgery; 
the MCA repealed the part of the verdict establishing that 
the crime was committed through the use of another person, 
and reduced the bar on exercising certain rights to 13 years) 
— the case (CHC 1045/2018) is currently pending before 
the SCtC on appeal by both sides.

/29 (The case is confidential) Kirov was charged in 
June 2016 — a bill of indictment was filed before the 
SMC at the beginning of 2017 — the SMC issued a 
conviction in January 2018 (15 years’ imprisonment, 
confiscation of half of owned property) — the ver-
dict was appealed before the MCA and the case has 
remained there since May 2018 without any further 
information about its progress; the proceedings may 
have been suspended due to illness of the defendant.

what when
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/28 The defendant was found guilty by the first-in-
stance court two years after being brought to court, but 
following that, the case has been tossed between the MCA 
and the SCtC for the better part of five years. Both panels of 
the MCA that have heard the case so far amended the verdict 
to a lesser crime but did not reduce the period of imprison-
ment. On the other hand, they reduced the period of rights 
deprivation, which cannot exceed the period of impris-
onment by more than three years. The SCtC repealed the 
MCA judgment and remitted the case for re-trial, holding 
that the appellate court rejected the defendant’s statements 
on the charges lightly, without making proper references to 
the circumstances of the case. The defendant had claimed 
that he had expended the funds in the public interest, not in 
a personal one, and according to the SCtC, these claims were 
not verified and considered during the first hearing of the 
case at the second instance. During the second hearing of the 
case before the SCtC, the proceedings were suspended due 
to an illness of the defendant. The latter’s presence in court 
is not required, but he has the right to attend. 

In December 2020, the proceedings were resumed, but the 
case was postponed to an unspecified date owing to the 
illness of the defendant. 

/29 The charges relate to embezzlement of funds, 
claimed to have been used for payments to six Bulgarian 
intelligence agents around the world. However, it is claimed 
that the work of the agents, paid for with the funds in ques-
tion, had been terminated in 1999. Nevertheless, an amount 
equivalent to over five million levs (BGN) has been taken 
out in their names.

/28 The proceedings are still pending.

/29 The proceedings are still pending.

why conclusion
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case 30

case 31 and 32

PHILIP ZLATANOV
Chairman of the Commission for Prevention and 
Ascertainment of Conflicts of Interest, 2011 - 2013

LYUBOMIR VELKOV AND 
MARDIK PAPAZYAN
CEOs of NEK, 2005 - 2009, together with the defendant under item 10

charged at the pre-trial phase with jointly entering 
into an unfavorable transaction:

On 28 November 2007, acting jointly as CEOs of 
Natsionalna Elektritcheska Kompania EAD (NEK EAD), 
the defendants entered into an unfavorable transaction — a 
Framework Agreement for the supply of equipment from 
the Belene Nuclear Power Plant in Bulgaria for the price of 
EUR 205 million — with the head of the unlisted company 
Atomstroyexport based in the Russian Federation. This 
resulted in significant damages for NEK EAD in the amount 
of EUR 77,172,475, thus constituting an especially serious 
case. Both CEOs were charged under Art. 220, par. 2 and 
par. 1 in conj. with Art. 20, par. 2 and par. 1 of the CC.

Indicted for joint intentional mismanagement of public 
funds:

On 29 November 2006, acting jointly as CEOs of 
Natsionalna Elektritcheska Kompania EAD, the defendants 
failed to exercise due care in the fulfillment of their official 

duties, as they signed an agreement for the construction of 
the Belene Nuclear Power Plant with the Russian company 
Atomstroyexport AD, without consulting and obtaining 
permission from the single shareholder of NEK EAD. 
According to the agreement, the company was tasked with 
creating the full conceptual design for the facility and with 
drafting the technical specifications for the power plant’s 
units. However, the agreement was executed before an 
investor for the Belene Project had been selected and before 
the conclusion of a financing agreement, respectively. This 
caused significant damage amounting to EUR 193,189,000 
— the fee charged by the Russian company. The defendants’ 
actions do not contain elements of a more serious crime and 
represent an especially serious violation — crime under Art. 
219, par. 4 in conj, with par. 3 and par. 1, in conj. with Art. 
20, par. 2 of the CC (for both defendants).

The case was analyzed as completed in the ACF 
Annual Monitoring Report for 2020. 

For its detailed presentation, see A. Yankulov, A. 
Slavov, “Anti-corruption institutions: activity without 
visible results”, Sofia: ACF, 2020

what
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The defendants were charged at the pre-trial stage of proceedings nine years after 
the alleged crimes had been committed, even though the latter related to a transac-
tion, the parameters of which had been publicly known. In other words, there was 
no complicated criminal scheme in this case that would have required considerable 
time to disentangle. 

However, the bill of indictment contains different charges than those pressed at 
the pre-trial stage of proceedings. It is noteworthy that in both cases the alleged 
crimes relate to the conclusion of a transaction, but the invoked provisions of the 
Criminal Code are different. The probable explanation for this discrepancy is that 
the punishment for the crime under Art. 219, par. 4 of the CC is up to 12 years 
of imprisonment, while the punishment for the crime under Art. 220, par. 2 of 
the CC is up to 10 years of imprisonment. Accordingly, the limitation period for 
prosecution is also longer in the first case. Nevertheless, at the time when the alleged 
crimes were committed — in 2006 — the punishment for the crime under Art. 
219, par. 4 of the CC was also maximum 10 years of imprisonment, which means 
that the absolute limitation period in this case will be the same, irrespective of the 
adopted legal qualification. 

The absolute limitation period for prosecution in this case is 15 years and it ex-
pires on 29 November 2021. Therefore, the bill of indictment was filed only nine 
months before the expiration of the limitation period.

The SCPO pressed charges 
in October 2016 — the 
SCPO filed a bill of in-
dictment with the SpCC 
in February 2021 (CP 
246/2021).

The proceedings 
are still pending.

when why conclusion
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case 33 and 34

RUMEN SIMEONOV AND 
TSVETAN GUNEV
Assistant Directors at the Bank Supervision Department of BNB from 2007 to 
2013 and from 2013 to 2014, together with 16 other defendants

Charged separately with malfeasance in office — a crime under 
Art. 282, par. 3, par. 2, and par. 1 of the CC — for violating or 
failing to perform their official duties related to the supervision of 
Corporate Commercial Bank AD (CCB AD), specified in various 
legislative acts, among which the Bulgarian National Bank Act and 
the Credit Institutions Act. Simeonov and Gunev did this in order 
to procure a benefit for a third party /the shareholders of CCB 
AD/. Their actions resulted in serious damages to the banking 
system.

The defendants were charged in June 2014 — the 
SpPO filed a bill of indictment with the SpCC in 
July 2017 (CP 2209/2017) — the case is currently 
pending before the first-instance court.

This is a case of great complexity, as it involves a large number of defendants, 
witnesses, and expert opinions, as well as plenty of other documentation. The 
subject of the case is the conduct of the alleged defendants that led to the bank-
ruptcy of CCB AD, caused harm to many of the bank’s stakeholders, and posed 
challenges to the banking system as a whole. According to the Prosecution, 
as regards the supervision of CCB AD, the officials responsible for the bank’s 
functioning and the implementation of supervisory measures — the Assistant 
Managers in charge of BNB’s Bank Supervision Department — violated or 
failed to perform their official duties related to the identification of poor bank-
ing practices and to the implementation of adequate supervisory measures. 
According to the Prosecution, the supervision of CCB AD was carried out 
only on paper, while in reality, the identified violations were concealed by the 
officials in charge of the inspections, and the officials in charge of implementing 
supervisory measures — the defendants — simply refrained from fulfilling their 
official duties. 

The Prosecution has stated that “the main problem with the supervision of 
BNB was the failure to identify and regulate, through supervisory measures 
and recommendations, the corrupt practice of giving out credit loans to related 
parties, which was indulged in to such an extent that the loans became a mere 
cover for the appropriation of public funds for private use and possession.” 
Given the file volume and the legal complexity of the case, it is unlikely that 
there will be a judgment in the near future. 

The proceedings are 
still pending.
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case 35

TODOR KOSTADINOV
Director of the Internal Security Department at the MoI, 2013 - 2014, 
together with the defendant under item 23

The case was analyzed as completed in the ACF 
Annual Monitoring Report for 2020. 

For its detailed presentation, see A. Yankulov, A. 
Slavov, “Anti-corruption institutions: activity without 
visible results”, Sofia: ACF, 2020
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case 36

PAVEL ALEKSANDROV
Director of the Fund for Treatment of Children Abroad (FTCA), 2010 - 2015

Together with three other FTCA employees, Aleksandrov was charged with 
conspiring to misappropriate and unlawfully expend FTCA funds. The 
funds in question were spent on: sending doctors from various hospitals 
on business trips, where they would participate in international seminars 
or accompany sick children; entering into contracts with a company for 
assisting the treatment of children abroad, without conducting the required 
public procurement orders, as a result of which the company was paid BGN 
223,252 from the FTCA budget in 2014 and BGN 230,096 in 2015. The 
payments continued even after the Ministry of Health had ordered their 
termination due to violations of PPA. In addition, contracts were also con-
cluded for the financing of a two-year-long English and German learning 
course for FTCA employees, given that the job requirements for their posts 
included knowledge of these languages/. Aleksandrov was also charged with 
transferring FTCA debt, owed to the National Health Insurance Fund, and 
with malfeasance in office. That is all the available information regarding the 
charges.

The defendants were charged in 
April 2016 — the SpPO filed a bill 
of indictment with the SpCC in Au-
gust 2017 — the case was remitted to 
the SpPO for rectification of serious 
procedural violations in August 2017 
— the SpPO filed a bill of indictment 
with the SpCC for the second time in 
March 2018 — the case was remitted 
to the SpPO for rectification of 
serious procedural violations in April 
2018 — there is no further available 
information regarding the progress 
of the case.

The Prosecutor’s Office has not pro-
vided a copy of the charges against 
Aleksandrov for the purposes of the 
present study, nor have they disclosed 
any other information regarding the 
course of the proceedings. After the 
case was returned to the pre-trial 
phase on two occasions for clarifying 
ambiguities and inconsistencies in 
the charges, there has been no further 
information regarding the status of 
the criminal proceedings.

There is no evidence that the proceedings have ended.

what when
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case 37

LAZAR LAZAROV
Chairman of the Management Board of the Road Infrastructure Agency 
(RIA), 2014 – 2015, together with two other RIA officials

Charged with intentional mismanagement of public 
funds:

In the period 7 August 2014 – 17 February 2015, in his 
capacity of Chairman of the RIA Management Board, 
Lazarov intentionally did not exercise sufficient care in 
performing his duties related to the construction of the 
Maritsa Highway. This resulted in damages of considerable 
proportions to the Ministry of Transport and Information 
Technology, amounting to BGN 30,813,647. The case was 
considered especially serious and Lazarov was charged under 
Art. 219, par. 4, par. 3, and par. 1 of the CC.

The investigation began in September 2016 — the 
defendant was charged in June 2017 — the SCPO 
filed an indictment with the SpCC in April 2018 — 
the case was transferred to the SCC on jurisdictional 
grounds — the case was remitted to the SCPO for 
rectification of serious procedural violations in No-
vember 2018 — the SCPO filed a bill of indictment 
with the SCC in June 2019 — the case was remitted 
to the SCPO for rectification of serious procedural 
violations in January 2020 — the SCPO filled a bill 
of indictment with the SCC for the second time in 
April 2020 — the case is currently pending before the 
SCC (CP 1328/2020).

The alleged crime is related to the financing of 
additional construction works on a segment of the 
Maritsa Highway. In a nutshell, the charges contain 
allegations that the defendant failed to commission 
an inspection of the documentation, submitted by 
the contractor company in support of the need to 
perform additional construction works that would 
require additional financing. Thus, he failed to 
identify that there was in fact no need for additional 
works, and no basis for the additional financing, 
which constituted damage to the state budget. The 
case was remitted to the SCPO for rectification of 
inconsistencies and ambiguities in the charges and 
is currently pending before the first-instance court, 
three years after the first indictment had been filed.

The proceedings are still pending.
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case 38

DESISLAVA IVANCHEVA
Mayor of the Mladost District within the Sofia Municipality, 2016 – 
2018, together with several other defendants

Charged with receiving a bribe:

In the period 16 March – 17 April 2018, in her capacity of an official occupying 
a post of high responsibility — Mayor of Mladost District, Sofia Municipality 
— and in complicity with two accessories, Ivancheva requested an undue gift, 
namely the amount of EUR 500,000, equaling BGN 977,915, to be paid in sev-
eral instalments. Ivancheva also accepted an undue gift — the amount of EUR 
70,000, equaling BGN 136,908.10 — as the first instalment of the requested 
gift. The gift was requested from and subsequently provided by A.V., CEO of 
Vaklin Group OOD and Vaklin Group – Kambanite OOD. The defendant 
requested the gift in exchange for performing her official duties, in particular 
her obligations in the context of the administrative procedures for authorizing 
construction within the district: to give notice of the order of the Chief Archi-
tect of Sofia Municipality, then to refer the case back to the Chief Architect and 
perform her ensuing obligations to publish the issued construction permit, to 
open a construction site, to issue the necessary construction papers, and to issue 
a building use permit. The bribe was of considerable proportions, constituted an 
especially serious crime, and was requested through extortion and abuse of office. 
The defendant told the witness V. that if the requested gift was not provided, 
she would not proceed with the issuing of the required construction papers. 
Ivancheva was charged with committing three criminal acts, jointly constituting 
a continuing crime, under Art. 302a in conj. with Art. 302, par. 1 and 2, in conj. 
with Art. 301, par. 1, scenarios 1 and 2, in conj. with Art. 26, par. 1, in conj. with 
Art. 20, par. 2 and par. 1 of the CC.

The investigation began in 
April 2018 — the SpPO filed 
a bill of indictment in August 
2018 — the SpCC issued a 
conviction (CP 2617/2018) 
in April 2019 (sentenced to 20 
years’ imprisonment, a fine in 
the amount of BGN 10,000, 
partial confiscation of property, 
and barred from the exercising 
certain rights for 20 years) — the 
SpCCA issued a conviction 
(ACP 314/2019) in July 2020 
(8 years’ imprisonment, a fine in 
the amount of BGN 15,000, and 
a bar on the exercise of certain 
rights for a period of 10 years) 
— the case is currently pending 
before the SCtC.

The defendant was found guilty by the first-instance court only for the crime of requesting a gift, but 
not for actually receiving the gift. Furthermore, the first-instance court held that the case did not fit 
the characteristics of a continuing crime. However, these observations did not affect the legal quali-
fication of the defendant’s actions. The defendant was convicted of receiving a bribe of considerable 
proportions, constituting an especially serious crime, and procured through extortion and abuse of 
office, which is the most severe form of passive bribery. The pre-trial investigative proceedings and the 
proceedings before the first-instance court were conducted without any delay and within a very short 
timeline given the complexity of case. 

The proceedings before the second-instance court were also conducted within reasonable time limits. 
Crucially, the SpCCA held that the criminal act constituted passive bribery of large, but not considera-
ble, proportions and acquitted the defendant with respect to the amount over EUR 250,000 and up to 
EUR 500,000. Accordingly, the prison term was also reduced significantly. At the same time, contrary 
to the reasoning of the first-instance court, the appellate court accepted the Prosecution’s claim that 
the defendant had also received part of the requested bribe, amounting to EUR 70,000.

The proceedings 
are still pending. 
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case 39

in the period July 2017 – 29 October 2018, in his capacity of public official, 
the Haralampiev was the leader of an organized crime group. In particular, 
the defendant requested and received bribes in exchange for issuing certif-
icates of Bulgarian origin to foreigners in violation of the applicable law. 
He even provided express orders (sometimes within a single working day). 
According to the Prosecutor’s Office, Haralampiev also committed the 
crime of trading in influence: he threatened the Deputy Chairman of the 
State Agency with penalties and discharge from office and pressured him 
into signing the orders for issuing the certificates, as well as the certificates 
themselves and all other required accompanying documents.

PETAR HARALAMPIEV
Chairman of the State Agency for Bulgarians Abroad, 2017 – 2018, 
together with three other defendants

Haralampiev was charged in Octo-
ber 2018 — the SpPO filed a bill 
of indictment with the SpCC in 
September 2020 — the case is cur-
rently pending before the SpCC 
CP 2634/2020).

the Prosecutor’s Office has not provided a copy of the in-
dictment for the purposes of the present study. In view of 
the fact that there are four defendants on the case, who are 
claimed to have engaged in diverse criminal activities, it can-
not be argued that the two-year term in which the pre-trial 
proceedings were completed was unreasonable.

The proceedings are still pending.
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case 40

ANTON GINEV129
Director of the National Railway Infrastructure Company (NRIC), together with two 
other defendants, one of whom has also occupied a senior public office, but his alleged 
criminal conduct was considered unrelated to his professional capacity

Charged with:
In the period 22 October 2007 – 6 September 2009, in his capacity 
of a public official (CEO of NRIC), Ginev intentionally did not 
exercise due care with respect to the management and preservation of 
property, entrusted to him, in terms of the signing and execution of 
three contracts between NRIC (as a procuring party) and three pri-
vate companies (as contractors). This resulted in damages to NRIC 
of considerable proportions (BGN 4,240,356.46), and the case was 
considered an especially serious one. Ginev was charged with commit-
ting two criminal acts, constituting a continuing crime, under Art. 
219, par. 4, par. 3, and par. 1 in conj. with Art. 26, par. 1 of the CC.

The investigation began in June 2016 —the 
SCPO filed a bill of indictment with the 
SCC in January 2017 — the SCC issued a 
conviction (CP 2362/2017) in March 2019 
(11 months’ imprisonment and ban on the 
exercise of certain rights for three years) 
— the SCA modified the verdict (ACP 
611/2019) in May 2020 (the punishment 
was increased to two years’ imprisonment 
but was suspended with a probation term 
of five years) — the case is currently pending 
before the SCtC CHC 780/2020. 

129. At the time when the charges were pressed, Anton Ginev was Deputy Minister of Transport, 
Information Technology and Communications.

It is noteworthy that Ginev was charged at the pre-trial phase of proceedings almost seven years 
after the alleged crime had been committed. The proceedings before the first-instance court were 
concluded within two years, which is a reasonable term considering the nature of the case. 

The first-instance court held that the defendants I. and Ginev were acquainted, which was the 
reason why the latter facilitated the participation of companies — represented by various persons, 
but in reality, owned by I. — in public procurement orders for repair works on sections of the 
railway infrastructure. Ginev also ensured the success of their bids and their appointment as 
contractors for the assigned activities. The two main benefitting companies were T. EOOD and 
R. EOOD; they were usually assigned “appropriate” tasks, allowing them to receive the funds al-
located by NRIC for the respective activities without performing the actual work. Furthermore, 
it was arranged that the companies would conduct the activities using NRIC resources, but the 
relevant documentation would show that they used resources of their own. According to the 
court, Ginev selected the Ruse railway station and a railroad section between the Morunitsa and 
Byala stations (on main rail track IV) as suitable sites. The procurement orders conducted by 
Ginev had a predetermined outcome (regardless of the decision of the respective procurement 
commission), as all participating companies were owned by the same person — the defendant I. 
After that, the agreed commitments were not fulfilled, and any construction works were carried 
out with the resources of NRIC. However, NRIC made all payments under the signed contracts. 
The first-instance court acquitted Ginev with regards to certain amounts and actions specified in 
the charges — he was convicted of causing damages in the amount of BGN 2,015,590.77, instead 
of the alleged BGN 4,240,356,46 — but the legal qualification of the crime remained unchanged. 
The SCA modified the verdict only with regards to the determined punishment, increasing the 
prison sentence to two years, but also suspending it and applying the maximum probation period 
of five years. 

The proceedings are 
still pending.
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case 41

BOYKO BORISOV
Prime Minister, 2017 - 2021

Investigated for malfeasance in office:

In June 2020, the media released an audio recording on which a voice 
similar to that of Prime Minister Borisov discussed different topics and 
events from April 2019. The person from the recording stated that he had 
instructed the Financial Supervision Commission to investigate E. AD, 
that charges would be pressed against A.M., and that an inquiry had been 
commissioned against the MEP E.Y. 

The SpPO initiated an inspection in 
August 2020 — the SpPO decided 
not to instigate pre-trial criminal 
proceedings in December 2020.

The Prosecutor’s Office commissioned the 
inspection in order to ascertain whether the 
Prime Minister had abused his authority 
by issuing orders to independent state reg-
ulators, such as the Financial Supervision 
Commission, and by interfering with the 
outcome of criminal proceedings, in viola-
tion of the law. 

In the course of the investigation, the author-
ities questioned all public officials who had 
some connection with the circumstances of 
the case. Every one of the questioned offi-
cials denied having been subjected to abuse 
of authority, undue influence, or any other 
form of unlawful behavior in the context of 
the investigated circumstances. The author-
ities also examined the documentation of 
the inspections and pre-trial investigations 
commissioned against the persons specified 
in the audio recording.

However, it was not examined whether the 
voice from the recording matches the voice 
of the Prime Minister, and whether the re-
cording had been manipulated with the use 
of special technical means. 

The inspection concluded that there was not enough evidence to estab-
lish that a crime had been committed, and on that basis the Prosecutor’s 
Office decided not to instigate criminal proceedings. It is noteworthy that 
the only persons who were questioned in the course of the inspection 
were the potential perpetrators of the investigated unlawful acts. The 
officials who were working on the cases specified in the audio recording 
— either at the Prosecutor’s Office or at the state regulatory bodies — 
and who would have been the targets of any irregular behavior, were not 
questioned by the investigation authorities. In other words, in order for a 
violation to be established in this case, one of the questioned officials had 
to self-incriminate by admitting that (s)he had exercised undue influence 
or had acted under such influence. Unsurprisingly, this did not happen, 
and it was concluded that there is not enough evidence to instigate crim-
inal proceedings. 

It remains unclear why the investigation authorities sought to confirm 
the circumstances revealed in the recording, without first examining 
its authenticity. This approach of the Prosecutor’s Office is utterly 
unreasonable. Above all, it should have been ascertained whether the 
voice from the recording belongs to the Prime Minsiter and whether the 
recording had been manipulated. Only after that it would make sense to 
verify whether the content of the recording corresponds with the truth. 
It is perfectly clear that had it been established that the recording was 
only an imitation of the Prime Minister’s voice, aimed at disparaging his 
reputation, there would be no reason to even examine the content. 

what when

whyconclusion
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case 42

NENO DIMOV
Minister of Environment and Water, 2017 - 2020, together with the Mayor 
of Pernik, Sevdelina Kovacheva

Charged with intentional mismanagement of public funds: 

In the period 1 January 2018 – 17 November 2019, Dimov intentionally 
issued Toplofikatsiya–Pernik and the metallurgic enterprise Stomana 
with permits to draw excessive amounts of water from the Studena Res-
ervoir for their industrial needs. Dimov was warned that the reservoir will 
be depleted on several occasions but did not pay attention to the warn-
ings and the provided information. As a result, he squandered millions of 
liters of water, valued at over BGN 11 million, and caused a water crisis in 
Pernik and the surrounding region. 

Dimov was also investigated for violating his official duties in connection 
with the concession agreement for the Bansko Ski Zone. 

Dimov was charged in January 2020 
— the case is currently at the pre-tri-
al phase of criminal proceedings.

the Prosecutor’s Office has not provided a copy of the 
charges for the purposes of the present study. The pre-trial 
investigative proceedings have been going on for about a 
year and a half which is still within the reasonable time limit. 
Qualifying the provision of water resources to enterprises 
for their industrial needs as mismanagement of public funds 
is an innovative approach. Crucially, the enterprises were 
paying for the water, so there was no financial harm, as the 
water supplier was getting good consideration in return for 
the water. On the other hand, ‘mismanagement of public 
funds’ is a crime against the economy which requires the 
damaging, destruction, or squandering of public property, 
or other serious damages to the enterprise or the economy. 
The damages are economic in nature and their contempo-
rary dimensions represent capital losses for the owner of the 
expended assets.

The proceedings are still pending.

what when

whyconclusion
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case 43

KRASIMIR ZHIVKOV
Deputy Minister of Environment and Water, 2017 - 2020, together with 
other defendants

Charged with heading an organized crime group:

In the period March 2016 – 28 May 2020, in his capacity of Deputy 
Minister of MEW, Zhivkov was in charge — together with A.S.B. — of 
an organized crime group that involved six other persons, and which 
operated on the territories of the Sofia, Pleven, Montana, and Shumen 
provinces. The crime group was created with the aim to obtain funds 
illegally by committing coordinated crimes under Art. 282, 311, 353b, 
353c, and 353d of the CC. The crime group involved public officials — a 
crime under Art. 321, par. 3, item 1 and par. 1 of the CC.

Zhivkov was also charged with handling hazardous waste in violation of 
the established procedures:
In the period 25 April 2016 – 29 May 2020, at identified and unidentified 
locations on the territory of the Republic of Bulgaria, Zhivkov aided and 
abetted the individual V.V.K. in handling 2,665.420 tons of hazardous 
waste in violation of the procedures established in the Waste Management 
Act. Zhivkov committed 71 separate criminal acts under Art. 353c, par. 
1, par. 2, and par. 3 of the CC, jointly constituting a continuing crime, 
which resulted in serious damages to the environment and posed severe 
risks for public health and the health of the environment. He was charged 
under Art. 353c, par. 3 and par. 1 in conj. with Art. 26, par. 1, in conj. 
with Art. 20, par. 3, par. 4, and par. 1 of the CC.

Zhivkov was charged in May 2020 — 
the SpPO filed a bill of indictment with 
the SpCC in February 2021 — the case 
is currently pending before the SpCC

the pre-trial proceedings from the 
moment the charges were pressed to 
the filing of the bill of indictment were 
conducted within a rather short time 
period, taking into account the number 
of accused parties and the complexity of 
the investigated criminal behavior. 

The proceedings are still pending.

what when

whyconclusion
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PLAMEN UZUNOV
President’s Secretary on Legal Affairs and Anti-corruption, 2017 - present, together 
with one more defendant

case 44

Charged with conspiracy to commit crime and with malfeasance in office:

In the period January 2019 – end of May 2020, Uzunov conspired with the indi-
vidual P.B. to commit crimes under Art. 304b and Art. 282 of the CC (punishable 
with over three years of imprisonment). The defendants arranged to engage in this 
behavior in order to illegally obtain property — crime under Art. 321, par. 6 of the 
CC.

In the period 8 May 2019 – 28 August 2019, in his capacity of public official and 
with the help of the abettor P.B., Uzunov violated his official duties /in particular, 
the obligation to protect the confidentiality of information shared with him in 
connection with his professional functions/. The defendant committed 21 separate 
criminal acts under Art. 282, par. 1 of the CC, jointly constituting a continuing 
crime. Specifically, he used a mobile application to send P.B. multiple communi-
cations containing confidential information about the political situations in Libya 
and Ukraine, and about the progress of military activities in Libya. Uzunov’s motive 
was to procure a benefit for P.B., as the provided information enabled P.B. to take 
decisions related to his economic interests in the mentioned countries. Uzunov’s 
actions led to significant harm — disclosure of confidential information, injuring 
the reputation of the presidential instituttion, and posing a threat to national secu-
rity — crime under Art. 282, par. 2 and par. 1 in conj. with Art. 20, par. 2 and par. 
1, in conj. with Art. 26, par. 1 of the CC.

 Uzunov was charged by 
the SpPO in July 2020 — 
the case is currently at the 
pre-trial stage of criminal 
proceedings.

On the same date in July 2020, two advisers of the President (see item 45) were charged by two different units of the Pros-
ecutor’s Office, the SpPO and the Sofia Military Regional Prosecutor’s Office (SMRPO). This shows a clear coordination 
of procedural actions undertaken by prosecutors from entirely different structures. The pressing of charges was preceded by 
ostentatious investigative action in the Presidency building, which was cordoned off by armed officers of the Bureau of De-
fense under the Prosecutor General. Furthermore, the public was specifically acquainted with documents from the ongoing 
investigation against Uzunov. At the same time, the Prosecutor General was awaiting the Constitutional Court’s judgment on 
his inquiry concerning the boundaries of presidential immunity, thus hinting at a possible investigation against the President. 
However, after the grandiose beginning of the pre-trial investigative proceedings, no information has been released with 
regards to its progress. 

The approach of classifying the disclosure of confidential information by Uzunov as a type of malfeasance in office under 
Art. 282 of the CC is rather unusual. The protection of confidential information is codified in Section I of Chapter 12 of the 
CC, which outlines certain special crimes under Art. 357 – 360 of the CC as well as under art. 284 of the CC. Thus, Art. 357 
regulates the disclosure of state secrets, art. 284 of the CC – of professional secrets, whereas Art. 360 regulates the disclosure 
of military, economic, or other information that does not constitute a state or professional secret, but whose disclosure is nev-
ertheless forbidden. Therefore, there is a specific legal provision that criminalizes the disclosure of any protected information 
that is not a state secret — Art. 360 of the CC. Consequently, the decision to resort to Art. 282 of the CC must have been 
motivated by the fact that the punishment provided in Art. 360 (as well as that under Art. 284 of the CC) is too lenient — up 
to one year of imprisonment or probation. This would preclude the application of Art. 321, par. 6 of the CC, which covers 
the crime of conspiracy, as well as the use of certain investigation methods, such as special surveillance measures. 
Another point for discussion concerns the nature of the allegedly disclosed “information about the political situations in 
Libya and Ukraine, and about the progress of military activities in Libya,” and whether the information should be considered 
protected in the first place, as on the surface it appears as if it has been derived from a telegraph agency bulletin, and not 
through unconventional sources.  

The proceedings are 
still pending.

what when

why

conclusion
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case 45

ILIYA MILUSHEV
President’s Advisor on Matters of Defense and Security, 2017 - present, 
together with other defendants 

Charged with establishing an organized crime group and 
with malfeasance in office:

In the period June 2019 – July 2019, Milushev conspired with two 
officials from the State Intelligence Agency (SIA), M.K. and A.Z., 
to commit crimes under Art. 357 of the CC, and in particular, to 
disclose information classified as state secret which had been revealed 
to them in connection with the performance of their official duties.

In the period June 2019 – July 2019, in the capacity of abettor to 
the principal perpetrator, M.K., Milushev intentionally impelled 
M.K. to violate her official duties by disclosing to him information, 
classified as a state secret. Milushev told M.K. that he would convey 
the information to the President with a view to causing harm to 
the Chairman of the SIA through disciplinary proceedings, etc. 
Milushev’s actions could have injured the reputation of the SIA and 
thus caused serious harm to the institution.

Milsuhev was charged by the SMRPO in 
July 2020 — the case is currently at the pre-
trial stage of criminal proceedings.

there is less publicly available information 
concerning this investigation than the one against 
Uzunov. The circumstances surrounding the 
pressing of charges against the two individuals are 
equally relevant to this case — see item 44. 

the proceedings are still pending.

what when
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DINCHER HADZHIEV
Governor of the Dobrich Region, September 2005 – May 2008

Following a guilty verdict that became final in February 2020, Hadzhiev was 
sentenced to 2 years and 6 months’ imprisonment, suspended for a period of 
5 years, and ordered to pay a fine of BGN 2,500.

At the first court instance, the verdict was 
pronounced by the Dobrich Regional Court 

(criminal case No. 35/2015); upheld by the Varna Court of 
Appeal (criminal case No. 110/2019); upheld by the SCtC 
(case No. 952/2019).

Hadzhiev was convicted of two counts of malfeasance in 
office:

/1 In the city of Dobrich, as a principal perpetrator, acting 
in the capacity of senior public official — Governor of the 
Dobrich Region — and together with the aider and abettor 
P.G., also acting in the capacity of senior public official — Di-
rector of the Directorate of Administrative Control, Regional 
Development, and State Property — Hadzhiev committed 
the following criminal acts, jointly constituting a continuing 
crime:
• on 22 December 2006, he violated his official duties, 

stipulated in the State Property Act (StPA) and the 
Rules of Application of this Act (RAStPA), by signing 
an agreement for the sale of an apartment with a view to 
procuring a benefit for P.G., consisting in the opportuni-
ty to purchase the said apartment for the price of BGN 
21,000. Hadzhiev’s actions violated the StPA and the 
RAStPA, and resulted in serious damages for the State, 
amounting to BGN 14,900;

joint criminal activity:
• on 3 July 2008, the two defendants violated their official 

duties, stipulated in the StPA and the RAStPA; Hadzhiev 
signed, and P.G. approved, an agreement for the sale of 
property in contravention with the applicable provisions 
of the StPA and the RAStPA. This was done in order to 
procure a benefit for the company B. EOOD, represent-
ed by V.N., consisting in the opportunity to purchase 
the said property for the price of BGN 15,850.80. The 
incriminating transaction resulted in serious damages for 
the State, amounting to BGN 104,949.20.

• on 10 February 2008, the two defendants violated their 
official duties, stipulated in the StPA and the RAStPA; 
Hadzhiev signed, and P.G. approved, an agreement for 
the sale of 1,263 sq. m. of land, located on the territory of 
the town of Shabla, to the individuals G.K., I.I., and P.S., 
even though there was no legally constructed building 

case 1

owned by these individuals on the specified land. This 
was done in order to procure a benefit for the buyers, 
consisting in the difference between the real market value 
of the property — BGN 34,300 — and the purchase 
price fixed at BGN 4,146.72. In consequence, the total 
damages caused to the State amounted to BGN 
150,002.48, of which BGN 135,102.48 were caused 
by joint criminal activity involving the sale of public 
property.

/2 Hadzhiev exercised competences of the Minister of 
Health, who is the representative of the Specialized Rehabili-
tation Hospital “Tuzlata,”and P.G. coordinated the procedure 
for signing the respective agreements, thus enabling Hadzhiev 
to overstep his authority and rights, stipulated in the StPA and 
the RAStPA:
• on 4 July 2007, Hadzhiev signed an agreement for the 

sale of property, without obtaining the required docu-
mentation from the Balchik Municipal Administration 
to establish that the building on it had been constructed 
legally. This was done in order to procure a benefit for 
P.P., consisting in the opportunity to purchase the 
property for the price of BGN 3,285.36, which resulted 
in serious damages for the Specialized Rehabilitation 
Hospital “Tuzlata,” amounting to BGN 44,914.64.

• on 11 December 2007, Hadzhiev signed five agreements 
for the sale of five properties, without obtaining the 
required documentation from the Balchik Municipal 
Administration to establish that the respective buildings 
on the properties had been constructed legally. This 
was done in order to procure a benefit for the company 
M. AD – Varna, represented by G.G., consisting in the 
opportunity to purchase the properties for the respec-
tive prices of BGN 9,352.44, BGN 4,184.64, BGN 
4,204.92, BGN 4,517.76, and BGN 4,111.44. As a 
result, the Specialized Rehabilitation Hospital “Tuzlata” 
incurred serious damages in the respective amounts of: 
BGN 232,047.56, BGN 95,615.36, BGN 96,095.08, 
BGN 103,182.24, and BGN 93,888.56. The total 
damages incurred by “Tuzlata” amounted to BGN 
665,743.44. The violation was considered especially 
serious, involving the sale of property to a company.
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VESELIN PENEV
Governor of the Sofia Region, November 2013 – September 2016

Acquitted by the SpCC (criminal case No. 
2377/2019) in February 2021.
The case is pending before the SpCCA.

Penev was charged with 1/ mismanagement of public 
funds and 2/ entering into unfavorable transactions: 

/1 On an unknown date in the period 30 December 
2015 – 30 April 2016, in the capacity of public official — 
Governor of the Sofia Region — Penev failed to exercise due 
care in the management and preservation of property under 
his control, namely the budget of the Sofia Region for 2016 
and a plot of state-owned land. Penev’s criminal behavior, 
constituting a continuing crime, resulted in the squandering 
of public assets of the Sofia Region administration amount-
ing to BGN 13,339.20 (VAT included). The State suffered 
an additional loss of BGN 105,100.00, thus making the total 
amount of damages BGN 118,439.20.

/2 On 8 July 2016, Penev intentionally entered 
into three unfavorable transactions, by virtue of 
which he terminated the joint ownership, between 
the State and a private company, of several properties. 
Crucially, Penev transferred the State’s interests in the 
properties to the private company, instead of severing 
the interests from the joint ownership, which would 
have been more profitable for the State. He thus sold 
three properties to the company “***d” EOOD for a 
total price of BGN 658,870 (VAT excluded), when the 
market value of the properties at the time was BGN 
10,989,000 (VAT excluded). This resulted in serious 
damages for the State, amounting to BGN 10,330,130 
— the difference between the purchase price and the 
market value of the properties.

case 2
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IVAN TOTEV
Mayor of the Plovdiv Municipality, 30 October 2011 – 11 November 2019, 
charged alongside his deputy, Dimitar Katsarski, and the Mayor of Plovdiv’s 
Zapaden District, Dimitar Kolev (from 2013 to 2019)

In July 2018, the SpCC returned the case against Totev to the SpPO for 
rectification of significant procedural violations in the bill of indictment.
There has been no information regarding the status of the case since then, 
and the SpPO did not respond to ACF’s request for information during the 
preparation of the present analysis.

According to the charges, the construction of the Plovdiv 
Zoo was carried out in violation of the Public Procurement 
Act, with a view to procuring a benefit for the selected 
contractor, Z. OOD. In particular, Totev signed a direct 
contract with the company, in the absence of approved 

case 3

SEVDALINA KOVACHEVA
Mayor of the Pernik Municipality, 25 September – 12 November 2019, 
charged alongside the Minister of Environment and Waters, Neno Dimov

The case has been at the pre-trial phase of proceedings since January 
2020 and is handled by the SpPO. The latter did not respond 
to ACF’s request for information during the preparation of the 
present analysis. There is no public information available regarding 
Kovacheva’s indictment.

Dimov was charged with intentional mismanagement of 
public funds:
In the period 1 January 2018 – 17 November 2019, Dimov 
intentionally issued Toplofikatsiya–Pernik and the metal-
lurgic enterprise Stomana with permits to draw excessive 
amounts of water from the Studena Reservoir for their 

case 4

investment project and bill of quantities, and before a 
construction permit had been issued. The mayor’s goal 
was to enrich the company with BGN 6,900,000, which 
is the amount of calculated damages caused to the Plovdiv 
Municipality. Katsarski and Kolev were accessories to the 
crime.

industrial needs. Dimov was warned that the reservoir will 
be depleted on several occasions but did not pay attention 
to the warnings and the provided information. As a result, 
he squandered millions of liters of water, valued at over 
BGN 11 million, and caused a water crisis in Pernik and the 
surrounding region.
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ILINKA NIKIFOROVA AND 
IVAN IVANOV
mayors of the Pernik Municipality, 1 November 2014 – 31 October 2015

In February 2018, the SpPO released information that an inspection had 
been carried out on the premises of the city council building in Pernik, in 
the course of which Ivanov and Nikiforova had been detained. 
There has been no information regarding the status of the case since then, 
and the SpPO did not respond to ACF’s request for information during the 
preparation of the present analysis.

The investigation against the two officials was initiated on 
allegations of entering into unfavorable transactions. In 
September 2014, the Pernik Municipality commissioned a 
private company to urgently collect and transport waste on 
the territory of the municipality, offering BGN 1,258,260 as 
payment for the services. This decision was explained with 
the outbreak of an “emergency situation” in Pernik, as the 
previously hired waste management company had stopped 

case 5 and 6

MINCHO KAZANDZHIEV
Mayor of the Lovech Municipality, October 2003 – October 2015

Acquitted by the SpCC (criminal case No. 1749/2018) in June 2020.
The case is currently pending before the SpCCA.

Kazandzhiev was charged with mismanagement of pub-
lic funds:
On 5 November 2014, in the capacity of public official — 
Mayor of the Lovech Municipality — Kazandzhiev failed 
to exercise due care in the management of public property 
under his control. In particular, the defendant accepted an 
amusement ride, consisting of a locomotive and two car-
riages, without performing the necessary quality assessment. 

case 7

working three days earlier. The local authorities did not 
perform an assessment of the prices and services offered by 
the new company, but instead paid out the specified amount 
in full, without even requiring documented proof that the 
commissioned work had actually been completed. At the 
same time, the authorities paid out another BGN 495,168 
for waste management and transportation services to anoth-
er company with which it had an ongoing contract. Both 
companies that were paid by the municipality were owned 
by the same person.

Furthermore, he did not draft and sign a record of handover 
and did not verify whether the provided good matched the 
negotiated specifications. As a result, the Lovech Munic-
ipality incurred serious damages in the amount of BGN 
210,034.52. The damages represent the difference between 
the sum of BGN 359,732.55, actually paid by the municipal-
ity, and the real market value of the amusement ride, which 
was BGN 149,698.03 at the material time.
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PANAYOT REYZI
Mayor of the Sozopol Municipality, October 2007 – March 2019

In December 2020, the SpCC returned the case against Reyzi to the SpPO 
for rectification of significant procedural violations in the bill of indict-
ment. 
There has been no information regarding the status of the case since then, 
and the SpPO did not respond to ACF’s request for information during the 
preparation of the present analysis.

Alongside several other defendants, Reyzi was charged with 
embezzling more than BGN 2 million in the process of as-
signing construction and repair works to various companies 
in the period 2014 – 2017. According to the Prosecutor’s 
Office, the said companies were owned by socially disadvan-
taged dummy owners. 
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NIKOLAY DIMITROV
Mayor of the Nesebar Municipality, October 2007 – present

The case is handled by the SpPO and has been at the pre-trial phase 
of proceedings since October 2019. 
There has been no information regarding the status of the case since 
then, and the SpPO did not respond to ACF’s request for informa-
tion during the preparation of the present analysis.

During the campaign for mayor of the Nesebar Municipal-
ity in October 2019, Dimitrov was arrested five days before 
the election date on account of allegations of vote buying. 
Nevertheless, Dimitrov won the election, while in custody. 
In January 2020, when he was released on bail, the court dis-
missed the request for his temporary removal, submitted by 

case 9

the Prosecutor’s Office. There is no information regarding 
the further development of the case.
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MARIN RACHEV
Mayor of the Septemvri Municipality, October 2019 – March 2020, charged 
alongside the Deputy Mayor, an investment control expert, and the 
Director of the Transport and Environment Sector

The SpCC started examining the case in December 2019, and there is 
no information about a pronounced verdict to date.

Rachev was charged with mismanagement 
of public funds:

In the period May 2017 – August 2018, Rachev failed to 
exercise control over his subordinate officials, who had been 
entrusted with the management of public property. The 
officials signed records of handover related to commissioned 
construction works that had in fact not been completed. As 
a result, the municipality made undue payments for invoic-

case 11

es, activities, and services that were anyway high-priced. The 
total amount of damages was estimated at BGN 255,039. 
Rachev was also convicted of tax evasion prior to becoming 
mayor when he worked as a sole trader in the fuel industry. 
Rachev was given a suspended sentence that was later upheld 
by the Supreme Court of Cassation and became final.

EMIL KABAIVANOV
Mayor of the Karlovo Municipality, 2003 – 2007, 2011 – present

Sentenced to six months’ probation by the 
SpCC in May 2020, after he took a plea bargain 
(criminal case No. 1337/2020 of the SpCC)

Kabaivanov was convicted of mismanage-
ment of public funds:

In the period 24 April 2013 – 30 April 2014, in the capacity 
of public official — Mayor of the Karlovo Municipality — 
Kabaivanov committed 14 criminal omissions, jointly con-
stituting a continuing crime, by failing to exercise due care 
in the management of public property under his control. 
As a result, the Karlovo Municipality incurred damages in 
the amount of BGN 26,984.68, which represented funds 
received by the Ministry of Environment and Water as a 
grant under the Operational Programme “Environment” 
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2007 – 2013, financed jointly by the European Regional 
Development Fund and the Cohesion Fund. The funds 
were intended to support a project for the completion and 
modernization of a sewerage network and a wastewater 
treatment plant in the city of Karlovo. Kabaivanov caused 
the damages by paying undue remunerations and social 
security contributions on several dates during the specified 
period. 
For the court to approve the plea bargain, the defendant had 
to remedy the damages caused by his unlawful behavior; the 
record of proceedings reflects that this condition had been 
fulfilled. 
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DANAIL VALOV 
Mayor of the Cherven Bryag Municipality, October 2007 – 2011 and 2015 – October 2019

In January 2020, Valov was found guilty by the SpCC and released from criminal 
liability in accordance with Art. 78a of the CC, whereby he was instead ordered to 
pay a fine in the amount of BGN 5000 (criminal case 3706/2019)
The case is currently pending before the SpCCA.

Valov was charged with 1/ malfeasance in 
office (acquitted) and 2/ document fraud (convicted and 
released from criminal liability, administrative sanction 
imposed instead):

/1 on 16 May 2017, in the capacity of senior public 
official — Mayor of the Cherven Bryag Municipality — Val-
ov violated his official duties under the Public Procurement 
Act, by terminating the assignment of a public procurement 
order in the absence of any of the grounds for termination, 
specified in the PPA. The defendant’s intention was to harm 
“*** S.” and his actions could potentially cause serious dam-
ages to the municipality.

case 12

GEORGI DIMOV
Mayor of the Bozhurishte Municipality, October 2015 – present

The case is handled by the SpPO and has been at the pre-trial stage of 
proceedings since May 2019.
There has been no information regarding the status of the case since 
then, and the SpPO did not respond to ACF’s request for informa-
tion during the preparation of the present analysis.

In the end of May 2019, Dimov was arrested and charged 
with malfeasance in office. According to the charges, he sold 
4 parcels of land at BGN 2.16 per sq. m., and one of the 
companies that purchased the parcels was partially owned by 
Dimov’s father. The notice for the auction of the land had 
been published on the municipality’s website only for sever-
al minutes, thus making it impossible for anyone willing to 
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/2  on 22 December 2017, in the capacity of public offi-
cial — Mayor of the Cherven Bryag Municipality — and in 
the exercise of his official duties, Valov created two official 
documents containing false statements of fact, which he 
intended to use as proof for the validity of the facts specified 
therein. In particular, the defendant fabricated two notices 
for termination of public procurement contracts, in which 
he falsely stated that the respective contracts had been 
performed and completed. Valov’s actions constituted a 
continuing crime within the meaning of the law; however, 
the violation was considered minor. 

participate to buy the necessary documents. 
After spending around two months in custody, Dimov 
was released, and the court dismissed the request for his 
temporary removal from office, submitted by the Prosecu-
tor’s Office. There is no information regarding the further 
development of the case. 
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ALEKSI KESYAKOV
Mayor of the Chelopech Municipality, October 2003 – present

In March 2017, it was publicly announced that the SCPO has filed a bill 
of indictment against Kesyakov in court, but since then, there has been no 
information regarding the status of the case and its development at the 
trial stage. The SCPO did not respond to ACF’s request for information 
during the preparation of the present analysis.

Kesyakov was charged with mismanagement of public 
funds:
On 28 April 2014, in the capacity of senior public official — 
Mayor of the Chelopech Municipality — Kesyakov violated 
his official duties, by instructing, through a phone call, the 
head accountant of the municipality to issue and sign a pay-
ment order for the payment of BGN 50,000 to a consortium 
of companies. The reference on the payment order pointed 
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RADOSTIN RADEV
Mayor of the Kostenets Municipality, October 2015 – October 2019

The case was filed with the SpCC in September 2020 and there has 
been no information about a pronounced verdict to date.

Radev was charged with active bribery:

In the period February – June 2019, acting in complicity 
with a businessman, Radev offered a bribe of BGN 30,000 
to a municipal councilor, in order to secure a decision to 
approve the implementation of a public procurement order. 
The decision of the municipal council obliged the munici-
pality to execute a project, whose total value exceeded BGN 
1,100,000. 
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to a non-existent legal ground, and Kesyakov was well-aware 
that the municipality did not owe that payment. At the time, 
the consortium was participated in a procurement order for 
reconstruction of buildings in the village of Chelopech. One 
of the requirements for participation was to have a certain 
amount of funds in a bank account, which had to be attested 
by a bank reference. 
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STOYAN BESHIROV
Mayor of the Nedelino Municipality, October 2011 – April 2015, charged alongside the 
Deputy Mayor, other local government officials, and several local businessmen

The SpCC began the examination of the case in February 2021.

The defendants were charged with embezzlement of 
considerable proportions, considered an especially seri-
ous violation:

ВIn the beginning of 2012, Beshirov developed a plan for 
embezzling funds from the municipal budget, with the 
participation of local officials, entrusted with exercising 
control over construction works, and in coordination with 
the managers of certain private companies, selected by the 
officials. The mayor issued a number of orders, with which 

case 16

EVGENI KRUSEV
Deputy Mayor of the Sofia Municipality, 2016 – December 2018

Acquitted by the SpCC in April 2021.
The verdict has not been published.

Krusev was charged with malfeasance in office:

In the period 27 June 2018 – 5 December 2018, Krusev vi-
olated his official duties under the Public Procurement Act, 
as well as the obligations conferred on him by the mayor, 
by taking steps to substantially amend the procurement 
contract signed with D.P.G. AD. Krusev’s intention was to 
procure a benefit for the said company. The Sofia Munici-
pality incurred damages in the amount of BGN 919,863.55. 

case 17

he announced emergency situations, exaggerating the conse-
quences of the heavy rainfall in the region of Nedelino. The 
orders described a host of natural disasters — landslides, 
river overflow, cracking dams, inundations, road closures, 
etc., which had in fact never happened. As the emergency sit-
uation gave rights to the mayor to assign procurement orders 
without issuing notices, he only sent direct invitations to the 
pre-selected group of companies. Thus, Beshirov concluded 
7 contracts for the total amount of BGN 3.5 million, a third 
of which was embezzled. 
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RALYO RALEV
Mayor of Plovdiv’s Severen District, September 2011 – May 2019

The case is handled by the SpPO and has been at the pre-trial stage of pro-
ceedings since May 2019.
There has been no information regarding the status of the case since then, 
and the SpPO did not respond to ACF’s request for information during the 
preparation of the present analysis. 

In the end of May 2019, Ralev was arrested and charged 
with requesting a bribe. In particular, he was accused of 
blackmailing a local businessman to pay him BGN 60,000, 
in order to be issued with a construction permit by the Sev-
eren District, while the district administration withheld the 
businessman’s documents on purpose. 
Around three months later, Ralev was released on bail. 
There is no information regarding the further development 
of the case.

case 18
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is a practicing defense lawyer. For over a decade, he served as a public 
prosecutor at the Sofia District Prosecution Office and the Sofia City Pros-
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investigations of high-impact crimes (drugs, firearms, fraud), the execution of 
sentences as well as cooperation with international criminal law enforcement 
bodies. He left the public prosecution in November 2019. Mr. Yankulov has 
also served as Deputy Minister of Justice (2014-2016), leading the govern-
ment’s policy in the area of execution of sentences and penitentiary services. 
He was alsoresponsible for international cooperation with a focus on human 
rights with organizations such as the Council of Europe, the European Court 
of Human Rights, and non-governmental organizations. He has served
as Deputy Minister of Interior (2014).

is a constitutional lawyer. She teaches Constitutional Law at the Sofia Uni-
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Aspects of the Application of the Law on Prevention and Disclosure of Con-
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The Anti-Corruption Fund is an independent, expert-led nongovernmental 
organization, which investigates cases of alleged corruption, misuse of 
public funds, and conflict of interest among public officials in Bulgaria. Our 
research adheres to the highest legal, professional, and ethical standards. 
We aim to assist public authorities and journalists in investigating and prose-
cuting corruption-related violations. The goal of our work is to help address 
systemic factors leading to high corruption levels, and to raise public aware-
ness about the existing mechanisms to counteract corruption.
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